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Summary  

At any given moment, the human brain receives a barrage of noisy sensory signals that 

convey important information about events taking place in the surrounding world. In order to 

function optimally in our environment we must use this sensory information to make 

perceptual decisions that guide our interactions with the external world. Convergent evidence 

from computational modelling and neurophysiology, which is reviewed in chapter one of this 

thesis, suggests that this process of perceptual decision-making is mediated by accumulating 

samples of noisy sensory information over time towards a decision threshold. Despite 

important advances that have been made in terms of understanding the fundamental 

mechanisms by which perceptual decisions are made, there are still many unanswered 

questions about how these mechanisms are affected by a wide range of factors. However, 

owing to recent breakthroughs in human electrophysiology, many of these questions can now 

be addressed by directly observing the decision-making process in the human brain through 

the measurement of freely evolving neural signatures of effector-selective and domain-general 

decision formation. By exploiting these newly characterised signals, the aim of this thesis was 

to examine the role of various temporal factors in perceptual decision formation. These 

include the impact of temporal uncertainty and prior experience of temporal structure on the 

onset timing of evidence accumulation, the role of urgency in perceptual decision-making 

under speed pressure, and mechanistic changes underpinning the effects of training on 

perceptual decision-making.  

 In the natural sensory world it is not always possible to predict precisely when a goal 

relevant sensory change will take place. Consequently, it can be challenging for the brain to 

determine when to start sampling evidence from a noisy sensory environment, particularly if 

the target sensory event has very low salience. Despite this, the majority of studies in the 

perceptual decision-making literature to date have focused on scenarios in which sensory 

events are both predictable and salient, leaving little ambiguity over when the brain should 

start accumulating evidence. Chapter two addressed this gap in the literature. It discusses 

crucial insights into the importance of accumulation onset showing that when the timing of a 

subtle goal relevant change in a stimulus feature is de-correlated across trials, observers are 

unable to accurately time the onset of evidence accumulation, much to the detriment of their 
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performance. In addition, the findings of chapter two also suggest that accumulation onset 

timing can be adjusted strategically in order to optimise behaviour in spite of this overall 

performance limitation.  

Chapter three built on the findings of chapter two by examining how the timing of 

accumulation onset is affected by recent experience of temporal structure under conditions of 

temporal uncertainty. Specifically, this chapter examined the sequential foreperiod effect, an 

example of intertrial dependency whereby the speed with which individuals respond to a 

sensory target is affected by the timing of that target on the previous trial. Such dependencies 

reflect our tendency to incorporate statistical information from the environment into our 

decisions. The findings of chapter three indicate that even when temporal structure is 

randomly varied across trials, observers nevertheless use recent temporal information to guide 

the onset of evidence accumulation giving rise to positive effects on performance under 

congruent conditions and negative effects on performance under incongruent conditions.  

The aim of chapter four was to examine the hypothesis that the contingent negative 

variation (CNV), a frontocentral component of human EEG, indexes urgency in the context of 

perceptual decision-making. An urgency signal is one that grows in a time-dependent, 

evidence-independent manner reflecting the increasing impetus to response as an internal or 

external response deadline approaches. Such a signal is expected to increase statically in 

strength at baseline under conditions of speed emphasis, and to grow dynamically at an ever-

increasing rate in anticipation of an impending deadline. In support of the hypothesis that the 

CNV represents such a signal, it exhibited precisely these characteristics. 

Chapter five examined the impact of extended training on the mechanisms 

underpinning perceptual decision-making with results indicating that learning was mediated 

by two primary mechanisms. Firstly, there was a boost in the representation of sensory 

evidence and a corresponding increase in the rate of evidence accumulation. This mediated 

initial improvements in response time and led to fewer missed responses. Secondly, further 

improvement in accuracy was achieved by increasing the decision bound and thereby 

requiring more evidence to be accumulated. Such a change often entails slower responses but 

due to the increased rate of evidence accumulation, response times instead reached a plateau 

level and accuracy improvements alone were yielded. 

Finally, chapter six presents a general discussion of the key contributions of this thesis.  
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Chapter One 

Conceptual Background  

  

1.1  Introduction  

Perceptual decision-making has been defined as the process whereby noisy sensory 

information is extracted from the sensory environment and evaluated in order to inform the 

choices we make and to guide adaptive, goal-oriented behaviour (Gold & Shadlen, 2007). This 

important process is at the core of many of our everyday interactions with the external sensory 

world. In some scenarios, the decisions we make are relatively trivial, such as deciding 

whether a familiar face in the supermarket belongs to a dear friend who you would like to say 

hello to or an unfriendly person who you would wish to avoid. Other times, perceptual 

decision-making is necessary to facilitate practical endeavours such as navigating through an 

unfamiliar city. In certain instances, the outcome of the perceptual decision-making process 

has critical implications for the basic well-being and survival of both ourselves and those 

around us. For instance, when walking alone in a dark, secluded area, a young woman who 

encounters an oncoming Figure may need to rapidly discern whether the approaching 

individual is displaying any apparent signs of threatening or dangerous behaviour. Meanwhile, 

drivers are reliant on their ability to appropriately process sensory information in order to 

detect and react appropriately to a child or animal that suddenly runs into the road.  

Despite the apparent ease with which we make many perceptual decisions, they can be 

particularly challenging for the brain to compute. Sensory information and the environments 

within which it is presented are rarely unambiguous. As in the case of a poorly lit street at 

night or the view of a road ahead during heavy rain or fog, our capacity to compute accurate 

decisions may be constrained by the presence of externally noisy or weak sensory signals. 

Even when external sources of sensory noise are minimal, sensory signals may be internally 

noisy due to the natural variability of neuronal responses to sensory inputs (Britten, Shadlen, 

Newsome & Movshon, 1992). Furthermore, perceptual decisions are often made under 

conditions of considerable uncertainty about when and where goal relevant sensory 

information may appear and/or considerable time pressure. A driver can rarely predict where 
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and when a child may appear unexpectedly in the road but one thing that is certain is that the 

driver must choose their next course of action quickly in order to prevent an accident from 

occurring.  

In recent decades the study of perceptual decision-making has been advanced through 

developments in computational neuroscience. Formal computational models are useful in 

studying the mechanistic basis of human cognition because they decompose behavioural data 

into latent components that are psychologically meaningful. Our understanding of how the 

brain makes perceptual decisions has benefited in particular from the application of a 

particular family of computational models known as sequential sampling models (e.g. Smith & 

Ratcliff, 2004), which share the underlying principle that decisions are made by accumulating 

sensory information towards a decision bound. As will later be discussed in detail, these 

models provide a rich theoretical framework for interpreting behavioural data and testing 

hypotheses about the cognitive and neural mechanisms underpinning perceptual decision 

formation (Forstmann, Ratcliff & Wagenmakers, 2016; Forstmann, Wagenmakers, Eichele, 

Brown & Serences, 2011). In fact, the sequential sampling framework has been the dominant 

driver of neurophysiological investigations into perceptual decision-making. However, as will 

be highlighted in subsequent sections, behavioural modelling alone has its limitations as a tool 

for understanding cognitive functioning and is heavily reliant upon neurophysiological 

investigation for validation. To this end, monkey and human neurophysiological studies have 

provided support for the basic premise of sequential sampling models by uncovering freely 

evolving neural signatures of bounded evidence accumulation (O’Connell, Shadlen, Wong-Lin 

& Kelly, 2018). The discovery of these signals has afforded researchers an unprecedented 

opportunity to trace the neural correlates of perceptual decision formation and therefore to 

arbitrate between and refine alternative models belonging to the broader sequential sampling 

framework.  

The aim of this introductory chapter is to provide an overview of the key theoretical 

and empirical developments that have formed the basis for this thesis including the success of 

sequential sampling models in accounting for behavioural data and the discovery of neural 

signatures that behave in accordance with the core predictions of those models. Further to this, 

the thesis will highlight some of the outstanding issues in the study of perceptual decision-

making before introducing the specific objectives of the current thesis. Briefly, the current 
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thesis aims to shed light on how the mechanisms of perceptual decision-making are affected 

by temporal uncertainty, how they are adjusted on a trial by trial basis to reflect recent 

experiences of temporal structure in the sensory environment, and how learning is mediated at 

the neurocomputational level. Through addressing these issues, this thesis aims to also 

contribute to the broader theoretical debate over the nature of the underlying computations that 

give rise to perceptual decision formation and gain further insight into the complexity of these 

processes by addressing some fundamental questions that have been relatively under-explored.  

  

1.2  Theoretical Framework – Computational Models of Perceptual 

Decision-Making  

Mathematical (or computational) modelling is an important tool that has enabled 

scientists to uncover, in a principled fashion, the mechanisms underlying perceptual decision 

formation. Computational models are designed so that the constituent parameters of their 

underlying algorithms represent meaningful latent cognitive and perceptual processes 

(Forstmann, Ratcliff & Wagenmakers, 2016). These models are specified by identifying 

values of these parameters that achieve the closest correspondence (best fit) between the 

model-predicted data and the observed, actual data (Vandekerckhove & Tuerlinckx, 2007). 

The success of any given model is based on how well the predictions (simulated by the model 

with a given set of parameters) match the trends observed in behavioural data. 

Computational theories of perceptual decision-making are grounded in signal detection 

theory (Green & Swets, 1966; Link, 1994). According to this framework, perceptual decision-

making is akin to statistical hypothesis testing as it involves converting a single sample of 

noisy sensory information into a decision variable (DV), which is evaluated with regard to 

some decision rule (Gescheider, 1997; Green & Swets, 1966). The form of the DV is a log 

likelihood ratio reflecting a weight of evidence for or against an outcome. This highly 

influential framework however suffers from one major limitation in assuming that the DV is 

calculated using only one observation of sensory information. This shortcoming means that 

signal detection theory is unable to account for more complex features of behaviour during 

decision-making tasks, such as response time distributions (Smith & Ratcliff, 2004). In 

contrast to signal detection theory, sequential sampling models assume that perceptual 
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decisions are computed on the basis of more than one sample of sensory evidence. Their 

ability to account for complex patterns of behaviour during perceptual tasks has resulted in 

sequential sampling becoming the dominant theoretical framework for studying perceptual 

decision-making. The following section describes these models in greater detail.  

 

 

1.2.1  Sequential Sampling Models  

The underlying assumption of the sequential sampling framework is that decisions are 

made by accumulating successive samples of noisy sensory evidence over time into a 

numerical value (the DV), which is evaluated with regard to a stopping rule that takes the form 

of a decision bound (Ratcliff, Smith, Brown & McKoon, 2016; Smith & Ratcliff, 2004). The 

decision bound determines the quantity that the DV must reach before committing to a choice. 

There are many model variants within the sequential sampling framework, which, despite 

sharing a common underlying assumption, differ with regard to their precise implementations 

of sensory evidence accumulation (for a recent review see Forstmann et al., 2016). For 

instance, accumulator (or race) models assume that there are independent DVs for each 

possible outcome in a decision. The decision process approximates a race between the 

accumulators with outcomes being determined by which accumulator reaches its threshold 

first (Brown & Heathcote, 2005; 2008; Usher & McClelland, 2001; Vickers, Caudrey & 

Wilson, 1971). Accumulator models can be easily extended to account for choices between 

more than two alternatives by including additional accumulators (Usher & McClelland, 2001). 

Random walk models, on the other hand, assume that there is only one DV that represents a 

weight of evidence in favour of some outcome relative to another (Link & Heath, 1975; 

Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff and Rouder, 1998). In simple two-alternative forced choice tasks, the 

DV builds towards one of two decision thresholds, each of which corresponds to a different 

outcome. Random walk models approximate a sequential probability ratio test, which is 

regarded as the optimal way to maximise decision accuracy per unit of time (Gold & Shadlen, 

2007). More precisely, this involves computing and continually updating a log likelihood ratio 

value that represents the probability ratio between two outcomes given the evidence available 

up to a point in time. Importantly, although accumulator and random-walk models make 

distinct predictions about the underlying mechanistic processes of perceptual decision 
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formation, they typically make similar behavioural predictions (Ratcliff & Smith, 2004). 

Variants of sequential sampling models can be further differentiated according to the distinct 

assumptions they make about the nature of sensory evidence accumulation. For example, 

classic sequential sampling models assume that sensory evidence is perfectly integrated with 

no loss of information (Ratcliff, 1978) while leaky accumulator models assume that sensory 

evidence is lost (or leaked) from the DV over time resulting in decisions that are based on the 

most recent sensory evidence (Usher & McClelland, 2001).  

Undoubtedly, the most influential model to date has been the drift diffusion model 

(Ratcliff, 1978). As in random walk models, the DV encodes a single weight of evidence for 

competing alternatives. It is calculated from sensory evidence, sampled continuously and 

perfectly (without leakage) over time. In the standard drift diffusion model, depicted 

graphically in Figure 1.1, the DV begins at a starting point, z, and builds over time towards 

one of two boundaries labelled, a (correct response boundary) and 0 (incorrect response 

boundary). The rate at which evidence is accumulated towards the boundary is represented by 

the mean drift rate, v, parameter. A non-decision time parameter, Ter, accounts for non-

decision processes, such as sensory encoding and response execution. Finally, the noisiness of 

sensory evidence from one moment to the next is represented by the within-trial drift rate 

variability parameter, s. This parameter allows for the possibility that the DV terminates at the 

incorrect decision bound as a result of accumulating sensory noise.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Schematic depiction of the drift diffusion model.  

Schematic depiction of the drift diffusion model including sample DV trajectories for correct (blue) 

and incorrect (red) responses to leftward motion trials during a random dot motion discrimination task 

(Adapted from Zhang & Rowe, 2014). 
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 Despite being relatively straightforward in terms of its mathematical components, the 

drift diffusion model is able to account for complex features of behaviour in terms of 

meaningful latent psychological processes, including variations in response time distributions 

for correct and error choices across wide ranging experimental conditions and tasks (Ratcliff, 

1979; 2001; Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; Ratcliff, Smith, Brown & 

McKoon, 2016; Smith & Ratcliff, 2004; 2015; Voss, Nagler & Lerche, 2013). For instance, 

the effects of prior belief and expectation about an upcoming target on response time 

distributions for expected versus unexpected stimuli can be accounted for by adjusting the 

starting point towards one boundary or the other (e.g. Dunovan, Tremel & Wheeler, 2014; 

Mulder, Wagenmakers, Ratcliff, Boekel & Forstmann, 2012; Voss, Rothermund & Voss, 

2004). This lends itself intuitively to the interpretation that less sensory evidence is required to 

confirm an a-priori expectation, as the DV is closer to the corresponding boundary 

independent of sensory information, while more sensory evidence is required to disconfirm an 

a-priori expectation. The effects of task difficulty (Palmer, Huk & Shadlen, 2005; Ratcliff & 

McKoon, 2008; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998) and learning (Petrov, van Horn & Ratcliff, 2011) 

can be accounted for by adjusting the drift rate, reflecting greater efficiency in the 

accumulation of sensory evidence. Additionally, the well-known speed-accuracy trade-off can 

also be accommodated within the drift diffusion model by adjusting the separation between 

the decision bounds, reflecting different degrees of response caution (Wagenmakers, Ratcliff, 

Gomez & McKoon 2008; Zhang & Rowe, 2014). For a recent review highlighted the success 

of the drift diffusion model as a tool for modelling behaviour across wide ranging contexts, 

see Ratcliff et al. (2016).  

 

1.2.2  Limitations of Behavioural Modelling  

Despite the success of sequential sampling models, such as the drift diffusion model, in 

accounting for wide-ranging behavioural phenomena in perceptual decision-making, it is clear 

that fitting these models to behavioural data alone cannot conclusively reveal the nature of the 

computational mechanisms that support perceptual decision formation. A critical drawback of 

behavioural modelling is the issue of “model mimicry”. This occurs when qualitatively 

different models that make fundamentally distinct mechanistic assumptions are empirically 
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indistinguishable on the basis of behavioural data alone, meaning that they make similar 

behavioural predictions and provide similarly good fits to behavioural data (Forstmann et al., 

2011; Khodadadi & Townsend, 2015; Smith & Ratcliff, 2004). For instance, in comparison 

with the drift diffusion model, the linear ballistic accumulator model, accounts equally well 

for behavioural data, without including the within-trial drift-rate variability parameter and by 

assuming that there are separate accumulators as opposed to a single random walk process 

(Brown & Heathcote, 2008). The omission of the within-trial variability parameter involves 

the assumption that evidence accumulation is noise free, an absolute divergence from the 

noise-afflicted accumulation assumed by the drift diffusion model.  

Model mimicry is also apparent when comparing two variants of the drift diffusion 

model, one that assumes time varying decision bounds, and the classic variant, which assumes 

that the decision bound is static. So called “collapsing bound” models were introduced based 

on a normative principle that the optimal strategy when making decisions under the constraints 

of a response deadline would be to collapse the decision bound over time in order to ensure 

that a response is made (Ditterich, 2006; Drugowitsch Moreno-Bote, Churchland, Shadlen & 

Pouget, 2012; Malhotra, Leslie, Ludwig & Bogacz, 2018). Collapsing bound models capture 

the decline in accuracy as a function of response time, which is typical under time pressure 

(Drugowitsch et al., 2012; Frazier & Yu, 2008; Malhotra, Leslie, Ludwig & Bogacz, 2017; 

Milosavljevic, Malmaud, Huth, Koch & Rangel, 2010; Zhang, Lee, Vanderkerckhove, Maris 

& Wagenmakers, 2014). However, the drift diffusion model with fixed bounds and between-

trial drift-rate variability can also account for this defining behavioural trend suggesting that 

dynamic bounds are not necessary, at least from a mathematical point of view (Hawkins, 

Forstmann, Wagenmakers, Ratcliff & Brown, 2015; Milosavljevic et al., 2010).  

Concerns over model mimicry have also been raised in relation to the drift diffusion 

model and the urgency-gating model, the latter of which does not belong to the sequential 

sampling framework as it omits the core assumption that successive samples of sensory 

evidence are integrated over time. The urgency-gating model instead posits that a time-

dependent gain signal builds over time, independent of sensory evidence, and at each moment 

is weighted by the momentary sensory information presented (Cisek, Puskas & El-Murr, 2009; 

Thura, Beauregard–Racine, Fradet, & Cisek, 2012). Proponents of this model suggest that it is 

mathematically indistinguishable from the drift diffusion model (Thura, 2016; Thura & Cisek, 
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2016a). However, this assertion is the subject of on-going and contentious debate (Carland, 

Marcos, Thura & Cisek, 2015; Carland, Thura & Cisek, 2015; Evans, Hawkins, Boehm, 

Wagenmakers & Brown, 2017; Hawkins, Wagenmakers, Ratcliff & Brown, 2015; Winkel, 

Keuken, van Maanen, Wagenmakers & Forstmann, 2014).  

While the intention of this thesis is not to weigh in on on-going discussions about, or 

scrutinize the claim of mathematical equivalence between, different models, the issue of 

model mimicry is pertinent because it highlights the key role that neurophysiological 

investigations can play in furthering our understanding of decision-making. The choice of 

model has important implications for how data are interpreted in basic and clinical research. In 

the absence of definitive tests to identify the best model for a given set of data, researchers 

may decide to use a model based on factors such as personal preference, practical 

considerations or tradition. Identifying neurophysiological signatures of decision formation 

would not only allow researchers to study this aspect of cognitive function at the neural level 

but would also provide a stronger means by which to arbitrate between alternative models.  

 

1.2.3  Summary  

The study of perceptual decision-making has its foundations in the rich literature of 

mathematical psychology and computational modelling. Computational models decompose 

human behaviour into psychologically meaningful latent variables that are not readily 

observable in human behavioural data alone, thereby offering insights into human cognition 

that are far richer than those that can be obtained through traditional behavioural analyses. 

Sequential sampling models, and in particular the drift diffusion model, have enjoyed 

widespread success and popularity in the study of perceptual decision-making. They provide a 

mechanistic account of how sensory information is translated into perceptual choices that can 

account for wide ranging trends in behavioural data. The next section will outline advances 

that have been made in identifying neurophysiological signatures of sensory evidence 

accumulation in the animal and more recently, in the human brain. 
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1.3  Neural Correlates of Sensory Evidence Accumulation  

Over the past two decades, a central goal in neuroscientific research has been to 

identify neural correlates of higher order processes, such as decision formation. Sequential 

sampling models have been pivotal in this regard because they make explicit and testable 

predictions about the expected dynamics of decision formation in the brain (Kelly & 

O’Connell, 2015). According to sequential sampling models, a neural signal that truly 

represents the accumulation of sensory evidence by a bounded DV should exhibit persistent 

activity that builds over time at a rate proportional to the strength of sensory evidence and 

reaches a fixed amplitude (decision boundary) immediately prior to response execution (Kelly 

& O’Connell, 2015; Shadlen & Gold, 2004). The following sections will review studies in 

animal and human neurophysiology that have attempted to isolate signals exhibiting these key 

characteristics.  

 

1.3.1  Effector Selective Decision Signals in The Non-human primate brain  

Much of the groundwork in identifying the neural correlates of the decision formation 

was established through monkey neurophysiological investigation using the well-known 

random dot motion paradigm (Britten et al., 1992; Newsome, Britten & Movshon, 1989). In 

this task, observers are required to monitor a cloud of moving dots, some proportion of which 

move randomly while the remainder move coherently in a specific direction, giving rise to the 

perception of motion in that direction. Typically, respondents report the direction of the 

perceived coherent motion using some motor response, such as a saccade towards a 

corresponding target in the visual field. This task lends itself well to the study of sensory 

evidence accumulation for a number of reasons. Firstly, observers must sample repeatedly and 

sequentially from the available sensory information in order to make their decision. Secondly, 

these decisions tend to be slower and more deliberated in nature, which allows for distinct 

neural signatures of sensory evidence encoding and accumulation to be parsed.  

Single unit recording studies have established that the momentary sensory evidence 

relevant to discriminating motion direction in the random dot motion task is encoded in the 

middle temporal region of the extrastriate cortex (area MT/V5; for a review see Parker & 

Newsome, 1998). In this region, neuronal responses reflect the momentary strength of 

coherent motion and are predictive of choice (Britten, Newsome, Shadlen, Celebrini & 
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Movshon, 1996; Britten et al., 1992; Newsome et al., 1989). Unlike a DV however, MT 

neurons do not reflect the process of accumulating sensory information towards a decision 

boundary as their firing rates do not ramp up nor do they persist after sensory evidence has 

been removed. This function has been linked instead to downstream, sensorimotor regions that 

are involved in planning motor responses used to indicate decisions (for a review see Gold & 

Shadlen, 2007).  

In a series of now famous single-cell recording experiments, Shadlen and colleagues 

trained monkeys to report motion direction in a random dot motion task by performing eye 

movements towards an appropriate target in the visual field (Figure 1.2a). During these 

studies, the researchers recorded from spatially selective neurons in the lateral intraparietal 

(LIP) region involved in preparing the specific eye movements that the monkeys made. 

Demonstrating the key characteristics of sensory evidence accumulation, neurons in LIP that 

were associated with preparing the chosen response increased their firing rate during motion 

evaluation at a rate that scaled with sensory evidence strength, reflecting the integration of 

sensory evidence (Figure 1.2b, Gold & Shadlen, 2000; 2002; Huk & Shadlen, 2005; Mazurek, 

Roitman, Ditterich & Shadlen, 2003; Roitman & Shadlen, 2002; Shadlen & Newsome, 1996; 

2001). Furthermore, when aligned to response, LIP firing rates reached a fixed amplitude just 

prior to response execution irrespective of motion strength or the monkey’s response time, 

consistent with the concept of boundary crossing described in sequential sampling models 

(Figure 1.2c, Roitman & Shadlen, 2002). These characteristics have since been observed in a 

range of other cortical and subcortical regions, including prefrontal cortex, frontal eye fields, 

striatum, superior colliculus and in the medial intraparietal area (de Lafuente, Jazayeri & 

Shadlen, 2015; Ding & Gold, 2010; 2012; Gold & Shadlen, 2000; Hanes & Schall, 1996; 

Horowitz & Newsome, 2001; Kim & Shadlen, 1999; Romo, Brody, Hernandez & Lemus, 

1999; Romo, Hernandez, Zainos, Lemus & Brody, 2002).  

Further cementing the role that these sensorimotor neurons play in decision formation, 

studies have shown that they are sensitive to various decision related experimental 

manipulations. For instance, prior knowledge about the probability of a particular target 

occurring modulates the baseline firing rate in LIP neurons thereby affecting the amount of 

evidence that must be accumulated for the corresponding choice (Platt & Glimcher 1999; Rao, 

DeAngelis & Snyder, 2012; Rorie, Gao, McClelland & Newsome, 2010). Similarly, LIP 
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neurons also reflect dynamic urgency under speed pressure. Specifically, the activity of LIP 

neurons increases as a function of time independent of sensory evidence strength when 

pressure to respond within a given a given timeframe is introduced (Hanks, Kiani & Shadlen, 

2014; Heitz & Schall, 2012; Hanks, Mazurek, Kiani, Hopp & Shadlen, 2011; Reppert, Servant 

Heitz & Schall, 2018). In addition to highlighting the key role of sensorimotor neurons in 

perceptual decision-making, these findings suggest that flexibility in the decision-making 

process is not achieved by adjusting the decision threshold, as implied by sequential sampling 

models, but instead by adding an evidence-independent signal to the accumulator.  

  

  

Figure 1.2: Build to threshold dynamics in Monkey LIP.  

A) Example of rightward (top) and leftward (bottom) motion. Firing rates were recorded from neurons 

that encode eye movements towards the target and non-target locations in the visual field. B) Stimulus 

aligned firing rates for LIP neurons that encoded eye movements towards the target location in the 

visual field (solid) and non-target location in the visual field (dashed). Traces are separated according 

to motion coherence (percentage of coherently moving dots). C) Response-aligned firing rates for LIP 

neurons that encoded eye movements towards the target location in the visual field (solid) and non-

target location in the visual field (dashed). Traces are separated according to motion coherence 
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(percentage of coherently moving dots). Neurons corresponding to the target reached a fixed threshold 

at the time of response and built towards this threshold at a rate that scaled with the strength 

(coherence) of sensory evidence (Adapted from Gold & Shadlen 2007).  

 

1.3.2  Abstract vs. Intentional Framework for Perceptual Decision-Making - Are 

Perceptual Decisions Embodied? 

The discovery of neurophysiological signatures of perceptual decision formation in the 

action-oriented neural circuitry of the brain led to the proposal that decisions are made within 

an intentional architecture (Shadlen, Kiani, Hanks & Churchland, 2008). According to this 

intentional framework, the brain treats perceptual decisions as problems of action selection, 

specifying and testing hypotheses about how to behave in a given context. From an 

evolutionary perspective, there are clear advantages to computing decisions in such an 

embodied fashion to facilitate rapid action-related decisions. The intentional framework 

departs markedly from the traditional view that higher cognitive functions are supported by 

central executive processes that make decisions by testing hypotheses about alternative states 

of the world before supplying outcomes to the motor level of processing (Freedman & Assad, 

2016; Heekeren, Marrett, Ruff, Bandettini & Ungerleider, 2006; Heekeren, Marrett & 

Ungerleider, 2008).  

The validity of the intentional framework has been called into question because animal 

neurophysiological studies typically entail very intense training protocols that span many 

months resulting in highly trained participants. This raises the possibility that the brain only 

treats decisions as problems of action selection when sensory stimuli are repeatedly paired 

with particular response outcomes. However, this concern has at least been partially alleviated 

by the finding that the connections between sensory input and premotor regions are 

established early in training (Connolly, Bennur & Gold, 2009; Law & Gold, 2008; 2009). This 

suggests that the brain rapidly and easily learns to treat perceptual decisions as problems of 

action selection. Hence, action-oriented neural circuitry may play a more general role in 

perceptual decision formation. In further support of this, Connolly et al. (2009) used 

microstimulation to interrupt the decision process, finding that premotor neurons represented 

the current state of the evolving decision. This finding suggests that pre-motor neurons receive 

a continuous flow of sensory evidence that directly drives motor preparation.  
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Although there is compelling evidence to support the intentional framework, this 

evidence is insufficient to refute the idea that decisions are represented abstractly elsewhere in 

the brain. In fact, while an intentional architecture may be inherently advantageous when 

motor response contingencies are known prior to the onset of sensory evidence, it is unclear 

how such architecture would support decision-making when sensorimotor contingencies are 

revealed only after sensory evidence has been presented. In this scenario, a non-intentional 

architecture that represents decisions abstractly and flexibly may be preferable (Freedman & 

Assad, 2016). Interestingly, researchers have identified neurons in LIP that represent 

categorical information abstractly, independent of motor response outcomes (Bennur & Gold, 

2011; Fanini & Assad, 2009; Fitzgerald, Freedman & Assad, 2011; Freedman & Assad, 2006; 

2009; 2011; Sereno & Maunsell, 1998). This suggests that LIP might play a more general role 

in transforming sensory representations into categorical representations, although these 

neurons do not exhibit the ramp-like activity expected of a true decision signal (Freedman & 

Assad, 2016).  

 In summary, findings from single unit recording studies favour the basic underlying 

principle of sequential sampling that perceptual decisions are made by accumulating samples 

of noisy sensory information over time towards a decision boundary. Furthermore, they show 

that accumulation-to-bound mechanisms can be observed directly in those neurons that 

prepare decision related responses. This has fuelled the idea that perceptual decisions are made 

within an intentional architecture, although the possibility that decisions are computed 

abstractly elsewhere in the brain has not been ruled out. The advances in animal 

neurophysiology described here have inspired a similar line of investigation in human 

electrophysiology and neuroimaging. This has led to the discovery of effector selective and 

abstract decision signals in the human brain, which will be the focus in the upcoming 

paragraphs of this introductory chapter.  

 

1.3.3  Measuring Decision Signals in the Human Brain: Methodological 

Considerations  

While invasive techniques are commonplace in primate and rodent neurophysiology, 

they are rarely used in human studies. Such invasive techniques as single unit recordings and 

electrocorticography are subject to opportunistic sampling for humans, permitted only in the 
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case of clinical patients undergoing neurosurgical procedures. Furthermore, placement of 

electrodes in these cases is constrained by the site of surgical intervention. Due to these 

limitations, human neurophysiological studies are instead heavily reliant on non-invasive 

methods such as fMRI, EEG and MEG, each of which has its own advantages and drawbacks.  

While fMRI affords the opportunity to render high spatial resolution maps of the brain 

and has provided important insight into the role of the frontoparietal network in perceptual 

decision formation (for reviews see Heekeren et al., 2008; Mulder, van Maanen & Forstmann, 

2014), this technique is not suited to tracing the precise temporal dynamics of decisions that 

evolve over the course of tens or hundreds of milliseconds due to its poor temporal resolution. 

Furthermore, a thorough understanding of the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) 

signal that is measured in fMRI is lacking, and therefore valid model-based 

neurocomputational predictions are difficult to generate in fMRI studies (Kelly & O'Connell, 

2015; Mulder et al., 2014). The validity of any interpretation of the BOLD signal with regard 

to model parameters such as the drift rate or decision bound is heavily dependent on the ability 

to generate valid and distinct neurocomputational predictions.  

Compared to fMRI, EEG and MEG offer distinctly different insights into neural 

processing in the human brain. EEG provides a measurement of postsynaptic excitatory and 

inhibitory potentials coming from large populations of pyramidal cells in the cortex whose 

electrical activities penetrate the skull and can be recorded at the scalp level (Teplan, 2002) 

while MEG records the magnetic fields that are generated by neural activity (da Silva, 2013). 

In contrast to fMRI, the spatial resolution of EEG is limited, owing to the effects of volume 

conductance. Electrical fields are heavily distorted as a result of resistance met while 

travelling through the skull, tissue, fluid and skin surrounding the brain. As a result, electrical 

signals are spatially smeared across the scalp and therefore difficult to localise accurately to 

specific regions of the brain. Although magnetic fields do not encounter the same level of 

resistance resulting in less spatial smearing of MEG data and superior localisation (da Silva, 

2013), it is generally more expensive to gather MEG data. Acquisition of MEG is also more 

challenging than EEG due to higher levels of interference from external magnetic fields than 

external electrical fields, although interference from artefact is a concern in both modalities 

(Puce & Hämäläinen, 2017). Nevertheless, both EEG and MEG have temporal resolutions of 

approximately 1-2ms and therefore both record electrical activity with a high degree of 
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temporal specificity, making these techniques ideally suited to tracing processes that unfold 

rapidly over time, such as the accumulation of sensory evidence by an evolving decision 

signal. The forthcoming sections will review findings from EEG and MEG studies that have 

sought to isolate signals similar to those identified in the non-human primate brain that reflect 

the process of accumulating sensory evidence.  

 

1.3.4  Effector Selective Decision Signals in the Human Brain  

Although the methods used for recording neural activity in the human brain differ 

markedly from those used in animal neurophysiology with respect to the level at which 

recordings are made, the approach to studying perceptual decision-making in the human brain 

is similar in many other respects to that of the animal neurophysiological literature reviewed 

previously. Firstly, early studies of perceptual decision-making relied on the random dot 

motion paradigm as it is particularly suited to investigating the process of sensory evidence 

accumulation (Britten et al., 1992; Newsome et al., 1989). Secondly, the search for a neural 

correlate of sensory evidence accumulation in the human brain has focused on signals that are 

known to represent motor response preparation (Siegel, Engel & Donner, 2011).  

Donner, Siegel, Fries & Engel (2009) were among the first to isolate a neural signature 

of sensory evidence accumulation in the human brain. In their landmark MEG study, 

participants performed a delayed-response variant of the random dot motion paradigm while 

motor response preparation and momentary sensory evidence encoding were traced at the 

neural level. Motor response preparation was examined by measuring desynchronisation of 

activity in the mu/beta frequency band (12-36 Hz) over the hemisphere contralateral to the 

response hand, a well-established index of effector selective motor response preparation 

(Crone, Miglioretti, Gordon & Lesser, 1998). Momentary sensory evidence encoding was 

measured by recording gamma-band activity over the medial temporal cortex. Donner et al. 

(2009) found that contralateral mu/beta desynchronisation reflected the integral of gamma-

band activity over the medial temporal cortex, indicating that sensory evidence accumulation 

in the human brain is also represented at the level of motor response preparation. This claim 

was further supported by a number of subsequent investigations using EEG and MEG which 

have shown that lateralised mu/beta desynchronisation builds at a rate proportional to the 

strength of sensory evidence (De Lange, Rahnev, Donner & Lau, 2013; Gould, Nobre, Wyart 
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& Rushworth, 2012; Kubanek, Snyder, Brunton, Brody & Schalk, 2013; O’Connell, Dockree 

& Kelly, 2012; Wyart, Gardelle, Scholl & Summerfield, 2012; Wyart, Myers & Summerfield, 

2015) and reaches a fixed level at the time of the response under free-response conditions 

(DeLange et al., 2013; Kubanek et al., 2013; O’Connell et al., 2012).  

 As in the monkey neurophysiological literature, the role of motor response preparation 

signals in perceptual decision-making has been further cemented by showing that lateralised 

mu/beta activity is sensitive to experimental manipulations of the decision process. For 

instance, in a cued response task, prior expectation about the likely identity of an upcoming 

stimulus modulated the starting point of lateralised mu/beta (DeLange et al., 2013) while 

speed pressure pushed bilateral mu/beta close to the response threshold prior to the onset of 

decision formation without lateralisation by increasing desynchronisation in both hemispheres 

(Murphy, Boonstra & Nieuwenhuis, 2016; Steinemann, O'Connell & Kelly, 2018). Taken 

together, these findings mirror those from the animal neurophysiological literature showing 

that the dynamics of sensory evidence accumulation and decision formation can be measured 

freely and directly in the human brain at the level of motor response preparation.  

 

1.3.5  Abstract Decision Signals in The Human Brain  

As already discussed, the isolation of neural decision signals in motor regions of the 

brain led some theorists to hypothesise that decision-making is best conceptualised within an 

intentional framework, whereby the process of decision formation is in fact treated as a 

problem of action selection (Shadlen & Kiani, 2013). This possibility has received a lot of 

attention in both the animal and human neurophysiology literatures (Bennur & Gold, 2011; 

Gold & Shadlen, 2007; Heekeren et al., 2006; 2008; Liu & Pleskac, 2011). Siegel et al. (2011) 

remarked that observing the dynamics of sensory evidence accumulation in motor signals does 

not necessarily support the conclusion that the locus of evidence accumulation is at the motor 

level. Many everyday decision-making scenarios have no clear response contingencies and 

translation of decision outcomes into motor responses may not take place until long after the 

decision has been made. While it is clear that motor processes have access to decision related 

information before the outcome of the decision process has been completed, one possible 

reason for this is that evidence accumulation is continuously fed into motor preparation 
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processes by a separate central executive mechanism, thereby effectively duplicating the 

representation of evidence accumulation. 

Studies using fMRI have attempted to isolate candidate regions of the brain that may 

house such an abstract decision variable (Heekeren et al., 2008; Kelly & O’Connell, 2015). 

These studies have identified a number of regions that are activated during perceptual 

decision-making in a domain-general manner such as the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

(Heekeren, Marrett, Bandettini & Ungerleider, 2004; Heekeren et al., 2006; Philiastides et al., 

2011; Pleger et al., 2006), inferior frontal sulcus (Filimon, Philiastides, Nelson, Kloosterman 

& Heekeren, 2013; Liu & Pleskac, 2011) and intraparietal sulcus (Filimon et al., 2013; Tosoni 

et al., 2014). However, as the temporal resolution of fMRI is insufficient to directly observe 

the dynamics of an evolving decision variable in the brain, these fMRI studies instead try to 

define criteria for identifying regions involved in domain-general decision formation based on 

assumptions about how the bold signal in such a region should change under different 

conditions. This strategy is challenged by the different and sometimes contradictory 

assumptions that have been made across studies about the patterns of BOLD activity expected 

of a domain-general decision region (Kelly & O’Connell, 2015). This may explain 

inconsistencies in the fMRI literature, which faces considerable challenges with respect to 

identifying domain-general substrates of perceptual decisions.  

An important breakthrough with respect to the study of perceptual decision-making in 

the human brain came with the discovery of a supramodal decision signal, the centroparietal 

positivity (CPP), that could be traced using EEG, and which reflected the key dynamics of 

bounded evidence accumulation as prescribed by the sequential sampling framework 

(O'Connell et al., 2012; Kelly & O'Connell, 2013). In the seminal study by O’Connell et al. 

(2012), perceptual decision-making was examined using a task in which participants 

continuously monitored an annulus stimulus in order to detect transient changes in contrast, 

reporting them using a predefined motor response. By flickering the annulus stimulus, the 

researchers were able to generate and measure a steady state visual evoked potential (SSVEP) 

in early visual cortex, which tracked the representation of stimulus contrast, thereby providing 

a direct read-out of sensory evidence. The authors found that the dynamics of the CPP 

component were consistent with the accumulation of sensory evidence towards an action 

triggering decision bound. Specifically, the CPP built up gradually over time, reflecting the 
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integral of the SSVEP. It reached a fixed amplitude immediately prior to response and reliably 

predicted behaviour with steeper build-up rates appearing on faster response trials (Figure 

1.3a). Unlike mu/beta lateralisation, which disappeared when decisions no longer required any 

motor response, the CPP behaved as a decision signal irrespective of the need to provide a 

motor response, suggesting that it represents a true supramodal decision signal that reflects 

abstract decision formation. In a subsequent experiment, Kelly & O’Connell (2013) further 

tested this characterisation of the CPP as an evidence-accumulation signal using a continuous 

version of the random dot motion paradigm with varying levels of motion coherence. Again, 

they found that the CPP built towards a fixed amplitude prior to response at a rate that scaled 

with the strength of coherent motion (Figure 1.3b). In this study, the authors also reported that 

the evidence-dependent build-up of the CPP reliably preceded that of the lateralised readiness 

potential (their measure of motor response preparation), which may indicate that the CPP 

reflects the intermediate stage between sensory encoding and motor preparation. Further 

differentiating the CPP from decision signals at the motor level, Twomey, Kelly and 

O’Connell (2016) found that the CPP exhibited evidence-accumulation dynamics even in the 

absence of foreknowledge about what sort of response would be required. Effector selective 

mu/beta on the other hand only reflected evidence accumulation under conditions where the 

mapping between stimulus and response was known a priori.  

A final noteworthy point of discussion in relation to the CPP is the similarity it bears to 

the classic centroparietal P300 (P3b) event-related potential (ERP) component (O’Connell et 

al., 2012; Twomey, Murphy, Kelly & O’Connell, 2015). The P3b has been the subject of 

widespread investigation since its discovery in 1965 (Sutton, Braren, Zubin & John, 1965) and 

has been a focus in the study of clinical disorders (Polich, 2007) and cognitive development 

throughout the lifespan (Van Dinteren, Arns, Jongsma & Kessels, 2014). Numerous 

hypotheses have been put forth in relation to the function of the P3b (for reviews see 

Nieuwenhuis, Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Polich, 2007; Polich & Criado, 2006). However, 

these accounts tend to be descriptive rather than explanatory with few attempts to link the 

dynamics of this component to specific computational mechanisms. As such, there has been 

no clear consensus as to the precise functional role of the P3b in cognitive and perceptual 

functioning. Nevertheless, the P3b has repeatedly been linked to perceptual decision-making 

as it is elicited only by decision-relevant stimuli (Sutton et al., 1965; Hillyard, Squires, Bauer 
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& Lindsay, 1971; Rohrbaugh, Donchin & Eriksen, 1974) and its peak latency is closely related 

to response times (Kutas, McCarthy & Donchin, 1977; McCarthy and Donchin, 1981). The 

dominant accounts of the P3b suggest that it may reflect pre- or post-decisional processes (e.g. 

McCarthy & Donchin, 1981; Vanrullen & Thorpe, 2001; Verleger, Jaskowski & Washer, 

2005; Polich 2007). Until recently, the direct role of the P3b in the underlying computations 

that give rise to decision formation had not been explored. This was remedied by a recent 

study (Twomey et al., 2015) in which the authors examined the P3b elicited during classic 

visual and auditory oddball tasks within the sequential sampling framework for the first time. 

Whereas previous studies of the P3b have tended to aligned it only to the onset of a decision 

related stimulus, these authors further examined the P3b aligned to response. They found that 

the P3b, like the CPP, exhibited build-to-threshold evidence-accumulation dynamics predicted 

by sequential sampling models. Their work represents the first mechanistically grounded and 

empirically verified characterisation of the P3b, establishing its functional equivalence to the 

CPP, and calls not only for a reinterpretation of past findings but also a reconsideration of the 

way in which this signal is measured, with greater emphasis on response-aligned analyses. 

 

Figure 1.3: The CPP exhibits the core features of an abstract, supramodal decision signal.  

A) During a contrast detection task, the CPP builds towards a fixed amplitude at response reflecting the 

integral of momentary sensory evidence, represented by the SSVEP. Its build-up rate predicts response 
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time. The CPP exhibits the dynamics of evidence accumulation irrespective of the sensory modality of 

the stimulus or the requirement to signal the outcome of the decision process using a motor response 

(Adapted from O'Connell et al., 2012). B) During a continuous version of the random dot motion task, 

the build-up of the CPP scales with the strength of sensory evidence, reaching a fixed amplitude at the 

time of response, consistent with crossing a decision bound (Adapted from Kelly & O'Connell, 2013).  

 

1.3.6  Challenging the Assumptions of Traditional Sequential Sampling Models  

As demonstrated already in this chapter, computational modelling has been a driving 

force for neuroscientific investigations seeking to trace the precise dynamics of perceptual 

decision-making in the brain. These neuroscientific investigations in turn have validated the 

core assumption of sequential sampling models that the brain makes decisions by 

accumulating samples of sensory evidence in the form of a decision variable towards a 

decision bound. The value of neurophysiological investigation is such that it is now being used 

as a tool for developing, refining and arbitrating between different variants of sequential 

sampling models. The ability to directly observe perceptual decisions as they evolve in the 

brain provides an unprecedented window onto these crucial, dynamically unfolding 

mechanisms. As such, neurophysiological signals can be a powerful tool for shedding light on 

and potentially resolving the issue of model mimicry, which poses a distinct challenge for 

understanding the mechanisms underlying perceptual decision formation using mathematical 

psychology alone. This section discusses the potential role that these signals can and have 

already begun to play in the refinement and development of computational models of 

perceptual decision-making.  

One of the most hotly contested debates among mathematical psychologists interested 

in perceptual decision formation is that of whether decision bounds are fixed or free to vary 

over time. Recent papers have emphasised that fixed-boundary models have a long history of 

successfully accounting for behaviour in perceptual decision-making tasks (Voskuilen, 

Ratcliff & Smith, 2016; Hawkins et al., 2015a). However, normative principles contend that it 

is suboptimal in some circumstances to maintain a fixed decision bound throughout a single 

trial. For instance, when tight response deadlines are imposed in perceptual tasks, the optimal 

strategy would be to collapse the decision bound as time elapses and the deadline draws closer 

so as to ensure that a response is made before the deadline in order to maximize the chances of 
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a favourable or rewarding outcome (Ditterich, 2006; Drugowitsch et al., 2012; Frazier & Yu, 

2008; Malhotra, Leslie, Ludwig & Bogacz, 2018). Under the assumption of the collapsing-

bound model, at later points in time decisions can be made based on less sensory evidence due 

to the reduction in the decision bound. In mathematical terms, collapsing the decision bound is 

equivalent to expediting the decision process by adding a growing time-dependent urgency 

signal while maintaining a fixed decision bound (Cisek et al., 2009; Thura et al., 2012). While 

it is acknowledged that collapsing-bound and urgency models can each capture the key trends 

observed in many tasks that impose strict response deadlines, namely the reduction in 

accuracy for longer response times, it has been argued that fixed-bound models are 

mathematically sufficient and favourable when compared to collapsing-bound models 

(Boehm, Hawkins, Brown, van Rijn & Wagenmakers, 2016; Hawkins et al. 2015a; Voskuilin 

et al., 2016). In fixed-bound models, drift rate variability can account for the decline in 

accuracy as a function of response time under the pressure of a deadline. 

While debates are on-going at the mathematical level as to the role of time-dependent 

components in decision formation, one thing is clear about these competing models: despite 

making almost identical predictions at the behavioural level, each model makes very distinct 

predictions regarding the underlying neurophysiological processes, which can be tested 

directly by measuring neural decision signals. Specifically, fixed-bound models predict that 

the amplitude of a decision signal, such as the CPP, at the time of response should not vary as 

a function of elapsed time. By contrast, collapsing-bound models would predict that the 

amplitude of a neural decision signal should decrease as a function of elapsed time. 

Recent evidence from neural data provides support for the role of collapsing bounds 

and evidence-independent urgency in perceptual decision-making. Single-unit recording 

studies have recently provided evidence for both static urgency (Hanks et al., 2014) and 

dynamic urgency components at the premotor level (Churchland, Kiani & Shadlen, 2008; 

Hanks et al., 2014; Heitz & Schall, 2013; Thura & Cisek, 2016). Similar findings have also 

been observed in the human brain where static urgency is reflected in elevated baseline firing 

rates and increased gain at the level of motor-response preparation, measured in the mu/beta 

band (Murphy et al., 2016; Steinemann et al., 2018). Interestingly, in the recent study by 

Steinemann et al. (2018) distinct observations were made for neural signatures of effector-

selective decision formation and motor-independent decision formation. Specifically, static 
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and dynamic urgency components were observed in the CPP. Static urgency was reflected in a 

reduced amplitude of the CPP overall under speed pressure while dynamic urgency was 

present under speed and accuracy regimes in the reduction of the CPP amplitude as a function 

of response time. The authors suggest that increasing urgency at the motor level as time 

elapsed constrained the amount of sensory evidence that could be accumulated by the time the 

action-triggering threshold was reached. This finding supports the existence of collapsing 

bounds and highlights an important and previously undocumented characteristic of the CPP, 

namely that its amplitude at response does not reflect an action triggering threshold but rather 

reflects the true amount of sensory evidence accumulated for a given choice irrespective of 

evidence-independent factors. The studies described here exemplify the role of neural 

investigation in the development of and arbitration between different models of perceptual 

decision formation.  

 

1.3.7  Summary  

 Under the principled guidance of sequential sampling models, neuroscientific 

researchers have succeeded in isolating distinct correlates of decision formation in the human 

and non-human primate brain, which conform to the predictions of bounded evidence 

accumulation. In the non-human primate brain, these evolving decision signals can be 

observed at the level of single neurons in sensorimotor regions. Similarly, in the human brain, 

abstract decision formation can be traced by measuring the CPP, which exhibits build-to-

threshold evidence-accumulation dynamics, independent of motor-response requirements. 

Preparation for these motor responses can also be seen in freely evolving effector-selective 

decision signals by measuring neural signatures of motor preparation, such as lateralised 

mu/beta. This large body of work has succeeded in validating the basic underlying assumption 

of sequential sampling models that perceptual decisions are made by accumulating successive 

samples of sensory evidence towards a decision bound. The focus in the next section will turn 

to examining how the elucidation of these neural signals has paved the way towards neurally 

informed models of perceptual decision-making and the possibility of arbitrating between 

alternative model variations within the sequential sampling framework, thereby overcoming 

issues associated with model mimicry, which constrains judgements about the validity of these 

models based on behavioural data alone.  
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1.4.  Temporal Factors in Perceptual Decision-Making  

 

1.4.1  Temporally Unpredictable Sensory Environments and the Timing of 

Decision Onset  

The models of perceptual decision-making discussed in this chapter have largely been 

developed using tasks in which there is little or no uncertainty about when a goal relevant 

sensory event will take place. This lack of uncertainty comes from the use of tasks in which 

the onset of a stimulus is cued explicitly, oftentimes by the onset of the trial itself. Ambiguity 

is also minimised in these tasks by using stimuli that are highly salient and presented in 

sequences characterised by high temporal regularity. This enables observers to learn the 

statistics relating to temporal properties of the sensory environment, even after minimal 

exposure, and orient their cognitive resources towards critical moments in time. An extensive, 

but parallel, literature has shown that individuals exploit such temporal regularities and use 

foreknowledge about the timing of evidence onset to optimise their behavioural performance 

and modulate neural processing across many levels of the sensorimotor hierarchy (Correa, 

Lupianez, Madrid & Tudela, 2006; Coull & Nobre, 1998; 2008; Nobre, 2010; Nobre, Correa & 

Coull, 2007; Nobre & van Ede, 2018). Furthermore, there is strong evidence to suggest that 

the brain has dedicated mechanisms for monitoring elapsed time in a meaningful, goal-

oriented manner. The contingent negative variation (CNV) is thought to represent this process 

in the human brain. The CNV is a frontocentral, negative-polarity signal that evolves 

gradually over the duration of time between two temporally related events (Walter, 1964; 

Walter, Cooper, Aldridge, McCallum & Winter, 1964; 1967) and has been linked to various 

aspects of temporal processing including time estimation, anticipation and preparation (for 

reviews see Konowicz & Penney, 2016; Macar & Vidal, 2009; Mento, 2013; Praamstra, 

2010). 

In the natural sensory world, we are rarely afforded this luxury of knowing in advance 

precisely when a goal-relevant sensory event will take place. Oftentimes, due to a lack of 

stimulus salience or high levels of sensory noise, it is difficult to detect target sensory events 

when they occur. For instance, when driving in heavy fog, although you may expect to 

encounter vehicles and/or warning signs ahead, it is rarely possible to predict exactly when 
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these hazy and occluded stimuli will appear. This presents a particular challenge to the brain, 

which must determine the optimal time to begin accumulating sensory information in order to 

behave adaptively. Although often overlooked, this stage in the decision-making process, 

referred to as the decision onset (Teichert, Grinband & Fererra, 2016), is very important and 

any failure to align evidence accumulation to the time of sensory evidence onset may be 

highly detrimental to behavioural performance. For instance, if evidence accumulation begins 

too early, before valid sensory evidence is available, then decisions will be impaired by noise. 

By comparison, if accumulation commences too late, after the relevant sensory stimulus has 

been presented, observers may miss important sensory evidence.  

To date, investigations into the timing of decision onset have relied on indirect 

measures derived from psychophysics and behavioural modelling. In their recent review, 

Teichert et al. (2016) tentatively suggested that non-decision time effects may reflect adaptive 

modulations of decision onset time in response to the specific demands of different 

behavioural tasks. Of particular relevance to the discussion in this section, Jepma, 

Wagenmakers & Nieuwenhuis (2012) reported that the effects of temporal expectancy on the 

speed and accuracy of perceptual judgements were mediated by reduced non-decision time. 

The authors interpreted this to reflect earlier onset of sampling when the timing of evidence 

onset is forewarned, leading to faster, and on some trials, premature, responding. The 

drawback of using non-decision time as a proxy for decision onset is that it in fact reflects 

multiple independent aspects of the decision-making process that cannot be easily 

disentangled. These include the time taken to complete basic sensory processing and to 

execute a motor response. Additionally, while changes in non-decision time may reflect 

changes in decision onset, it tells us nothing about whether those changes are sensory driven 

or caused by executive control. Thus, traditional sequential sampling models may provide 

clues about decision onset timing but ultimately the insights that can be gained are limited.  

Recently, researchers have begun to elaborate sequential sampling models in an 

attempt to account for the role of decision onset timing in perceptual decision formation. For 

instance, leaky accumulator models, which provide close fits to behavioural data, implement 

flexibility in the decision onset time by allowing the timescale of evidence integration to be 

adjusted optimally in accordance with the statistical properties of the stimuli in a given 

perceptual task (Larsen & Bogacz, 2010; Ossmy et al., 2013). Gated accumulator models, 
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which can account for both behavioural and neuronal dynamics, on the other hand, implement 

control over decision onset time through means of a biologically-plausible, stimulus-driven 

gating mechanism that allows sensory information to flow to the integrator only after it has 

exceeded a particular level (Purcell et al., 2010; Purcell, Schall, Logan & Palmeri, 2012; 

Schall, Purcell, Heitz, Logan & Palmeri, 2011). Another recent proposal suggests that sensory 

information is likely to be governed by both stimulus-dependent and stimulus-independent 

gating mechanisms (Teichert, Fererra & Grinband, 2014; Teichert et al., 2016). Whereas 

stimulus-dependent gating requires detection and extraction of task relevant sensory 

information from the sensory environment before commencing evidence accumulation, 

stimulus-independent gating reflects the implementation of executive control in accordance 

with task-specific demands. Important and outstanding questions remain, however, as to 

exactly how and when these mechanisms may be deployed and how they are affected by the 

uncertainty that is inherent in the timing of many goal relevant sensory events in our everyday 

surroundings.  

Neurophysiological investigation represents a unique and valuable tool for examining 

different aspects of the decision formation process, including the question of how temporal 

uncertainty affects the timing of evidence accumulation onset. In monkey neurophysiology, 

the timing of accumulation onset has been directly inferred from the onset of premotor neuron 

ramping activity (e.g. Pouget et al., 2011; Purcell et al., 2010; 2012; Purcell & Schall, 2016). 

Likewise, the onset of evidence accumulation in the human brain has been inferred based on 

the onset of CPP ramping activity (e.g. Loughnane et al., 2016; Twomey et al., 2016). A 

recent human electrophysiological study carried out by Loughnane and colleagues (2016) 

provides some clues as to how the brain triggers evidence accumulation when the precise 

timing of sensory evidence onset within a noisy stimulus sequence is unpredictable. In their 

study, participants monitored a patch of randomly moving dots in order to detect and 

discriminate periods of coherent motion. The authors found that the onset of evidence 

accumulation, indexed by the CPP, was predicted by the timing of a preceding target selection 

signal, the N2pc, the amplitude of which was related to behaviour through its mediating effect 

on evidence accumulation rate. These findings highlight the important role that target selection 

mechanisms may perform in perceptual decision-making. However, the target selection signal 

was weakened when sensory evidence strength diminished demonstrating that this mechanism 
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may not be reliable under conditions where the sensory event to be discriminated is low in 

salience (Loughnane et al., 2016). One objective of the present thesis, detailed further below, 

is to use human electrophysiology to trace the evolution of decision signals and thereby 

examine how the onset of sensory evidence accumulation is affected when goal relevant 

sensory events are both subtle and temporally unpredictable.  

In summary, the study of perceptual decision-making to date has been largely informed 

by studies in which sensory evidence is relatively salient and predictable. This, however, is not 

a true reflection of the full range of challenges we experience daily in the sensory world. 

Although patterns and regularities are a feature of the sensory environment and the human 

brain is adept at noticing and exploiting these, unpredictable and noisy stimuli are equally 

prevalent and models of decision-making must be able to account for their impact.  

  

1.4.2  Inter-Trial Dependency in Perceptual Decision-Making: The Sequential 

Foreperiod Effect  

At the core of all sequential sampling models is the assumption that perceptual 

decisions are made by accumulating sensory information towards a decision threshold. 

However, there is ample evidence to suggest that sensory evidence is not the sole determinant 

of our perceptual choices. It is well established that both animals and humans use past 

experiences to guide current and future judgements and behaviour. Modulatory effects that 

carry over from one trial to the next, otherwise known as sequential effects (Yu & Cohen, 

2008) or inter-trial dependencies (Frund, Wichmann & Macke, 2014), are characterised by an 

increased tendency to respond to stimuli in a particular manner based on the characteristics of 

previous trials. These characteristics include the stimuli presented, responses made and 

outcomes achieved. Although pervasive throughout the decision-making literature, research 

has only recently begun to examine the precise mechanisms that mediate sequential effects at 

the decision level. In particular, research to date has failed to shed light on the 

neurocomputational mechanisms of the sequential foreperiod effect. The aim of this section is 

to provide an overview of our current understanding of sequential effects as a general 

phenomenon in cognition, with particular emphasis on sequential foreperiod effects, which 

will be the focus of empirical investigation in chapter three of this thesis.  
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As discussed in the previous section, the timing of presentation of a goal-relevant 

stimulus in perceptual decision-making is not always clear. The period of time between 

starting to anticipate a stimulus and its actual onset is typically referred to as the foreperiod, or 

alternatively the cue-target interval (Los, 2010). Studies have repeatedly shown that when the 

foreperiod varies between trials, response times are consistently modulated by the duration of 

the previous trial foreperiod such that responses are faster following a short foreperiod trial 

(e.g. Capizzi, Correa & Sanabria, 2013; Capizzi, Sanabria & Correa, 2012; Capizzi, Correa, 

Wojtowicz & Rafal, 2015; Los & Horoufchin, 2011; Los, Kruijne & Meeter, 2017; Los & Van 

den Heuvel, 2001; Steinborn & Langner, 2012; Vallesi, McIntosh, & Stuss, 2009; Vallesi & 

Shallice, 2007; Vallesi, Shallice, & Walsh, 2007). This occurs irrespective of whether 

participants are cued, either validly or invalidly, to expect a particular foreperiod on a given 

trial. This phenomenon is referred to as the sequential foreperiod effect and, according to 

prominent explanatory accounts, it most likely reflects an automatic form of the temporal 

orienting phenomenon, whereby cognitive resources are selectively allocated towards critical, 

goal-relevant moments in time (Capizzi et al., 2012; 2013; Los, 2010; Mento, 2017; Nobre, 

2010; Triviño, Arnedo, Lupiañez, Chirivella, & Correa, 2011; Trivino et al., 2016; Vallesi, 

Arbula & Bernardis, 2014; Nobre & van Ede, 2018). In line with this idea, numerous studies 

have shown that the CNV, which is widely regarded as a neural index of temporal anticipation 

and preparation (for reviews see Mento, 2013; Praamstra, 2010; van Rijn et al., 2011), is 

modulated by previous foreperiod durations (Capizzi et al., 2013; Los & Heslenfeld, 2005; 

Mento, 2013; 2017; Van der Lubbe, Los, Jaskowski & Verleger, 2004). These results point to 

the possibility that temporal attention is adjusted on a trial-by-trial basis in accordance with 

previous experiences of the temporal structure of the sensory environment. However, it is not 

yet known precisely how, or if, the sequential foreperiod effect alters the underlying process of 

decision formation. To date, this has not been explored from a neurocomputational perspective 

(Capizzi et al., 2013).  

Curiously, in the above-mentioned studies, the sequential foreperiod effect occurs even 

though the timing of target onset on one trial typically carries no predictive value with regard 

to the timing of target onset on a subsequent trial. This seemingly irrational tendency is not 

only seen in the temporal domain but also in the domain of choice history biases. Individuals 

show a variety of idiosyncratic choice-history biases in tasks that consist of deliberately 
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randomised target sequences, such as an overall tendency to repeat or alternate their responses 

according to previous choices and/or outcomes (e.g. Braun, Urai & Donner, 2018; Fritsche, 

Mostert & de Lange, 2017; de Lange et al., 2013; St. John Saaltink, Kok, Lau & de Lange, 

2016; Frund et al., 2014; Talluri, Urai, Tsetsos, Usher & Donner, 2018; Urai, Braun & 

Donner, 2017). Not only are sequential effects prevalent in perceptual decision-making, they 

are also persistent in the face of contradictory statistical information. For instance, choice-

history biases are highly resilient to non-confirmatory statistical information that controverts 

the benefits of a given pattern of responding (Abrahamyan, Silva, Dakin, Carandini & 

Gardner, 2016). Similarly, the sequential foreperiod effect persists even when attention has 

been explicitly and invalidly directed towards later points in time (e.g. Los & Heslenfeld, 

2005; Los & van den Heuvel, 2001). These observations further attest to the automaticity of 

trial-history effects in perceptual decision.  

While it may seem irrational to rely on information from previous experiences when 

the environment consists of events that are entirely uncorrelated, normative theories do not 

attribute these phenomena to inherently irrational components of high cognition of behaviour. 

Instead, the tendency to use past experiences that have no future predictive value is considered 

to be a by-product of brain operations that are aimed at achieving higher level cognitive goals, 

including identifying environmental regularities, making predictions, reducing uncertainty, 

minimising cognitive load and improving behavioural efficiency (Jones, Curran, Mozer & 

Wilder, 2013). Specifically, normative accounts view inter-trial dependency as a manifestation 

of the brain’s ability to learn statistical patterns and update beliefs and expectations to reflect 

local changes in those statistical trends (Jones et al., 2013; Los et al., 2014; Wilder, Jones, 

Ahmed, Curran & Mozer, 2013; Yu & Cohen, 2008).  

Indeed, while many event patterns in the world are random, it is also true that many 

aspects of the sensory environment are governed by repeating patterns and reliable 

contingencies. Empirical work has shown that humans and animals alike readily extract and 

exploit such context-specific information in order to optimally bias their judgements (e.g. 

Abrahamyan et al., 2016; Goldfarb, Wong-Lin, Schwemmer, Leonard & Holmes, 2012; 

Hermoso-Mendizabal et al., 2018; Kim, Kabir & Gold, 2017; Kloosterman et al., 2018; 

Meyniel, Maheu & Dahaene, 2016). There is also ample evidence that the brain is sensitive to 

statistical regularities in the timing of sensory events in the environment (see Nobre & van 
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Ede, 2017 for a recent review). Behavioural and neurophysiological evidence suggests that 

monkeys and humans orient towards critical moments in time in accordance with symbolic 

temporal cues (e.g. Coull & Nobre, 1998; Griffin, Miniussi & Nobre, 2001; 2002; Miniussi, 

Wilding, Coull & Nobre, 1999), rhythmic temporal patterns (e.g. Barnes & Jones, 2000; 

Correa & Nobre, 2008; Cravo et al., 2013; Doherty, Rao, Mesulam & Nobre, 2005; 

Rohenkohl, Cravo, Wyart & Nobre, 2012), repeating complex temporal sequences (e.g. 

O’Reilly, McCarthy, Capizzi & Nobre, 2008; Shin & Ivry, 2002) and conditional probability 

(“hazard”) functions (e.g. Janssen & Shadlen, 2005; Katzner, Treue & Busse, 2012; Los & 

Agter, 2005; Trillenberg, Verleger, Wascher, Wauschkuhn & Wessel, 2000).  

As a final note on the phenomenology of sequential effects, some reports suggest that 

they may contribute more to perceptual decision-making under challenging or uncertain 

conditions. For instance, choice-history biases are reportedly stronger when sensory stimuli 

are more ambiguous (e.g. Akaishi, Umeda, Nagase & Sakai, 2014; Cicchini, Mikellidou & 

Burr, 2018), whereas sequential foreperiod effects are stronger when subjects have been 

invalidly cued with regard to the timing of an upcoming stimulus (Los & Van den Heuvel, 

2001). In line with this general idea that the brain relies more on history related biases in 

ambiguous or uncertainty contexts, Hanks et al. (2011) reported that experimentally induced 

biases contributed more strongly to choice outcome as more time elapsed within a trial. The 

authors argued that extended periods of elapsed time were used as a basis for inferring that the 

quality of sensory evidence was weaker, warranting greater reliance on pre-existing biases.  

In summary, while the brain uses sensory information as a basis for making perceptual 

decisions, it also modulates the decision process in accordance with previous experiences of 

the sensory environment. Some examples of this described here include sequential foreperiod 

effects and choice-history biases, which fall within the umbrella category of sequential effects 

or inter-trial dependencies. The tendency for the brain to bias the decision process based on 

previous events is thought to be a by-product of a key evolutionary adaptation that enables and 

predisposes individuals to extract and monitor environmental regularities so as to make 

guiding predictions about the sensory world, reduce cognitive load and enhance behavioural 

performance, particularly in circumstances where sensory stimuli are relatively ambiguous. 

The next section of this introductory chapter examines recent findings that have shed light on 
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the underlying mechanistic basis for sequential effects and the need to extend these efforts to 

the specific case of sequential foreperiod effects.  

 

1.4.3  Examining Sequential Effects in Perceptual Decision-Making at the 

Neurocomputational Level  

In order to understand the neurocomputational mechanisms underpinning sequential 

effects, researchers have recently begun to decompose behavioural data into latent components 

of the decision process using sequential sampling models. This section provides an overview 

of up-to-date findings relating to the underlying nature of trial-by-trial adjustments in 

perceptual decision formation.  

Some of the earliest insights into the phenomenon of inter-trial dependency in 

perceptual decision-making came from studies of post-error slowing, a phenomenon whereby 

individuals respond more slowly in the aftermath of committing an error (Rabbitt, 1966). 

Theories of post-error slowing typically vary in the extent to which they view this 

phenomenon as a functional adaptation or a by-product of disrupted cognitive processes 

(Wessel, 2018). According to adaptive accounts, post-error slowing reflects the engagement of 

performance monitoring mechanisms and the implementation of controlled processing to 

improve performance accuracy (Botvinick, 2007; Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter & Cohen, 

2001; Hajcak, McDonald, & Simons, 2003; Marco-Pallarés, Camara, Münte, & Rodríguez-

Fornells, 2008; Ridderinkhof, Ullsperger, Crone & Nieuwenhuis, 2004). Conversely, non-

functional theories of post-error slowing suggest that errors are processed as unexpected 

events that orient attention away from the task at hand resulting in poorer, slower performance 

(Houtman & Notebaert, 2013; Notebaert et al., 2009; Wessel, 2018). Sequential sampling 

models provide support for Wessel’s (2018) adaptive reorienting account whereby 

performance is initially hindered by processing and attending to the source of an error, but 

ultimately attention is reoriented towards the task resulting in better performance. Behavioural 

modelling has shown that there is a sustained increase in response caution, indexed by the 

decision bound, following an error (Dutilh et al., 2012; Purcell & Kiani, 2016; Schiffler, 

Bengtsson & Lundqvist, 2017) and that while there is initially a decrease in the rate of 

evidence accumulation immediately following an error, indexed by the drift rate (Purcell & 

Kiani, 2016; Schiffler et al., 2017), there is a subsequent increase on the following trials 
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reflecting improved post-error processing (Schiffler et al., 2017). Neurophysiological 

recordings from premotor neurons in the monkey brain suggest that the increase in the 

decision bound following an error was implemented as a static reduction in evidence-

independent urgency (Purcell & Kiani, 2016).  

More recently, researchers in the field of perceptual decision-making have begun to 

examine the underlying mechanisms of choice-history biases. The most common explanation 

for these in the modelling literature is that the decision variable starting point is set closer to 

the boundary corresponding to the biased response (Bode et al., 2012; de Lange et al., 2013; 

Yu & Cohen, 2008; Zhang, Huang & Yu, 2014). However, findings from more recent studies 

suggest that choice history biases may in fact be mediated by the biased reweighting of 

sensory information, accumulated at the decision level (Talluri et al., 2018; Urai et al., 2018). 

In support of this explanation, Kloosterman et al. (2018) found that the evidence accumulation 

bias could be predicted based on the response gain of gamma activity over the visual cortex, 

which in turn was mediated by alpha suppression. This finding provides clear support for the 

idea that choice biases in the brain are implemented through up-regulating and down-

regulating stimulus related cortical excitability.  

By comparison, sequential foreperiod effects have been relatively under-investigated 

and very little is known about how the temporal dynamics of one trial affect the temporal 

dynamics of the next. Los et al. (2014) outlined the Multiple Trace Theory of sequential 

foreperiod effects, suggesting that the brain stores trace memories of previous preparatory 

states, each of which represents the activation-inhibition profile for a particular trial. 

According to Los et al. (2014), recent traces carry a heavier weight, thereby giving rise to 

sequential foreperiod effects. Alternative explanations attribute the effects of previous 

foreperiods to the modulation of arousal by elapsed time on the previous trial (Vallesi & 

Shallice, 2007). To date, however, no account has been put forth to explain exactly how 

sequential foreperiods are mediated with regard to the mechanisms of decision formation. 

Interestingly, a human electrophysiological study conducted by Capizzi et al. (2013) revealed 

that the amplitude of the early visual-evoked P1 component was larger in response to stimuli 

that were preceded by a shorter foreperiod on the previous trial, although they reached no firm 

conclusion about what this finding most likely reflected. Chapter three of this thesis will 
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present an empirical investigation into the underlying mechanisms that may account for the 

sequential foreperiod effect.  

In summary, although research into the underlying mechanisms of perceptual decision 

formation has advanced rapidly over the past three decades, findings are only just beginning to 

emerge that speak directly to the key role played by trial-order sequences. Most notably, 

advances have been made in terms of understanding the underlying adaptations that give rise 

to post-error slowing and choice-history biases. However, there remain a number of 

unanswered questions, in particular as to how previous experiences of temporal structure 

affect perceptual decision-making in environments that feature uncertainty about the precise 

timing of goal relevant events.  

 

1.4.4  How are the Mechanisms of Perceptual Decision-Making Affected by 

Training?  

The final section of this introductory chapter will address the outstanding issue of how 

the processes underlying perceptual decision formation are affected by training. The previous 

sections of this chapter have already touched upon the importance of learning in order to adapt 

to and behave optimally within particular sensory environments. Specifically, learning was 

discussed in the context of extracting and exploiting statistical regularities and contingencies 

in the environment so as to make predictions, and reduce uncertainty, about events occurring 

in the world around us. However, learning in perceptual decision-making is more commonly 

thought of as the process whereby one’s ability to perform perceptual discriminations 

(perceptual expertise) is enhanced over long periods of time through training. This 

phenomenon, referred to as perceptual learning, has been extensively documented in the 

scientific literature, yet considerable debate still exists with regard to the precise underlying 

mechanisms that mediate it (for reviews, see Dosher & Lu, 2017; Fahle, 2005; Fine & Jacobs, 

2002; Lu, Hua, Huang, Zhou & Dosher, 2011; Sagi, 2011; Sasaki, Nanez & Watanabe, 2010; 

Watanabe & Sasaki, 2015). The paragraphs that follow provide a brief overview of this 

historical debate and address recent insights that have been garnered through the application of 

the sequential sampling framework to behavioural and neural data.  

A common feature of perceptual learning is the failure of improvements to transfer to 

novel, untrained stimuli and/or tasks (Ball & Sekuler, 1982; 1987; Fahle & Edelman, 1993; 
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Fahle, Edelman & Poggio, 1995; Fiorentini & Berardi, 1980; 1981; Gilbert, 1994; Gilbert, 

Sigman & Crist, 2001; Karni & Sagi, 1991; Poggio, Edelman & Fahle, 1992; Schoups, Vogels 

& Orban, 1995; Shiu & Pashler, 1992). This phenomenon, known as specificity, led early 

theorists to suggest that perceptual learning may be mediated by the fine-tuning and 

reorganisation of neurons in primary sensory cortical areas that are responsible for 

representing precise, low level sensory features (Gilbert et al., 2001). However, there are a 

number of issues with this explanatory account. Firstly, more recent findings have shown that 

it is in fact possible for learning to transfer under certain training conditions (Ahissar & 

Hochstein, 1997; Hung & Seitz, 2014; Jeter, Dosher, Liu & Lu, 2010; Jeter, Dosher, Petrov & 

Lu, 2009; Liu, 1999; McGovern, Astle, Clavin & Newell, 2016; McGovern, Webb & Peirce, 

2012; Xiao, et al., 2008; Yashar & Dension, 2017; Zhang et al., 2010). Secondly, although 

neuronal plasticity is in many ways advantageous for brain functioning and adaptation, it can 

sometimes be maladaptive. According to normative computational theories of visual 

functioning, structural and functional stability at lower levels within the visual system is 

necessary in order to represent the basic properties of the visual world (Lindeberg, 2013; 

Wandell & Smirnakis, 2009). From this perspective, excessive flexibility in the response 

properties of early visual neurons would be disruptive to visual functioning, unless necessary 

to adapt to long term environmental demands. Thirdly, as will be discussed below, 

neurophysiological evidence does not clearly support the idea that plasticity occurs at the 

earliest levels of sensory representation over short timescales in the adult brain.  

An alternative mechanism that may mediate perceptual learning is that of selective re-

weighting. According to selective-reweighting models, training readjusts the weighting of 

connections between early sensory representational units and higher-level decision units 

leading to increased selectivity and efficiency in the read-out of sensory information (Dosher 

& Lu, 1998; 1999; 2009; Dosher, Jeter, Liu & Lu, 2013; Law & Gold, 2009; Liu, Dosher & 

Lu, 2014; Petrov, Dosher & Lu, 2005; 2006). Variants of this model, which have been 

developed over the past two decades, have been widely successful in accounting for 

behavioural data from a multitude of studies and can explain the relative specificity and 

transferability of learning across experimental protocols (for a recent overview see 

Sotiropoulos, Seitz & Seriès, 2018). A major advantage of the selective-reweighting approach 
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is that it can explain learning without requiring that the low-level building blocks of visual 

perceptual are altered permanently.  

The application of sequential sampling models to data from perceptual training studies 

has yielded wide-ranging effects that cannot easily be attributed to any single underlying 

neural mechanism. For instance, while convergent evidence suggests that drift rate, which 

indexes the rate of sensory evidence accumulation, is enhanced with training (Dutilh, 

Vandekerckhove, Tuerlinckx & Wagenmakers, 2009; Dutilh, Krypotos & Wagenmakers, 

2011; Eckhoff, Holmes, Law, Connolly & Gold, 2008; Petrov, van Horn & Ratcliff, 2011), 

this outcome is consistent with most accounts of perceptual learning and may reflect either 

improved sensory encoding (Gilbert et al., 2001) or selective reweighting of sensory inputs to 

the decision level (Dosher & Lu, 2009). Training has also been linked to reductions in the 

variability and duration of the non-decision time parameter of the drift diffusion model (Dutilh 

et al., 2009; Dutilh et al., 2011; Petrov et al., 2011). But again it is unclear whether this 

reflects a reduction in either sensory encoding or motor execution time on the one hand, or a 

change in the timing of evidence accumulation onset on the other (Teichert et al., 2016). As 

already highlighted earlier in this introductory chapter, sequential sampling models are often 

unable to adjudicate between distinct mechanistic interpretations of psychophysical 

phenomena because changes in a single model parameter are rarely exclusively compatible 

with just a single neurocomputational mechanism. Neurophysiological investigation has 

proven again to be a critical tool in this regard.  

Single-unit recording studies have been widely used to study perceptual learning but 

have been varied and controversial. Some studies have shown that training does modify the 

response properties of neurons in the primary visual cortex (Hua et al., 2010; Schoups, Vogels, 

Qian & Orban, 2001) and, to a greater extent, the extrastriate cortex (Raiguel, Vogels, Mysore 

& Orban, 2006; Yang & Maunsell, 2004). Other studies have failed to find any changes in the 

response properties of primary visual sensory encoding neurons as a result of training (Ghose, 

Yang & Maunsell, 2002). A number of further studies have shown that such changes, although 

present, are strictly modulated by top-down attentional engagement (Crist, Li & Gilbert, 2001; 

Li, Piech & Gilbert, 2004; 2008). In the human literature, neuroimaging studies show clear 

modulation of BOLD responses in primary visual regions of the brain as a result of training 

(Furmanski, Schluppeck & Engel, 2004; Jehee, Ling, Swisher, van Bergen & Tong, 2012; 
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Schwartz, Maquet & Frith, 2002; Yotsumoto et al., 2009). However, it is difficult to determine 

to what extent these findings reflect changes in bottom-up or top-down processing. Human 

electrophysiological recording studies facilitate more precise temporal localisation of learning 

effects. Intriguingly some studies have shown that the early C1 component, which occurs 

within the first 50-80ms of processing, is modulated by training and this has been taken as 

evidence that learning does affect the very earliest stages of sensory processing (Ahmadi, 

McDevitt, Silver & Mednick, 2018; Bao, Yang, Ries, He & Engel, 2010; Pourtois, Rauss, 

Vuilleumier & Schwartz, 2008; Zhang, Li, Song & Yu, 2015). However, this result should be 

considered in light of evidence that the C1 can be modulated by top-down factors (Kelly, 

Gomez-Ramirez & Foxe, 2008; Zhang et al., 2015) and therefore the above training effects 

could be mediated by processes other than low level neuronal re-organisation.  

 Much research in the perceptual learning literature to date has been relatively 

controversial with no clear way in most cases of arbitrating between the feedforward sensory-

encoding account and the reweighting account. However, Law and Gold (2008) made an 

important breakthrough in this regard. These authors carried out a primate single-unit 

recording study in which monkeys were trained to judge the direction of motion based on a 

cloud of moving dots within a circular aperture. Monkeys reported the outcome of their 

decisions by making directional eye movements. Law and Gold (2008) recorded distinct 

neural signatures of sensory-evidence encoding and effector-selective decision formation. 

Sensory-evidence encoding was indexed by motion-sensitive neurons in area MT (Britten et 

al., 1996; Britten et al., 1992), while effector-selective decision formation was measured by 

recording from LIP neurons that encode the preparation of eye movements towards locations 

in space and exhibit characteristics of sensory evidence accumulation (deLafuente et al., 2015; 

Hanks, Ditterich & Shadlen, 2006; Huk & Shadlen, 2005; Roitman & Shadlen, 2002; Rorie et 

al., 2010; Shadlen & Newsome, 2001). This study revealed that training had no effect on the 

sensitivity of neurons in area MT to the learned motion directions. Rather, those MT neurons 

that were sensitive to the learned motion direction became increasingly predictive of choice, 

and the build-up rate of LIP neurons increased, reflecting more efficient evidence 

accumulation. Uka, Sasaki and Humano (2012) more recently observed similar effects in the 

context of a depth discrimination task. Together these findings indicate that learning may be 
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mediated by the increasingly selective read-out of sensory evidence from the most informative 

MT neurons.  

In summary, despite the fact that perceptual learning has been widely documented and 

widely studied in the perceptual literature, considerable uncertainty and debate still surrounds 

the precise underlying mechanisms of this learning. In particular, researchers have widely 

debated the precise locus of plasticity in the hierarchy of information processing. One of the 

most contentious models of perceptual learning is undoubtedly the sensory encoding model 

(Gilbert et al., 2001), which has been scrutinised on empirical and theoretical grounds. While 

it does appear that early sensory responses do change with training, the argument that this 

reflects modulation of feedback rather than feedforward processing is compelling. Instead, 

selective re-weighting models (Dosher & Lu, 2009; 2013) have become highly popular, 

although neurophysiological investigations to date have been limited. A notable example in 

the literature is that of Law and Gold (2008) who convincingly demonstrated that, in the case 

of a dot motion discrimination task, perceptual learning among non-human primates was not 

mediated by changes in the representation of sensory evidence but rather in its read-out. Such 

neurophysiological studies provide a very promising avenue for future investigations into 

learning. Specifically, the ability to parse information processing into distinct, mechanistically 

grounded stages, such as sensory evidence encoding and decision formation using well-

characterised neural signatures, may enable researchers to better distinguish between 

alternative accounts of perceptual learning.  

 

1.5  Summary and Thesis Objectives  

 The aim of this introductory chapter was to outline the main theoretical and empirical 

work that has been carried out within the field of perceptual decision-making. To this end, the 

chapter provided an overview of mathematical models belonging to the sequential sampling 

framework, which is currently the dominant theoretical framework for understanding and 

investigating perceptual decision-making. It also provided an overview of recent 

developments in animal and human neurophysiology, which have helped to validate the 

fundamental assumptions of those models and fine-tune their precise details. Furthermore, a 

number of outstanding issues were discussed including the impact of temporal uncertainty on 

perceptual decision-making, the role of intertrial dependency (sequential effects) and the 
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underlying basis of perceptual learning. Each of these issues is central to fully understand how 

the brain adapts to the challenging conditions of naturalistic sensory environments. This thesis 

aims to capitalise on recent developments in human electrophysiology in order to address 

these issues, including the discovery and characterisation of mechanistically-grounded, 

effector-selective (mu/beta lateralisation) and abstract (CPP) decision signals in the human 

brain (Kelly & O’Connell, 2015).  

 The aim of the research presented in chapter two was to shed light on how the brain 

makes perceptual decisions under conditions where the precise timing of an upcoming, subtle, 

goal-relevant sensory change is uncertain. Although we are often aware of and anticipating the 

onset of impending sensory events to which we will be required to respond, in the absence of 

reliable, explicit cues or temporal regularities it is difficult to time the onset of the perceptual 

decision-making process accurately to coincide with the onset of the sensory event. This issue 

is particularly relevant when the target sensory event is of low salience and therefore not 

intrinsically obvious or alerting. Chapter two therefore presents an empirical investigation into 

the impact on the timing of perceptual decision formation of temporal uncertainty about an 

upcoming, low-salience sensory change, using non-invasive electrophysiological recording 

(EEG) to trace the dynamics of decision formation in the human brain.  

 Following naturally from this, chapter three examines how evidence-independent 

factors that affect the timing of perceptual decision formation are driven by experience from 

preceding trials. In particular, this chapter explores the sequential foreperiod phenomenon, 

whereby the timing of a perceptual decision is affected by the timing of sensory events on 

previous trials. The sequential foreperiod effect is an example of a broader category of 

intertrial dependencies or trial-by-trial adaptations. Although researchers have begun to 

investigate the neural mechanisms that mediate trial-by-trial adjustments in perceptual 

decision-making, such as choice-history biases and post-error slowing, there has been very 

little emphasis on trial-by-trial adjustments in the timing of perceptual decision-making.  

 In investigating the sequential foreperiod effect, the research presented in chapter three 

replicated the previously well-established finding that the CNV is modulated from one trial to 

the next by temporal dynamics of previous trials. Although it is widely accepted that the CNV 

provides an index of anticipatory temporal processing, its precise functional significance with 

regard to perceptual decision-making remains to be fully understood. Thus, the aim of the 
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study presented in chapter four was to shed light on the functional role of the CNV in 

perceptual decision-making.  

 In chapter five, the underlying mechanisms of perceptual learning were explored 

empirically. To this end, distinct neural signatures of sensory evidence encoding (SSVEP), 

domain-general decision formation (CPP) and effector selective decision formation 

(lateralised mu/beta) were recorded from the human brain using EEG. Distinct hypotheses 

associated with the sensory-encoding and selective-reweighting theories were tested.  

 Finally, chapter six contains a general discussion, summarising the contributions of the 

research contained within this thesis to the broader scientific literature. This discussion centres 

on three key overarching themes relating to temporal factors in perceptual decision-making: i) 

factors affecting the onset timing of evidence accumulation, ii) isolating neural signatures of 

urgency in the human brain and iii) changes in the mechanisms of perceptual decision-making 

over time with training.  
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Chapter Two  

Premature Evidence Accumulation Mediates the 

Influence of Temporal Uncertainty on Perceptual 

Choices  

 

2.1  Introduction  

As outlined in chapter one, computational modelling and neurophysiological studies 

suggest that perceptual decisions are made by accumulating samples of noisy sensory 

information over time until an action initiating decision threshold is reached (Gold & Shadlen, 

2007; Kelly & O’Connell, 2015; O’Connell, Shadlen, Wong & Kelly, 2018; Ratcliff & Smith, 

2004; Shadlen & Kiani, 2013). However, these models have been largely developed using 

tasks in which there is little or no uncertainty regarding the time at which the relevant sensory 

event will occur. Consequently, there is rarely any ambiguity about the optimal time to begin 

accumulating sensory evidence. An extensive, but parallel, literature has shown that such 

strong temporal regularities have a beneficial impact on the timing and accuracy of perceptual 

choices (for reviews see Correa et al., 2006; Niemi & Naatenan, 1981; Nobre, Correa & Coull, 

2007; Nobre & van Ede, 2018). In particular, behavioural modelling suggests that temporal 

regularities may facilitate decision onset timing (Bausenhart, Rolke, Seibold & Ulrich,  2010; 

Jepma et al., 2012; Rolke, 2008; Rolke & Hofmann, 2007; Seibold et al., 2011) and/or the rate 

of evidence accumulation (Bausenhart, Rolke & Ulrich, 2008; Rohenkohl et al., 2012; 

Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009; Vangkilde, Coull & Bundesen, 2012). However, in many 

circumstances in the natural sensory world, although we may be broadly aware of upcoming 

goal-relevant sensory events, we are not always afforded the luxury of being able to reliably 

predict their precise timing. For example, when driving in heavy fog, although you may expect 

to encounter vehicles and/or warning signs ahead, it is rarely possible to predict exactly when 

these difficult to discriminate stimuli will appear. Thus far, little is known about how the 

dynamics of perceptual decision formation are affected by a lack of foreknowledge about the 

precise timing of an impending goal-relevant sensory target. The present study sought to 
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examine this by tracing domain-general and effector-selective signatures of perceptual 

decision formation in the human brain. 

A particular challenge associated with uncertainty about the timing of sensory 

evidence onset is to accurately time the onset of the decision-making process. The timing of 

decision onset, defined as the time at which the brain begins accumulating sensory evidence 

(Teichert et al., 2016), is an important, yet often overlooked, aspect of decision formation. 

Optimal behaviour depends on the timely initiation of sensory evidence accumulation, which, 

if initiated too early, may result in the accumulation of irrelevant sensory noise resulting in 

false alarms and fast errors (Ossmy et al., 2013). By contrast, if evidence accumulation starts 

too late, then important goal relevant sensory information may be lost. Recent evidence from 

human electrophysiology suggests that the brain deploys specific mechanisms of target 

selection to initiate the evidence accumulation process (Loughnane et al., 2016) while monkey 

neurophysiological work has provided support for gated accumulator models that inhibit the 

flow of sensory information to the accumulator level until sensory information has exceeded a 

particular threshold (Purcell et al., 2012; Purcell et al., 2010; Schall et al, 2011).  

The efficiency with which the onset of the evidence accumulation process is controlled 

is likely to depend on three key factors. The first is prior knowledge about the precise timing 

of an upcoming, goal-relevant sensory event. As mentioned already, there is some evidence 

from behavioural modelling studies to suggest that decision onset timing is facilitated when 

observers have a reliable basis upon which to predict the precise timing of a goal-relevant 

sensory change (Bausenhart et al., 2010; Jepma et al., 2012; Rolke, 2008; Rolke & Hofmann, 

2007; Seibold et al., 2011). However, in many real-world scenarios, such foreknowledge is not 

always available. The second is the ease with which a target sensory event can be detected. As 

shown in Loughnane et al. (2016), when the timing of a goal relevant change in a sensory 

stimulus is unpredictable, neural signatures of sensory-driven target selection weaken 

progressively with diminishing quality of sensory evidence. Thus, when making decisions 

based on temporally unpredictable, subtle changes in a sensory stimulus, target selection 

mechanisms may not reliably trigger the onset of sensory evidence accumulation in a timely 

fashion. The third factor that is likely to affect the efficiency of decision onset timing, 

particularly in the context of stimulus ambiguity, is the use of strategic mechanisms. Indirect 

evidence from psychophysical studies and computational modelling suggests that humans can 
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and do adjust the timing of decision onset adaptively in response to various task-specific 

challenges and in doing so they are able to optimise behavioural performance within a given 

context (Ossmy et al., 2013; for a review see Teichert et al., 2016).  

The aim of the present study was to examine how the temporal dynamics of perceptual 

decision formation, in particular decision onset timing, are affected when the precise timing of 

a subtle sensory change is unpredictable from one trial to the next. To this end, two 

experiments were conducted, both of which required participants to discriminate a change in a 

stimulus feature (contrast in Experiment 1 and motion in Experiment 2) under conditions of 

temporal uncertainty, whereby the foreperiod prior to the change varied randomly between 

trials across three duration levels. The dynamics of decision formation were examined by 

measuring the time course of effector-selective and domain-general decision signals described 

in chapter one (Kelly & O’Connell, 2013; 2015; O’Connell, Dockree & Kelly, 2012). 

Effector-selective motor preparation was examined by measuring the time course of mu/beta 

band activity (10-30 Hz) over premotor cortex. Domain-general decision formation was 

measured by tracing the centroparietal positivity (CPP).  
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2.2  Methodology 

 

2.2.1  Participants 

 

2.2.1.1  Experiment 1: Contrast Discrimination Task 

Twenty-three participants aged 19-30 (12 males, 11 females) were recruited to take 

part in a training study (see Chapter 5), over a period of six consecutive days, during which 

time they were trained on a two-alternative, forced choice, contrast discrimination task. All 

participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of 

personal or familial neurological or psychiatric illness. Participants were requested to abstain 

from alcohol consumption and to avoid activities that would result in sleep deprivation prior to 

each training session. One subject was excluded after reporting retrospectively that they had 

failed to comply with this prerequisite. One further subject did not complete the study and 

their data were excluded.  Data from the final experimental session was excluded for one 

additional participant due to an error in setting the monitor refresh rate on that day (this 

participant was not excluded entirely from the analysis). This resulted in a final sample size of 

21 (10 male, 11 female; Age: M=22.41, SD=2.96). For the purpose of electrophysiological 

analyses two further participants were excluded, due to excessive blink and/or EEG artefacts 

(>40% trial loss), but their data were retained for behavioural analyses.  

Participants took part in this study over a period of six consecutive days and were 

reimbursed €80 euro in total for their time. Prior to taking part, participants were informed that 

they would receive €60 payment (€10 per day) with the possibility of earning an additional 

bonus of up to €20. Participants were misled to believe that the exact value of the bonus they 

would receive was dependent on how many points (see design and procedure) they 

accumulated over the course of the study. The purpose of this deception was to incentivise 

participants to continually maximise their performance. All participants were awarded the full 

bonus of €20 and were fully debriefed about the nature of the deception at the end of the 

study. Written, informed consent was obtained from all participants and all procedures, 

including deception, were approved by the Trinity College Dublin ethics committee and 

conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.   
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2.2.1.2  Experiment 2: Dot Motion Discrimination Task 

Nineteen participants aged 18-37 (M=25.74, SD=5.92; 10 females, 9 males) were 

recruited to take part in a dot motion discrimination task. All participants were right-handed, 

with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and had no history of personal or familial 

neurological or psychiatric illness. Participants completed a single experimental session and 

were reimbursed €25 for their time. Prior to taking part, participants were informed that they 

would receive €15 with the possibility of earning an additional bonus of up to €10. 

Participants were misled to believe that the exact value of the bonus was dependent on how 

many points they obtained over the course of the study. The purpose of this deception was to 

incentivise participants. In reality, all participants were awarded the full bonus of €10 and 

were fully debriefed about the nature of the deception at the end of the study. Written, 

informed consent was obtained from all participants and all procedures were approved by the 

Trinity College Dublin ethics committee and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of 

Helsinki.   

 

2.2.2  Design & Procedure  

 

2.2.2.1  Experiment 1: Two-Alternative Forced Choice Contrast Discrimination Task 

Participants performed a difficult two-alternative contrast discrimination task, 

consisting of discrete trials, in which they were required to discriminate the direction (left or 

right) of a target (tilted grating stimulus) based on a change in the relative contrast between 

two overlaid grating stimuli (see Figure 2.1a). The study was conducted over 6 consecutive 

days. On the first day, participants were introduced to the task and their performance was 

titrated to approximately 65-70% accuracy (see ‘Staircase Procedure’ below). During each 

subsequent session participants performed 10 blocks of the task. Each block consisted of 50 

trials (500 trials per session; 2,500 trials in total per participant). For the purpose of all 

analyses pertaining to experiment 1 in this chapter, the data were collapsed across the 5 

training sessions. The experiment was conducted in a dark, sound-attenuated room with 

participants seated in front of a 51cm cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor (refresh rate: 100 Hz, 
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1024 x 768 resolution) at a distance of approximately 57cm. Stimuli used in this task were 

created using Psychtoolbox and the experiment was presented using Matlab. The stimuli 

consisted of two overlaid grating patterns (spatial frequency = 1 cycle per degree) presented in 

a circular aperture (inner radius = 1˚, outer radius = 6˚) against a dark grey background 

(luminance: 65.2 cd/m2). Each grating stimulus was tilted by 45˚ relative to the vertical 

midline (left tilt = -45˚, right tilt = +45˚). The gratings were “frequency tagged” in order to 

allow independent measurement of sensory evidence in favour of both possible choices, with 

the left-tilted grating flickering at 20 Hz and the right-tilted grating flickering at 25 Hz. On 

each trial the gratings were phase-reversed and these phase-reversals were pseudorandomly 

counterbalanced across trials.  

Participants commenced each trial by simultaneously clicking the left and right mouse 

button. A central fixation dot was presented, followed 200ms later by the presentation of the 

overlaid grating stimuli at 50% contrast. The stimuli were held constant for the duration of an 

initial foreperiod, which, as participants were informed, varied randomly from trial to trial 

between 800ms, 1,200ms and 1,600ms. After the foreperiod, the gratings underwent 

antithetical changes in contrast (see Staircase Procedure below) whereby the target stepped up 

in contrast while the non-target stepped down in contrast by a corresponding amount. The 

gratings remained at the new contrast level for 2,000ms and participants were required to 

indicate the direction of the target stimulus by clicking the corresponding left or right mouse 

button with their left or right thumb. Feedback was presented at the end of each trial for 

1,000ms and at the end of each block (see Feedback & Points below).  

Staircase Procedure.  The change in contrast of the grating stimuli was determined 

separately for each participant during an introductory phase of the study, which took place on 

the first of the six-day study. During this introduction phase, participants were first trained to 

perform the task under relatively easy conditions (large changes in contrast). Once participants 

performed the task under easy conditions at close to 100% accuracy, the magnitude of the 

contrast change was then adjusted downwards gradually over the course of 6-8 short blocks 

(20 trials each) until participants were performing within the range of 65-70% accuracy. The 

average change in contrast resulting from this titration procedure was 5.5% (SD=1.35%, 

range: 2-7%).  
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Feedback & Points.  At the end of each trial (500ms post stimulus offset) feedback was 

presented on screen in text format, for 1,000ms. This feedback indicated whether the subject 

responded correctly (“Correct”), incorrectly (“Error”), prematurely (responded before or 

within 150ms of the contrast change; “Clicked too Soon”), or failed to respond within the 

deadline (“Too Late”). At the end of each block, feedback was presented on screen informing 

participants of their mean accuracy and response time during the block. This feedback 

remained on screen until either the participant or experimenter exited the screen. With this 

feedback, participants were also given a score for each block reflecting their cumulative points 

earned during the block. Points were awarded on a trial by trial basis according to the accuracy 

and speed with which participants responded. Every correct response was awarded 40 points 

plus a speed bonus, while incorrect, missed or premature responses were awarded 0 points. 

The maximum speed bonus was 40 points and this amount diminished linearly from 40 to 0 

across the range of possible response times (150-2,000ms). At the end of each block a bar 

graph was presented to participants depicting their score for each completed block of the task.  

 

2.2.2.2  Experiment 2: Random Dot Motion Discrimination Task  

Participants performed a difficult, discrete-trial version of the random dot motion 

discrimination task (Figure 2.1b) in which they were required to judge the direction (left or 

right) of motion based on a cloud of moving dots. The experiment consisted of 8 blocks, each 

containing 66 trials and was conducted in a dark, sound-attenuated room with participants 

seated in front of a 51cm CRT monitor (refresh rate: 100 Hz, 1024 x 768 resolution) at a 

distance of approximately 57cm. The stimuli used in this task, random dot kinematograms 

(RDK), were created using Psychtoolbox and the experiment was presented using Matlab. The 

RDKs consisted of a patch of 100 moving white dots (diameter = 4 pixels) presented within a 

circular aperture (outer radius = 4˚) against a black background. From frame to frame, the dots 

were displaced throughout the circular aperture creating a perception of motion. 

At the onset of each trial, a central fixation dot was presented, followed 400ms later by 

the onset of the dot motion stimulus. Initially, the dots were displaced within the aperture at 

random (0% coherence) giving rise to the perception of random, incoherent motion. The 

displacement of the dots remained at 0% coherence for the duration of a foreperiod, which as 

participants were informed, varied randomly from trial-to-trial between 800ms, 1,200ms and 
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1,600ms. After this foreperiod a portion of the dots began to move coherently in the same 

direction (either leftward or rightward). This coherent motion was produced by displacing a 

portion of the dots on each frame, chosen at random, in a common direction relative to their 

position on the previous frame. All other dots on a given frame were displaced randomly to a 

new location within the aperture. The percentage of coherently moving dots was determined 

separately for each participant in the study during a pre-experimental introduction phase (see 

“Staircase Procedure” below). The duration of coherent motion was 2,000ms and participants 

were required to indicate its direction by clicking the corresponding left or right mouse button 

with their left or right thumb. As in Experiment 1, feedback was presented at the end of each 

trial for 1,000ms, and at the end of each block (see Feedback & Points above).  

Staircase Procedure.  The percentage of coherently moving dots was determined 

separately for each participant during an introductory phase prior to commencing the 

experiment. During this phase, participants were first trained to perform the task under 

relatively easy conditions (high coherent motion). Once participants were proficient at 

performing the task under easy conditions (were close to 100% accuracy), the difficulty of the 

task was adjusted using a 2-down 1-up staircase procedure over the course of an 80-trial block 

that titrated accuracy to 65-70% for each subject individually. Coherence levels ranged from 

3-12% (M=7.42%, SD=2.61%).  
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Figure 2.1: Schematic depictions of the contrast discrimination task and dot motion discrimination task 

with variable foreperiods  

A) Two-Alternative Forced Choice Contrast Discrimination Task: At the beginning of each trial, 

overlaid left and right tilted gratings were presented at 50% contrast. After an initial foreperiod, the 

duration of which varied unpredictably from trial-to-trial (800ms/1,200ms/1,600ms), one grating 

stepped up in contrast while the other stepped down by a corresponding amount. Participants were 

required to discriminate the direction of the grating that increased in contrast. B) Dot Motion 

Discrimination Task: At the beginning of each trial a patch of randomly moving dots (0% coherence) 

was presented. After an initial foreperiod, the duration of which varied unpredictably from trial-to-trial 

(800ms/1,200ms/1,600ms), a proportion of the dots began to move coherently in a leftward or 

rightward direction. Participants were required to discriminate the direction of the coherent motion. In 

each task, participants were required to respond by clicking either the left or right button on a computer 
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mouse using their left or right thumb within a two-second deadline of the stimulus change. At the end 

of each trial, feedback was presented ("Well Done", "Incorrect", "Clicked Too Soon" or "Too Late"). 

 

2.2.3  Motion Energy Filtering  

RDKs are suited to studying the dynamics of sensory evidence accumulation because 

the random displacement of the non-coherent dots causes actual sensory evidence to vary 

within a given trial around the nominal, pre-determined, motion coherence level. Using the 

physical coordinates of the dot displacements, actual momentary and cumulative sensory 

evidence with respect to a given choice can be objectively quantified for any given trial. 

Momentary sensory evidence favouring leftward or rightward motion was calculated using dot 

motion energy filtering (Adelson & Bergen, 1985; see also Urai et al., 2017). Momentary 

motion energy values were signed with respect to whether they favoured the chosen or 

unchosen response for the given trial. Hence, positive values were attributed to motion energy 

values favouring the chosen response and negative values were assigned to those favouring the 

unchosen response.  

 

2.2.4  EEG acquisition and Preprocessing (Experiment 1 & 2) 

The following procedures for acquiring and preprocessing EEG data apply to data from 

Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. Continuous EEG data were acquired using an ActiveTwo 

system (BioSemi, The Netherlands) from 128 scalp electrodes and digitized at 512 Hz. 

Vertical eye movements were recorded using two vertical electrooculogram (EOG) electrodes 

placed above and below the left eye. Data were analysed using custom scripts in MATLAB 

(Mathworks, Natick, MA) and the EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme & Makeig, 2004).  Continuous 

EEG data were low-pass filtered below 35 Hz, high-pass filtered above .05 Hz and 

detrended.  EEG data were then re-referenced offline to the average reference.  

EEG data were segmented into stimulus- and response-aligned epochs. Stimulus-

aligned epochs were extracted from stimulus onset to stimulus offset, which yielded different 

length windows for each foreperiod condition: 800ms (Epoch: 0-2,800ms), 1,200ms (Epoch: 

0-3,200ms) or 1,600ms (Epoch: 0-3,600ms). Response-aligned epochs were measured from –

1,000ms pre-response to 600ms post response. The purpose of extending the epoch 600ms 

post-response was to allow four full fast fourier transform (FFT) windows to be calculated 
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post-response (see Time Frequency Decomposition below). All epochs were baseline-corrected 

relative to the interval of 500-550ms post stimulus onset. This baseline window was chosen, 

with the aid of visual inspection of the grand-average event-related potential (ERP) waveform, 

to fall before the onset of the CPP but after the conclusion of evoked potentials elicited by the 

appearance of the stimulus on the screen and the mouse click that initiated the trial. 

Trials were rejected if the bipolar vertical EOG signal (upper minus lower) exceeded 

an absolute value of 200 μV or if any scalp channel exceeded 100 μV at any time during the 

stimulus-aligned epoch. To avoid excessive trial loss, channels were interpolated if their 

individual artefact count exceeded 10% of the total number of trials for a given session. To 

avoid excessive channel interpolation, a maximum of 10% of the total number of channels 

were permitted to be interpolated for any given participant’s data in a given session. 

Participants were excluded from electrophysiological analyses entirely if, following channel 

inspection and interpolation where appropriate, more than 40% of trials were lost due to blinks 

and/or EEG artefacts. On this basis, two participants were excluded from electrophysiological 

analyses, though their data were retained for behavioural analyses.  

In order to mitigate the effects of volume conduction across the scalp, single-trial 

epochs underwent current source density (CSD) transformation (Kayser & Tenke, 2006), a 

procedure that has been used in order to minimise spatial overlap between functionally distinct 

EEG components (Kelly & O'Connell, 2013).  

Stimulus- and response-aligned epochs were then decomposed into time frequency 

representations using the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) procedure. Each epoch was 

divided up into a series of overlapping 400ms time segments taken at 50-ms intervals across 

the epoch. The FFT was computed for each 400-ms segment. For the purpose of data analysis 

and plotting, each 400ms segment was identified by its median time point. The resulting time-

frequency representations had a frequency resolution of 2.5 Hz and as such allowed for the 

direct measurement of SSVEPs at 20 Hz and 25 Hz, which corresponded to the flicker 

frequencies of the left- and right-tilted gratings respectively. Each 400ms window captured 

precisely 8 and 10 cycles of the 20 and 25 Hz SSVEPs respectively, thereby minimising 

spectral leakage. FFT power measurements were converted into amplitude measurements by 

dividing by half the length of the measurement window in samples. FFT measurements were 

baseline-corrected relative to the window centred on 582ms post stimulus onset. This window 
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was chosen with the aid of visual inspection of the grand average waveforms to ensure that the 

motor activity relating to the mouse button click at the beginning of each trial was fully 

resolved.  

 

2.2.5  Behavioural Analysis  

  

2.2.5.1  Examining Behaviour as a Function of Foreperiod Duration (Experiment 1 & 2) 

 Across both experiments, all behavioural measures of performance were calculated 

separately for each level of foreperiod duration (800/1,200/1,600ms). Response accuracy was 

defined as the percentage of trials where participants correctly signalled the direction of the 

target. Response time was calculated in milliseconds relative to the time of the sensory 

evidence onset (i.e. the contrast change or onset of coherent motion). Missed responses were 

defined as those in which no response was made within the two-second response deadline 

(marked by the disappearance of the stimulus from the screen). Premature responses were 

defined as those made prior to or within 150ms of the onset of sensory evidence (i.e. the 

contrast change or onset of coherent motion). Points earned per trial were defined as the 

average number of points earned per trial including trials where no points were awarded due to 

missed, erroneous or premature responses. Each of these behavioural measures was analysed 

as a function of foreperiod duration using separate one-way repeated measures analyses of 

variance (ANOVA) followed by pairwise comparisons (paired samples t-tests). The alpha 

level following Bonferroni corrections, which were applied to each set of pairwise 

comparisons, was .017 (.05/3).  

 

2.2.5.2  Relationship Between Motion Energy and Choice (Experiment 2) 

On trials with the longest (1,600ms) foreperiod, the relationship between cumulative 

motion energy during the foreperiod prior to sensory evidence onset and choice was examined. 

The average integral of motion energy during the foreperiod (up to 1,600ms) was computed 

separately for fast (response time < 500ms) and slow (response time > 500ms) responses. In 

the case of responses made prior to 1,600ms, the integral was measured only up to the time of 

response. To test whether fast choices were driven by the accumulation of sensory evidence 

favouring that response, the integral at 1,600ms for fast and slow responses was compared 
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against 0 using single sample t-tests. The slope of the dot motion integral for fast and slow 

response times measured in the window 1,100-1,600ms was also compared against 0 using 

single sample t-tests. Whereas the absolute value of the integral at 1,600ms provides a 

measure of how much evidence cumulatively favoured the chosen response, the slope of the 

integral is sensitive to the extent to which sensory evidence consistently favoured the chosen 

response.  

 

2.2.6  Signal Analysis: Measurement Approach 

The details in this section describe how each of the signals of interest was isolated 

from the EEG data. Unless explicitly mentioned, the following details apply to the data from 

both experiments 1 and 2.  

 

2.2.6.1  Steady State Visual Evoked Potentials (SSVEP) Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR): Sensory 

Evidence Encoding 

Sensory evidence encoding was examined by measuring the SNR of the SSVEP. 

Distinct SSVEPs were generated for each of the two overlaid grating stimuli by flickering the 

stimuli at different frequencies (20 Hz for left-tilted gratings, 25 Hz for right-tilted gratings). 

This technique is known as frequency tagging. In order to compute the SNR, each SSVEP was 

divided by the average of the immediately adjacent frequencies (17.5 Hz, 22.5 Hz and 27.5 

Hz). Each SSVEP trace provided a direct representation of the contrast of the corresponding 

grating stimulus. A difference SSVEP, henceforth referred to as the d-SSVEP, which was 

calculated by subtracting the non-target SSVEP (diminishing contrast) from the target SSVEP 

(increasing contrast) on each trial, provided a direct neural measure of the sensory evidence. 

  

Based on the grand average topography of the d-SSVEP calculated in a single window 

centred on -200ms relative to response, a cluster of electrodes was identified over occipital 

regions of the scalp (Figure 2.3a). For each subject and each session, the d-SSVEP was 

measured by averaging activity from the four electrodes within this cluster that exhibited the 

largest d-SSVEP prior to response. Single trial data were rejected from subsequent analyses if 

the d-SSVEP prior to response exceeded +/- 3 standard deviations from the within subject 

mean.  
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2.2.6.2  Centroparietal Positivity (CPP): Domain-General Decision Formation  

Domain-general decision formation was examined by measuring the dynamics of the 

CPP. As previously discussed, the CPP exhibits the dynamics of bounded sensory evidence 

accumulation, as predicted by sequential sampling models, and does so in a manner that is 

independent of motor preparation (Kelly & O’Connell, 2015).  

In order to identify the electrode sites for measuring the CPP, a grand average 

topography was generated for the response-aligned window -150 to -50ms collapsing across 

all levels of foreperiod duration. Based on this grand average topography, positive going 

activity was identified over a cluster of centroparietal electrodes (Figure 2.4a). For each 

participant and recording session, the CPP was measured by averaging activity from the four 

(Experiment 1) or two (Experiment 2) electrodes within this cluster that exhibited the largest 

amplitude prior to response. Single trial CPP data were rejected from subsequent analyses if 

the amplitude of the CPP at response exceeded +/- 3 standard deviations from the within-

subject mean.  

 

2.2.6.3  Mu/Beta: Effector Selective Decision Formation  

Effector selective decision related dynamics were examined by measuring 

desynchronisation in the mu/beta frequency band (10 - 30 Hz) over the contralateral and 

ipsilateral hemispheres, excluding 20 Hz and 25 Hz (these correspond to the flicker 

frequencies of the left- and right-tilted stimuli used in the experiment). The mu/beta 

lateralisation index, which represents preparation specifically for the chosen response, was 

computed by subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral mu/beta. As shown previously, mu/beta 

lateralisation indexes bounded sensory evidence accumulation in an effector-selective manner 

(e.g. de Lange et al., 2013; Siegel et al., 2011).  

In order to identify the electrode sites at which there was the strongest effector-

selective decision related activity, right-hand response trials were subtracted from left-hand 

response trials, collapsing across all levels of foreperiod duration, and a grand average 

topography of the data resulting from this subtraction was generated for the window -150ms to 

-50ms prior to response. Based on this grand average topography, a cluster of electrodes was 

identified in each hemisphere over premotor regions of the scalp (C3 left hemisphere; C4 right 
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hemisphere; Figure 2.4h; 2.5h) that exhibited the largest lateralisation index (largest difference 

between left and right response trials). For each participant and recording session, mu/beta 

was measured by averaging activity from the four electrodes within each cluster that exhibited 

the largest mu/beta lateralisation index at the time of the response. Single trials were excluded 

from subsequent analyses if the mu/beta lateralisation index at response exceeded +/- 3 

standard deviations from the within-subject mean. Stimulus- and response-aligned 

contralateral and ipsilateral mu/beta traces were examined separately. The mu/beta 

lateralisation index was examined by subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral mu/beta traces.  

 

2.2.7  Signal Analysis: Analytical Approach  

The details in this section outline the measurements taken for each of the above-

described neural signals. Unless stated explicitly, the following details apply to the data from 

both experiments 1 and 2.  

 

2.2.7.1  Examining Sensory Evidence Representation as a Function of Foreperiod Duration  

 To examine the effect of foreperiod on the representation of the sensory evidence, the 

amplitude of the SSVEP was measured at the following time points: i) 500ms post evidence 

onset and ii) 200ms prior to response. In order to ensure that response-aligned SSVEP 

measurements did not include time windows prior to the contrast change and that post 

evidence measurements overlapped minimally with time points post response, trials were 

excluded if the response time was faster than 500ms. Each of these measures were analysed as 

a function of stimulus correspondence (target versus non-target) and foreperiod duration using 

two-way repeated measures ANOVAs. The effect of foreperiod duration on the d-SSVEP was 

assessed by examining the interaction effect.  

 

2.2.7.2  Examining Decision Formation Prior to Sensory Evidence Onset as a Function of 

Foreperiod Duration  

Inspection of grand average CPP and mu/beta waveforms indicated substantial pre-

evidence build-up of both signals and lateralisation of mu/beta activity on longer foreperiod 

trials suggesting that decision formation may commence prior to evidence onset. To 

investigate this phenomenon, the amplitude and slope of these signals were examined. For 
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each level of foreperiod duration, the amount of pre-evidence build-up of each signal was 

measured. Pre-evidence CPP build-up was measured by calculating its average amplitude in a 

100ms window centred on the time of the sensory change. Pre-evidence mu/beta lateralisation 

was measured by calculating the average amplitude across the two windows closest to the time 

of the sensory change. For each level of foreperiod duration, the rate at which the signals built 

up was also measured. The pre-evidence build-up rate of the CPP was measured as the slope 

of a line fit to the waveform in the window -250 to 50ms relative to the sensory change. The 

pre-evidence build-up rate of the mu/beta lateralisation was measured as the slope of a line fit 

within the same time window.  

The first step in analysing pre-evidence decision formation was to determine whether 

the build-up of the CPP and lateralisation of mu/beta was significant with respect to 0 during 

each foreperiod. To determine whether there was significant domain-general decision related 

activity during the foreperiod, the pre-evidence amplitude of the CPP was compared against 0 

using separate single sample t-tests for each foreperiod condition. To determine whether there 

was significant decision related activity in the mu/beta frequency band during the foreperiod, 

the pre-evidence index of mu/beta lateralisation was also compared against 0 using separate 

single sample t-tests for each foreperiod condition. The analyses described thus far were 

conducted on the pooled data consisting of correct, error, missed and premature responses. 

Pre-evidence decision related activity was then further analysed to determine its relationship 

with choice behaviour. The amplitude and slope of the CPP and of lateralised mu/beta were 

examined as a function of foreperiod duration and response time using two-way repeated 

measures ANOVAs. To this end the data from Experiment 1 were separated, at each level of 

foreperiod duration, into six equally spaced response time bins. Missed responses were not 

included in these analyses as response times were not defined for such trials. Due to the 

smaller quantity of data collected for each participant in Experiment 2, those data were 

separated into three response time bins at each level of foreperiod duration.  

 

2.2.7.3  Examining Decision Formation Prior to Response as a Function of Foreperiod 

Duration  

 The dynamics of decision formation were further investigated by examining the 

decision bound and the rate of build-up of decision related activity immediately prior to the 
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response. The build-up rate of the CPP was measured by calculating the slope of a line fit to 

the waveform in the window -500 to -200ms relative to response. The build-up rate of mu/beta 

lateralisation was examined by measuring the slope of a line fit to the lateralisation indices 

contained within the window -450 to -150ms relative to response. Previous findings have 

consistently shown that faster responses are associated with faster build-up rates at the 

effector-selective and domain-general decision levels (Loughnane et al., 2015; Murphy, 

Robertson, Harty & O’Connell, 2015; O’Connell et al., 2012; Twomey et al., 2015).  

 The decision bound was examined by measuring the amplitude of the CPP and 

contralateral mu/beta prior to response. Recent findings indicate that the amplitude of the CPP 

prior to response reflects a true measure of cumulative sensory evidence whereas contralateral 

mu/beta is more akin to an action triggering threshold in a bimanual perceptual choice task, 

which jointly reflects sensory evidence and evidence-independent factors (Steinemann et al., 

2018). CPP amplitude prior to response was measured by calculating the average amplitude in 

a 100ms window centred on -100ms relative to response. Contralateral mu/beta amplitude was 

measured by calculating the average of the FFT values within the window -150 to -50ms 

relative to response. Ipsilateral mu/beta was also examined in order to provide a measure of 

preparation for the non-response hand.  

 Pre-response decision related activity was examined as a function of foreperiod 

duration and response time. Again, the data for each of the above mentioned analyses were 

separated, at each level of foreperiod duration, into six equally spaced response time bins for 

Experiment 1 and three response time bins for Experiment 2. All analyses outlined here were 

carried out using two-way repeated measures ANOVAs.  

 

2.2.7.4  Examining the Relationship Between Motion Energy & Premature Sensory Evidence 

Accumulation (Experiment 2)  

Experiment 2 sought to examine the precise relationship between premature sensory 

evidence accumulation and fluctuations in sensory evidence. The following analyses were 

focused on trials where the foreperiod duration was longest (1,600ms) as these trials showed 

the greatest amount of pre-evidence decision related activity. The analysis also focused on the 

CPP exclusively as the CPP is thought to reflect a true measure of sensory evidence 

accumulation (Steinemann et al., 2018). The relationship between cumulative motion energy 
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during the foreperiod and pre-evidence CPP build-up was examined by separating trials into 

two equally sized bins according to the steepness of the dot motion integral, computed in the 

window 150-1,400ms post stimulus onset. The integral was calculated with respect to the 

chosen response on each trial by calculating the cumulative sum of the momentary motion 

energy values within that window (see Motion Energy Filtering, section 2.2.3). To examine 

the relationship between pre-evidence dot motion energy and pre-evidence CPP build-up, 

single sample t-tests were first carried out to determine whether there was any significant 

build-up of the CPP during the foreperiod on either steep or shallow integral trials. T-tests 

comparing the amplitude and slope of the pre-evidence CPP against 0 were performed. For 

this analysis, the amplitude of the CPP was measured in a 100ms window centred on evidence 

onset, and the slope of the CPP was measured in a 600ms window centred on 1,200ms post 

stimulus onset. To distinguish between the CPP on steep and shallow pre-evidence integral 

trials, additional paired samples t-tests were carried out comparing the amplitude and slope of 

the CPP between shallow and steep integral trials.  

 

2.2.8  Statistical Analysis  

In all of the analyses conducted here, prior investigation was carried out to determine 

whether the data were suitable for parametric analysis. Firstly, the data were screened for any 

major violations of normality. In the case of repeated measures ANOVAs, Mauchley's test of 

sphericity was also carried out to assess the assumption of equal variances of the differences 

across all combined levels of a single factor. In all instances where the assumption of 

sphericity was violated, Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied to the reported degrees 

of freedom and p-values.  
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2.3  Results: Experiment 1 

  

2.3.1  Behavioural Findings  

  Figure 2.2 summarises behavioural performance as a function of foreperiod duration, 

showing that foreperiod had a significant effect on accuracy (Figure 2.2a; F(1.43, 

28.64)=60.08, p<.001), response time (Figure 2.2b; F(1.13, 22.56)=1717, p<.001), miss rate 

(Figure 2.2c; F(1.07, 21.38)=114.29, p<.001), premature response rate (Figure 2.2d; F(1.01, 

20.12)=39.55, p<.001) and the number of points earned per trial (Figure 2.2e; F(1.17, 

23.49)=26.55, p<.001). Longer foreperiod trials resulted in faster but less accurate responses 

and an increased tendency to respond prematurely (i.e. before the contrast change had 

occurred). The opposite was true of trials with short foreperiods where responses were slower 

relative to the contrast change and less error prone, though subjects were more likely to miss 

the target under these circumstances. Overall, performance favoured trials with an 

intermediate foreperiod duration, which resulted in the highest levels of accuracy and the 

greatest number of points earned per trial. Furthermore, intermediate foreperiod trials were 

associated with relatively low levels of both misses and premature responses. These dramatic 

differences in performance are particularly striking given the substantial overlap between the 

response time distributions in Figure 2.2g.  

Accuracy was further examined as a function of response time for each foreperiod and 

plotted in the form of conditional accuracy functions (Figure 2.2f). This analysis yielded two 

additional key insights. Firstly, there was an overall trend towards diminishing accuracy as a 

function of response time. This was particularly evident on shorter foreperiod trials. Secondly, 

on longer foreperiod trials, faster response times were associated with lower accuracy, 

reaching chance level on very fast, long foreperiod trials. This is unsurprising given the 

substantial number of premature and very early responses visible in the response time 

distribution for long foreperiod trials (Figure 2.2g). On these trials decisions were based on 

little or not valid sensory evidence. However, accuracy did recover gradually as a function of 

time thereafter before decline again for slower responses.  
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Figure 2.2: Behavioural performance as a function of foreperiod (FP) in the contrast discrimination 

experiment. 

(A) Accuracy was highest for intermediate foreperiod trials and lowest for long foreperiod trials (B) 

response times decreased linearly with foreperiod duration (C) Missed responses occurred more often 

on short foreperiod trials (D) Premature responses occurred more frequently on long foreperiod trials 

(E) Intermediate delay trials resulted in higher points earned per trial (F) Conditional accuracy 

functions varied according to foreperiod duration: Deficits in accuracy on long foreperiod trials 

occurred predominantly at the leading edge of the response time distribution. Accuracy also declined as 

a function of elapsed time within a trial. (G) Response time distributions plotted separately for each 

foreperiod.  

(Critical p-value = .017; **=p<.017, ***=p<.001) 

 

2.3.2  Sensory Evidence Representation was Unaffected by Foreperiod Duration  

As expected, the SNR of the SSVEP traced the changes in stimulus contrast. Following 

the onset of the contrast change, the SNR of the SSVEP corresponding to the target stimulus 

stepped up in magnitude reflecting the increase in stimulus contrast. By comparison, the SNR 

of the SSVEP corresponding to the non-target stepped down in magnitude after the onset of 

the contrast change reflecting the decrease in stimulus contrast (Figure 2.3b). 

Correspondingly, the SNR of the SSVEP was significantly larger for the target than for the 

non-target in both post-contrast change windows (Figure 2.3b; F(1, 18)=13.93, p<.001) and 
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pre-response windows (Figure 2.3c F(1, 18)=30.12, p<.001). However, the representation of 

the contrast change was unaffected by foreperiod duration irrespective of the measurement 

window used (Post-contrast change: F(2, 36)=.06, p=.94; Pre-response: F(1.0, 18.40)=.01, 

p=.92). Likewise, the d-SSVEP amplitude, representing the was also unaffected by foreperiod 

duration (Figure 2.3d-e; Post-contrast change: F(2, 36)=.45, p=.64; Pre-response: F(1.05, 

18.96)=.13, p=.73).  

 

 

Figure 2.3: Sensory evidence representation signals plotted as a function of foreperiod (FP)  

A) Topography of the d-SSVEP measured prior to response showing a large positive component over 

occipital scalp regions. B) Stimulus-aligned target and non-target SSVEP signals separated according 

to foreperiod duration, plotted relative to the onset of the stimulus. Vertical line markers at 

800/1,200/1,600ms indicate the time of the contrast change in each foreperiod condition. C) Response-

aligned target and non-target SSVEP signals separated according to foreperiod duration. The vertical 

line marker at 0ms denotes the time of response. D) Stimulus-aligned d-SSVEP signal separated 

according to foreperiod duration, plotted relative to the onset of the stimulus. Vertical line markers at 

800/1,200/1,600ms indicate the time of the contrast change in each foreperiod condition. E) Response-

aligned d-SSVEP signal separated according to foreperiod duration. The vertical line marker at 0ms 

denotes the time of response. 
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2.3.3  Decision Formation Commenced Prematurely on Longer Foreperiod Trials 

The analysis first sought to determine whether there was significant pre-evidence 

decision related activity at the domain-general level by measuring the CPP amplitude at the 

time of evidence onset separately for each foreperiod (Figure 2.4b). Single sample t-tests 

comparing the amplitude and slope of the CPP at the time of the contrast change to 0 indicated 

that there was significant build-up of the CPP prior to the contrast change for longer 

foreperiods of 1,600ms (t(18)=5.52, p<.001) and 1,200ms (t(18)=3.71, p<.001) but not for 

foreperiods of 800ms (t(18)=1.79, p=.09). Importantly, although the amplitude of the CPP at 

the time of the contrast change was larger for longer foreperiods (F(1.37, 24.70=22.79, 

p<.001), the rate of pre-evidence CPP build-up was not significantly modulated by foreperiod 

duration (F(2,36)=2.39, p=.11). However, both the magnitude and rate of pre-evidence CPP 

build up were predictive of response time with a faster rate of pre-evidence build-up and 

correspondingly greater magnitude of pre-evidence build-up preceding faster response times 

(amplitude: Figure 2.4d; F(5, 90)=6.56, p<.001; slope: Figure 2.4f; F(5, 90)=4.42, p<.001).  

Similar to the CPP, decision related activity was also observed in the mu/beta band 

prior to evidence onset. Pre-evidence build-up can be seen for both contralateral and ipsilateral 

mu/beta traces reflecting preparation for both responses (Figure 2.4i). Of particular 

significance, as shown in Figure 2.4i (insert) and supported by single-sample t-tests, choice-

predictive mu/beta lateralisation emerged prior to sensory evidence for longer foreperiods of 

1,600ms (t(18)=-4.33, p<.001) and 1,200ms (t(18)=-2.77, p<.01) but not short foreperiods of 

800ms (t(18)=-1.28, p=.22). As with the CPP, pre-evidence mu/beta lateralisation was greater 

for longer foreperiods (F(2, 36)=3.51, p<.05) but the rate of build-up in the pre-evidence 

mu/beta lateralisation trace did not vary significantly as a function of foreperiod duration (F(2, 

36)=.47, p=.63). Again, in line with the results of the CPP analysis, faster response times were 

preceded by steeper (Figure 2.4m; F(5, 90)=3.56, p<.01) and correspondingly larger (Figure 

2.4k; F(5, 90)=2.66, p<.05) pre-evidence mu/beta lateralisation. 

Interestingly, the relationship between the build-up rate of the pre-response CPP and 

response time was complicated by foreperiods. Although the build-up rate of the CPP prior to 

sensory evidence onset was predictive of behaviour, as shown above, pre-response CPP build 

up rate was unaffected by either foreperiod duration (F(2, 36)=.56, p=.58) or response time 

(F(5, 90)=.75, p=.59). The absence of a main effect of response time on the pre-response CPP 
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build-up rate is at odds with previous findings (e.g. Loughnane et al., 2015; Murphy et al., 

2015; O’Connell et al., 2012; Twomey et al., 2015). However, the presence of a significant 

cross-over interaction suggests that the effect of response time on pre-response CPP build-up 

rate simply followed a reverse pattern on short and long foreperiod trials (Figure 2.4g; F(10, 

180)=4.24, p<.001). Specifically on short foreperiod trials there was a steeper CPP build-up 

rate prior to response for faster response times, as expected, whereas on long foreperiod trials 

fast response times were associated with a shallower pre-response build up rate (Figure 2.4g). 

In fact, it is not surprising that faster response time trials had a shallower CPP build-up on 

long foreperiod trials as these reflect trials in which the decision process was completed prior 

to or very soon after the onset of the relevant sensory evidence. Conversely, slower responses 

on long foreperiod trials are based on more exposure to valid sensory evidence thus lending to 

a steeper build-up rate. Correspondingly, the effect of response time on the pre-response build-

up rate of mu/beta (F(5, 90)=3.15, p<.01) was also dependent on foreperiod duration (response 

time x foreperiod interaction: F(10, 180)=2.08, p<.05) reflecting a steeper slope of the pre-

response mu/beta lateralisation trace on faster trials when the foreperiod was short but the 

absence of such an effect on longer foreperiod trials.  
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Figure 2.4: Domain-general (CPP) and effector-selective (mu/beta) decision signals separated by 

foreperiod (FP) in the contrast discrimination experiment. 

Domain-general Decision Formation: A) Topography of the ERP signal measured at response 

showing a positive going centroparietal component. B) Stimulus-aligned CPP separated according to 

foreperiod duration, plotted relative to the onset of the stimulus. Vertical line markers at 

800/1,200/1,600ms indicate the time of the contrast change in each foreperiod condition. C) Response-

aligned CPP separated according to foreperiod duration. The vertical line marker at 0ms denotes the 

time of response. D) CPP amplitude at contrast change and E) at response, plotted as a function of 

response time separately for each foreperiod. F) Pre-evidence CPP build-up rate and G) pre-response 

CPP build-up rate, plotted as a function of response time separately for each foreperiod. Effector 

Selective Motor Preparation: H) Topography of mu/beta lateralisation measured at response by 

subtracting right hand responses from left hand responses. I) Stimulus-aligned contralateral and 

ipsilateral mu/beta waveforms, separated according to foreperiod duration, with vertical line markers at 
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800/1,200/1,600ms denoting the time of the contrast change in each foreperiod condition. Insert: 

stimulus-aligned mu/beta lateralisation (contralateral-ipsilateral) traces. J) Response-aligned 

contralateral and ipsilateral mu/beta waveforms, separated according to foreperiod duration with a 

vertical line marker at 0ms denoting the time of response. Insert: response-aligned mu/beta 

lateralisation (contralateral-ipsilateral) traces. K) Mu/beta lateralisation at contrast change and L) 

response, plotted as a function of response time separately for each foreperiod. M) Pre-evidence and N) 

pre-response mu/beta lateralisation slopes rates plotted as a function of response time separately for 

each foreperiod.  

 

2.3.4  A Fixed Decision Bound  

The CPP amplitude at response did not vary as a function of foreperiod duration (main 

effect foreperiod duration: F(2, 36)=.47,p=.63; Figure 2.4c) or response time (main effect 

response time: F(5, 90)=.64, p=.67; Figure 2.4e), indicating that participants implemented a 

fixed bound on the cumulative evidence required to commit to a choice. Similarly, the 

amplitude of contralateral mu/beta at the time of response did not vary as a function of 

foreperiod duration (main effect foreperiod: F(1.44, 25.84)=.39, p=.68; Figure 2.4j) or 

response time (main effect response time: F(2.29, 41.28)=1.72, p=.19; not shown), consistent 

with a fixed action triggering threshold at the motor level. By contrast, ipsilateral mu/beta 

desynchronisation prior to response increased as a function of both foreperiod duration (main 

effect foreperiod: F(2, 36)=4.44, p<.05; Figure 2.4j) and response time (main effect response 

time: F(1.68, 30.25)=6.24, p<.01; not shown) reflecting less preparation of the non-response 

hand on shorter foreperiod and faster response time trials or rather, reflecting a closer race 

between the two response alternatives on longer foreperiod and slower response time trials. 

This effect is evidence in the greater level of pre-response mu/beta lateralisation on faster 

response time trials (F(2.68, 48.31)=3.99, p<.05).  
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2.4  Discussion: Experiment 1  

The key results from Experiment 1 show that in the absence of foreknowledge about 

the precise onset time of a subtle goal relevant sensory change, participants were unable to 

align the onset of decision formation accurately with the time of sensory evidence onset. On 

longer foreperiod trials, participants consistently started accumulating sensory evidence before 

the target contrast change occurred, resulting in a higher incidence of false alarms and fast 

errors. The premature onset of sensory evidence accumulation on those trials was reflected in 

the build-up of the CPP and emergence of choice predictive mu/beta lateralisation during the 

foreperiod. It is also reflected in decision related activity prior to response. The shallower rate 

of build-up of the CPP on long foreperiod trials where participants responded fast reflects the 

reduced quality of evidence on those trials due to the contribution of noise during the 

foreperiod. Furthermore, pre-evidence accumulation on longer foreperiod trials resulted in a 

closer race between the response alternatives on longer foreperiod trials, reflected in the 

greater preparation of the non-response hand (ipsilateral mu/beta) at the time of response 

commitment. Sensory evidence representation, indexed by the SSVEP and d-SSVEP signals, 

was unaffected by foreperiod duration.  

The results of the present study further suggest that decision onset time may have been 

governed, at least in part, by stimulus independent factors. Notably, performance among 

participants was highest on trials where the intermediate foreperiod was presented. This was 

reflected in the superior reward outcomes on these trials as well as the relatively lower rate of 

missed and premature responses, when compared to short and long foreperiod trials, 

respectively. This pattern of behaviour may reflect a systematic regression to the mean with 

respect to decision onset timing. Here, participants may have exploited their knowledge of the 

underlying distribution from which the temporal structure of each trial was drawn and 

calibrated their decision onset timing according to the central tendency of that distribution. 

This approach has the advantage of optimising the trade-off between accumulating 

prematurely, thereby integrating sensory noise, and commencing accumulation too late, 

thereby losing important sensory information. The tendency for observers to bias their 

estimates of timing towards the mean of an underlying distribution of time intervals has been 

documented in previous literature and is thought to represent a strategy designed to reduce 

temporal uncertainty (Jazayeri & Shadlen, 2010).  
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As highlighted in the introductory chapter of this thesis, the CPP (Kelly & O’Connell, 

2013; Loughnane et al., 2016; O’Connell et al., 2012; Twomey et al., 2015) and mu/beta (e.g. 

Donner et al., 2009; O’Connell et al., 2012; De Lange et al., 2013) have both been shown to 

index the process of bounded sensory evidence accumulation. In a recent study by Steinemann 

et al. (2018), a critical functional distinction between the CPP and mu/beta was identified. 

While mu/beta signals received strong static and dynamic urgency inputs in response to speed 

pressure, the CPP did not suggesting that it provides an index of cumulative sensory evidence 

that is purely sensory driven. This supports the interpretation that pre-evidence decision 

related activity in the present study reflects the accumulation of sensory noise during the 

foreperiod. Specifically, although the stimulus used in this task was stable and so did not 

generate external sensory noise (the two overlaid gratings were presented at fixed contrasts 

both before and after evidence onset), pre-evidence accumulation may have reflected internal 

sensory noise, which arises because neuronal response properties are inherently variable (Lu 

& Dosher, 1998; Shadlen & Newsome, 1998; Zohary, Shadlen & Newsome, 1994). We set out 

to empirically test this interpretation that the early CPP build-up reflects premature sensory 

evidence accumulation in a further experiment that used the random dot motion task. The 

relative advantage of using this task over the contrast discrimination paradigm used in 

Experiment 1 is that variability in the stimulus from one frame to the next could be directly 

quantified by applying dot motion energy filtering (see Motion Energy Filtering section, 

2.2.3). Random variations in motion energy during the foreperiod were leveraged in order to 

directly test more directly for behavioural and electrophysiological indications of premature 

evidence accumulation. The results of this analysis confirmed that the build-up of the CPP 

during the foreperiod reflected the degree to which random fluctuations in sensory information 

favoured one choice or another, thereby establishing a decisive link between sensory 

information and premature decision formation indexed by the CPP.  
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2.5  Results: Experiment 2 

 

2.5.1  Behavioural Findings  

 Behavioural results from Experiment 2 closely matched the trends observed in 

Experiment 1 (Figure 2.5). As before, the foreperiod duration had a significant effect on 

accuracy (Figure 2.5a; main effect foreperiod duration: F(1.47, 26.38)=7.69, p<.001), response 

time (Figure 2.5b; main effect of foreperiod duration: F(1.07, 19.20)=150.60, p<.001), missed 

response rate (Figure 2.5c; main effect of foreperiod duration: F(1.08, 19.42)=63.76, p<.001), 

premature response rate (Figure 2.5d; main effect of foreperiod duration: F(1.06, 

19.14)=65.59, p<.001) and points earned per trial (Figure 2.5e; main effect of foreperiod 

duration: F(142, 25.50)=10.10, p<.001). Longer foreperiod trials resulted in faster but less 

accurate responses and an increased tendency to respond prematurely. The opposite was true 

of short foreperiod trials where responses to the coherent motion onset were slower and less 

error prone but participants were more likely to miss the target under these circumstances. 

Again, overall performance favoured trials with an intermediate foreperiod duration, which 

resulted in the highest levels of accuracy and greatest number of points earned per trial in 

addition to relatively low levels of both misses and premature responses. As before, these 

dramatic differences in performance are present alongside substantial overlap between the 

response time distributions in Figure 2.5g.  

 As in Experiment 1, an analysis of accuracy broken down as a function of response 

time (Figure 2.5f) revealed two key features of behaviour. First, there was an overall trend for 

accuracy to decline as a function of response time. This is particularly evidence on short 

foreperiod trials. Secondly, accuracy was severely diminished on faster response time trials on 

long foreperiod trials, again reaching chance levels for the fastest subset of response times. 

This is unsurprising given that there was a substantial number of responses made prior to or 

very soon after the onset of valid sensory evidence on long foreperiod trials (Figure 2.5g) 

suggesting that on this subset of trials little or no valid sensory evidence was observed prior to 

the completion of the decision process. As in Experiment 1, accuracy improved dramatically 

from fast to intermediate response time trials when the foreperiod was long before declining 

thereafter on slow response time trials.  
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Figure 2.5: Behavioural performance as a function of foreperiod (FP) in the random dot motion 

experiment. 

(A) Accuracy was lower for longer foreperiod trials (B) response times decreased linearly with 

foreperiod duration (C) Missed responses occurred more often on short foreperiod trials (D) Premature 

responses occurred more frequently on long foreperiod trials (E) Intermediate delay trials resulted in 

higher points earned per trial (F) Conditional accuracy functions varied according to foreperiod 

duration: Deficits in accuracy on long foreperiod trials occurred predominantly at the leading edge of 

the response time distribution. Accuracy also declined as a function of elapsed time within a trial. 

Vertical line markers denote the time of the coherent motion onset. (G) Response time distributions 

plotted separately for each foreperiod (vertical line markers denote the time of the coherent motion 

onset).  

(Critical p-value=.017; *=p<.05, **=p<.017, ***=p<.001) 

 

2.5.2  Decision Formation Commenced Prematurely on Long Foreperiod Trials  

As in Experiment 1 single sample t-tests comparing the amplitude of the CPP at the 

time of the coherent motion onset to 0 indicated that there was significant build-up of the CPP 

prior to the onset of the sensory change (Figure 2.6b) for intermediate (1,200ms) foreperiods 

(t(17)=2.34, p<.05) and long (1,600ms) foreperiods (t(17)=3.63, p<.01) but not for short 

foreperiods of 800ms (t(17)=1.70, p=.11). In line with this and the findings of Experiment 1, 

the amplitude of the CPP at the time of the coherent motion onset increased as a function of 
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foreperiod duration (F(2, 34)=5.45, p<.01; Figure 2.6b) but there was no difference in the 

slope across foreperiod durations (F(2, 34)=1.96, p=.17). In contrast to Experiment 1 this 

analysis failed to find a significant link between response time and either pre-evidence CPP 

amplitude (Figure 2.6d; F(2, 34)=.12, p=.89) or pre-evidence CPP slope (Figure 2.6f; F(2, 

34)=.12, p=.89).  

As in Experiment 1, Figure 2.6i indicates that there was significant desynchronisation 

of mu/beta during the foreperiod on longer foreperiod trials. Single sample t-tests confirmed 

that there was again significant lateralisation in the mu/beta band during the foreperiod (Figure 

2.6i insert) on long (t(18)=-3.15, p<.01) and intermediate (t(17)=-2.46, p<.05) but not on short 

foreperiod trials (t(17)=-.50, p=.21). Although the magnitude of this lateralisation increased as 

a function of foreperiod duration (F(3, 34)=3.73, p<.05), there was no variation in the slope of 

the pre-evidence mu/beta lateralisation traces across the levels of foreperiod duration (F(3, 

34)=2.31, p=.11). However, again in contrast to the results of Experiment 1, neither 

pre/evidence mu/beta lateralisation (Figure 2.6k; F(2, 34)=1.09, p=.35) nor the slope of pre-

evidence mu/beta lateralisation traces (Figure 2.6m; main effect foreperiod: F(2, 34)=.56, 

p=.58) scaled with response time.  

By comparison with Experiment 1, Experiment 2 failed to produce any significant 

relationship between pre-response CPP slope and response time or any modulation of such a 

relationship by foreperiod, although there was a non-significant trend towards diminishing 

CPP slope as a function of response time (Figure 2.6g; response time main effect F(2, 34)= 

2.08, p=.14; foreperiod main effect: F(2, 34)=.04, p=.96; foreperiod x response time 

interaction F(4, 68)=1.70, p=.16). Experiment 2 also failed to replicate the relationship 

between pre-response mu/beta lateralisation slopes and response time or any modulation of 

such a relationship by foreperiod (Figure 2.6n; response time main effect: F(2, 34)=.33, p=.72; 

foreperiod main effect: (F(2, 34)=.09, p=.92; foreperiod x response time interaction: F(4, 

68)=1.16, p=.34).  

 

2.5.3  A Fixed Decision Bound and Action Triggering Threshold at Response 

In line with the results of Experiment 1 the CPP amplitude at response did not vary 

significantly as a function of foreperiod duration (Figure 2.6c; F(1.29, 21.92)=.04, p=.96) 

or response time (Figure 2.6e; F(2, 34)=.52, p=.60), consistent with a fixed decision boundary. 
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Figure 2.6e suggests that there may have been opposing trends in the relationship between 

response time and pre-response CPP amplitude across foreperiod conditions. However, there 

was no significant cross-over interaction (F(4, 68)=1.08, p=.37) suggesting that even when 

accounting for separate foreperiods the pre-response CPP amplitude was invariant across 

response times.  

As in Experiment 1, the amplitude of contralateral mu/beta at the time of response did 

not vary as a function of foreperiod duration (Figure 2.6j; main effect foreperiod: F(2, 34)=.32, 

p=.73) or response time (Figure 2.6j; main effect response time: F(2, 34)=.53, p=.59), 

consistent again with an action-triggering threshold. However, in contrast to Experiment 1, 

pre-response ipsilateral mu/beta desynchronisation also did not vary significantly as a function 

of foreperiod duration (main effect foreperiod: F(2, 34)=.05, p=.95), while there was a non-

significant trend in the same direction as Experiment 1 towards greater ipsilateral 

desynchronisation on slower response times (main effect response time: F(2, 34)=2.53, p=.09).  
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Figure 2.6 Domain-general (CPP) and effector-selective (mu/beta) decision signals separated by 

foreperiod (FP) in the random dot motion experiment.  

Domain-general Decision Formation: A) Topography of the ERP signal measured at response 

showing a positive going centroparietal component. B) Stimulus-aligned CPP separated according to 

foreperiod duration, plotted relative to the onset of the stimulus. Vertical line markers at 

800/1,200/1,600ms indicate the time of coherent motion onset in each foreperiod condition. C) 

Response-aligned CPP separated according to foreperiod duration. The vertical line marker at 0ms 

denotes the time of response. D) CPP amplitude at coherent motion onset and E) at response, plotted as 

a function of response time separately for each foreperiod. F) Pre-evidence CPP build-up rate and G) 

pre-response CPP build-up rate, plotted as a function of response time separately for each foreperiod. 

Effector Selective Motor Preparation: H) Topography of mu/beta lateralisation measured at response 

by subtracting right hand responses from left hand responses. I) Stimulus-aligned contralateral and 

ipsilateral mu/beta waveforms, separated according to foreperiod duration, with vertical line markers at 

800/1,200/1,600ms denoting the time of the coherent motion onset in each foreperiod condition. Insert: 

stimulus-aligned mu/beta lateralisation (contralateral-ipsilateral) traces. J) Response-aligned 
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contralateral and ipsilateral mu/beta waveforms, separated according to foreperiod duration with a 

vertical line marker at 0m denoting the time of response. Insert: response-aligned mu/beta lateralisation 

(contralateral-ipsilateral) traces. K) Mu/beta lateralisation at coherent motion onset and L) response, 

plotted as a function of response time separately for each foreperiod. M) Pre-evidence and N) pre-

response mu/beta lateralisation slopes plotted as a function of response time separately for each 

foreperiod.  

 

2.5.4  Pre-Evidence Cumulative Motion Energy Predicts Fast Choices  

To determine whether fast choices on long foreperiod trials were the result of motion 

energy consistently favouring the chosen response during the foreperiod by chance, the 

cumulative motion energy integral was examined for fast and slow, long foreperiod trials. On 

slow response trials the cumulative motion energy during the foreperiod did not consistently 

favour the chosen response (Figure 2.7a; Slope of Integral vs. 0: t(17)=-.32, p=.76; Amplitude 

of Residual vs. 0: t(17)=.51, p=.62). By comparison, fast responses were preceded by 

significant sustained motion energy in the direction of the chosen response (Slope of Integral 

vs. 0: t(17)=2.57, p<.05; Amplitude of Integral vs. 0: t(17)=2.08, p<.05).  

 

2.5.5  Cumulative Motion Energy Predicts Pre-Evidence CPP Build-Up Rate 

To investigate whether the build-up of the CPP during the foreperiod could be 

attributed, at least in part, to random motion energy fluctuations consistently favouring one 

choice alternative, the amplitude and slope of the CPP were examined separately on trials 

where the dot motion energy integral was relatively shallow vs. steep (single trial motion 

integral traces are shown in Figure 2.7b). Single sample t-tests indicated that there was 

significant build-up of the CPP during the foreperiod on trials with steep dot motion integrals 

(Figure 2.7c; CPP Amplitude vs. 0: t(17)=3.38, p<.01; CPP Slope vs. 0: t(17)=5.59, p<.001) 

but no significant build-up during the foreperiod on trials with shallow dot motion integrals 

(CPP Amplitude vs. 0: t(17)=1.59, p=.13; CPP Slope vs. 0: t(17)=.85, p=.41). In other words, 

there was greater pre-evidence CPP build-up when the dot motion integral consistently 

favoured an outcome during the foreperiod by chance. A paired-samples t-test indicated that 

the slope of the CPP was significantly steeper for trials in which the dot motion integral was 
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steeper (t(17)=2.31, p<.05), though the trend towards a larger amplitude at the time of the 

sensory change failed to reach significance (t(17)=1.30, p=.21).  

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: The relationship between cumulative dot motion energy, choice and pre-evidence 

accumulation.  

A) Comparison of residual dot motion integral during the delay period for long delay trials with fast 

versus slow responses. Dot motion integral traces reflect the cumulative evidence favouring the chosen 

response (positive value = evidence favouring chosen response, negative value = evidence favouring 

unchosen response). On trials in which fast choices were made (before or within 500ms of the coherent 

motion onset) compared to trials in which slow choices were made, there was a steeper build-up of dot 

motion energy favouring the chosen response. B) Single trial residual dot motion integral traces during 

the delay period for long delay trials, separated according to the slope of the integral. C) Grand average 

stimulus-aligned CPP in the long foreperiod (1,600ms) condition, separated according to the slope 

(shallow vs. steep) of the integral (waveform only shown up to 1,650ms).  
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2.6  Discussion: Experiment 2 

 The results of Experiment 2 are broadly consistent with the results of Experiment 1. As 

in Experiment 1, due to the variability from trial to trial in the foreperiod duration, participants 

were unable to predict precisely when a subtle goal relevant sensory change would occur on a 

given trial, and thus they were unable to accurately time the onset of decision formation. The 

results again showed that on longer foreperiod trials, participants consistently began forming 

their decisions before the target sensory change had occurred, as reflected in the build-up of 

the CPP and emergence of choice predictive mu/beta lateralisation during the foreperiod. This 

again led to an increase in the rate of premature and fast error responses. Importantly, two 

additional findings directly show that decision related activity during the foreperiod reflected 

premature sensory evidence accumulation. Firstly, on long foreperiod trials where participants 

responded fast, dot motion energy during the foreperiod consistently favoured the chosen 

response by chance. Secondly, the rate of build-up in the CPP during the foreperiod scaled 

with the slope of the dot motion integral during the foreperiod indicating that pre evidence 

CPP build-up reflected the cumulative sensory evidence.  

Also in line with the results of Experiment 1, the data suggest that the timing of 

decision formation may have been governed by stimulus independent factors. Whereas long 

foreperiod trials produced a higher rate of premature and fast error responses, short foreperiod 

trials produced a higher rate of missed responses. By comparison, the rates of premature and 

missed responses were both very low on intermediate foreperiod trials which yielded the 

highest reward rate. This again is consistent with a strategic regression to the mean with 

respect to decision onset timing resulting in an optimal trade-off between premature 

accumulation and delayed accumulation.  

 Together, these findings support the interpretation that, in the absence of 

foreknowledge about the precise timing of an upcoming goal relevant sensory change, 

observers are liable to commence evidence accumulation prematurely on those trials where the 

foreperiod is longer resulting in false alarms and fast error responses. The results presented 

here further suggest that the timing of evidence accumulation onset is, at least in part, 

controlled internally and that under such conditions of temporal uncertainty, decision onset 

timing is adjusted strategically in order to maximise performance outcomes.  
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2.7  General Discussion  

 In order to function optimally in the natural sensory world, humans and animals alike 

must be able to discriminate events and changes taking place in their sensory environment. 

Oftentimes, though we may be broadly aware of and anticipating upcoming goal relevant 

sensory events, it is not always possible to predict the precise moment at which those events 

will occur nor are they always sufficiently salient to trigger evidence accumulation in a bottom 

up way. Consequently, the optimal time to start accumulating sensory evidence in order to 

form a decision is not always clear. In the present study participants were required to 

discriminate the direction of a subtle change in a sensory stimulus without foreknowledge of 

the precise timing of that change. The behavioural and electrophysiological results presented 

here provide convergent evidence that participants were unable to align the onset of sensory 

evidence accumulation precisely to the timing of the target sensory change on a trial-to-trial 

basis. Observers consistently initiated evidence accumulation prematurely on trials where the 

onset of sensory evidence was delayed by a longer foreperiod resulting in a high rate of false 

alarms and fast errors. This was reflected in the pre-evidence build-up of domain-general and 

effector selective indices of decision formation. By comparison, when sensory evidence onset 

was delayed by a short foreperiod, premature accumulation did not affect performance, which 

instead suffered from a higher rate of missed responses. Overall, performance was optimised 

for intermediate foreperiod trials suggesting that rather than relying on sensory driven signals 

to trigger decision onset, the onset of evidence accumulation was controlled by stimulus 

independent factors and potentially adjusted in order to optimally meet the demands of the 

task.  

The inability to accurately align the onset of sensory evidence accumulation relative to 

the timing of the target change in the present study is not surprising in light of the subtle 

nature of the sensory change at hand. Across both experiments, a titration procedure was 

carried out before commencing data collection that systematically adjusted the strength of the 

sensory evidence presented in order to ensure that each participant performed within the range 

of 65-70% accuracy at the beginning of the experiment. Previous work has shown that sensory 

driven target selection signals, which trigger the onset of evidence accumulation under 

conditions of temporal uncertainty, depend on the quality of sensory evidence and become 

weaker as evidence strength is reduced (Loughnane et al., 2016). Given that participants in the 
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current study were presented with relatively weak sensory evidence, it is unlikely that such 

feedforward sensory information could be reliably used to trigger decision onset.  

The present represents an important step forward in terms of the methodological 

approach used to study the onset timing of the decision process in human subjects. Previous 

studies investigating decision onset time have relied on indirect behavioural measures such as 

fast error rate, shifts in the leading edge of response time distributions and estimates of non-

decision time derived from sequential sampling models (Teichert et al., 2016). The use of non-

decision time to make inferences about decision onset timing is problematic as, in addition to 

being affected by changes in the onset of sensory evidence accumulation, the non-decision 

time parameter also reflects afferent and efferent decision related processes arising from the 

time taken to process stimuli and execute motor responses. A more direct approach is that 

which has been used in previous single-unit recording studies whereby changes in the timing 

of evidence accumulation onset have been inferred directly from changes in the temporal 

dynamics of premotor neurons that exhibit build to threshold dynamics (Pouget et al., 2011; 

Purcell et al., 2012; Purcell et al., 2010). Here we demonstrate that equivalent signals in the 

human brain, the domain-general CPP and effector selective mu/beta lateralisation indices, can 

also be used to draw direct inferences about the timing of evidence accumulation onset. 

One question that this study failed to shed light on is that of the role of leaky 

integration in the formation of perceptual decisions under conditions where the reliability, or 

at least perceived reliability, of sensory information changes over time. In the context of the 

task used here leaky integration would be a helpful strategy for counteracting the impact of 

noise accumulated during the foreperiod on longer trials because, by definition, a leaky 

integrator discounts older information thus basing the decision on more recent sensory 

evidence (Usher & McClelland, 2001). Insofar as noise alone does not cause the accumulator 

to reach a decision bound then the effects of accumulating prematurely will decay. Previous 

studies have shown that leaky accumulation can provide a close account of behavioural data in 

circumstance where a leak would be optimal (Ossmy et al., 2013). The extent to which leaky 

integration may play a role in the context of this particular experimental paradigm is an 

important question for future research and one that could be addressed using the current data 

by applying mathematical modelling. A second key question not addressed in the current study 

pertains to the precise mechanisms that cause the accumulator to transition from an “off” to an 
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“on” state. This question has been addressed in recent variants of sequential sampling models 

such as the gated accumulator model (Purcell et al., 2012; Schall et al., 2011). According to 

this model, the onset of evidence accumulation is controlled by a gating mechanism that only 

allows sensory information to reach the accumulator once a particular threshold of 

informativeness has been reached. However, as already discussed, there are many scenarios in 

which sensory evidence alone may be too weak to surpass such a threshold and many 

indicators that the brain in fact deploys top-down mechanisms to optimise the timing of 

accumulation. Understanding the precise neural dynamics that govern the onset of 

accumulation and the susceptibility of these mechanisms to top-down modulation is another 

important issue that must be addressed in future research in order to thoroughly understand all 

aspects of the decision process. An interesting avenue for future investigation arising from the 

findings presented here relates to the possibility that observers exploit their knowledge of the 

underlying distribution of temporal structures from which trial timings are drawn in order to 

optimally calibrate decision onset timing.  

In summary, this chapter sought to understand how the dynamics of decision formation 

are affected by a lack of foreknowledge about precisely when a goal relevant sensory change 

will take place. The results have shown that in the absence of such foreknowledge, individuals 

are unable to accurately time the onset of sensory evidence accumulation with respect to the 

onset of the sensory change resulting in premature responses and fast errors on trials with a 

long delay prior to the sensory change. In the absence of reliable bottom-up signals or 

foreknowledge of the timing of an impending stimulus as a basis to trigger evidence 

accumulation at the optimal time, the timing was instead adjusted in a strategic manner, 

indicating that the decision-making process is amenable to top down control. In the next 

chapter of this thesis, attention is turned to how the dynamics of decision formation under 

conditions of temporal uncertainty may be adjusted on a trial-by-trial basis. Specifically, the 

next chapter examines the sequential foreperiod effect in order to determine the extent to 

which evidence accumulation onset timing may be influenced by recent temporal structures.  
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Chapter Three  

Trial-by-Trial Adjustments to the Timing of Sensory 

Evidence Accumulation Mediate the Sequential 

Foreperiod Effect 

 

3.1  Introduction  

  The findings of chapter two highlighted the importance of appropriately timing the 

decision formation process to the onset time of sensory evidence. Two important observations 

were made. Firstly, when the precise timing of a subtle goal relevant sensory change is 

uncertain, it becomes difficult to time the onset of evidence accumulation optimally and this 

has detrimental effects for the accuracy of perceptual choices. Secondly, as suggested by 

Teichert et al. (2016), the timing of accumulation onset appears to be amenable to top-down 

control and can be adjusted strategically in accordance with the challenges of a given task. In 

light of this, the aim of chapter three was to further probe the factors that influence the timing 

of evidence accumulation onset by specifically examining how the timing of sensory evidence 

accumulation may be affected by previous experiences of temporal structure within a task.  

In the perceptual literature, the general phenomenon whereby characteristics or 

outcomes from previous trials modulate behaviour on current and subsequent trials is referred 

to interchangeably using the terms sequential effects, intertrial dependence and serial 

dependence (Frund et al., 2014; Yu & Cohen, 2008). One particular example of interest in the 

current study is the sequential foreperiod effect whereby the speed with which participants 

respond to target stimuli in the context of a variable foreperiod paradigm is in part dependent 

on the duration of the foreperiod on a previous trial (henceforth foreperiodn-1; Capizzi et al., 

2012; Capizzi et al., 2013; Capizzi et al., 2015; Los et al., 2017; Los & Van den Heuvel, 2001; 

Steinborn & Langner, 2012; Vallesi, McIntosh, & Stuss, 2009; Vallesi, Shallice, & Walsh, 

2007). Specifically, these studies have shown that participants respond faster to target stimuli 

when, on previous trials, those stimuli were presented earlier (had a shorter foreperiod). This 

effect occurs despite the fact that the precise timing of sensory events between trials is 
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deliberately de-correlated thus carrying no predictive value from one trial to the next. These 

sequential dependencies observed at the behavioural level have been paralleled at the neural 

level when examining the CNV, a slow-building frontocentral electrophysiological component 

of negative polarity (Walter, 1964; Walter et al., 1964; 1967) that has been implicated in 

anticipating and preparing for upcoming goal-relevant events (for reviews see Kononowicz & 

Penney, 2016; Mento, 2013). Specifically, previous studies have shown that the amplitude of 

the CNV component is modulated by the duration of foreperiods on preceding trials with 

shorter foreperiods giving rise to more pronounced CNVs on subsequent trials (Capizzi et al., 

2013; Los & Heslenfeld, 2005; Mento 2013; 2017; Van der Lubbe et al., 2004).  

According to normative accounts, the general phenomenon of serial dependency may 

be a manifestation of the brain’s inherent tendency to seek, identify and exploit statistical 

regularities in the sensory environment so as to reduce uncertainty and facilitate information 

processing (Jones, Curran, Mozer & Wilder, 2013; Los, et al., 2014; Wilder, Jones, Ahmed, 

Curran & Mozer, 2013; Wilder, Jones & Mozer, 2010; Yu & Cohen, 2008). In line with this, a 

number of authors have suggested that the sequential foreperiod effect is an automatic form of 

the temporal orienting phenomenon whereby cognitive resources are directed selectively 

towards crucial moments in time at which goal relevant stimuli or responses are expected to 

occur (Capizzi et al., 2012; 2013; Los, 2010; Mento, 2013; Nobre & Coull, 2010; Nobre & 

van Ede, 2018; Triviño et al., 2011; Trivino et al., 2016; Vallesi, Arbula & Bernardis, 2014). 

According to this view, the sequential foreperiod effect may be seen as a by-product of the 

brain’s tendency to automatically exploit temporal regularities in order to optimise behaviour. 

For instance the brain readily exploits rhythmic sequences (e.g. Barnes & Jones, 2000; Correa 

& Nobre, 2008; Cravo et al., 2013; Doherty et al., 2005; Rohenkohl et al., 2012), repeating 

complex patterns (e.g. O’Reilly et al., 2008; Shin & Ivry, 2002) and hazard functions that 

denote the probability of an event occurring at a particular moment given that it has not yet 

taken place (e.g. Janssen & Shadlen, 2005; Katzner et al., 2012; Los & Agter, 2005; 

Trillenberg et al., 2000).    

 Although the automatic temporal orienting account provides a compelling explanation 

for why sequential foreperiod effects occur, it does not speak directly to how the 

neurocomputational mechanisms of perceptual decision-making are adjusted. The question of 

how sequential effects manifest at the level of perceptual decision formation has recently 
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received a lot of attention with behavioural modelling and neurophysiological studies 

examining trial-by-trial decision policy adjustments associated with choice history (e.g. 

Kloosterman et al., 2018; Purcell & Kiani, 2016; Schiffler et al., 2017; Talluri et al., 2018; 

Urai, et al, 2018). However, the question of how the mechanisms of perceptual decision-

making are affected by previous experiences of temporal structure has yet to be adequately 

explored. Furthermore, studies on the sequential foreperiod effect have generally used discrete 

onset, easily detectable stimuli that are not suited to examining the neural decision-making 

process. Thus the aim of the present study was to shed light on how the perceptual decision-

making process is affected by recent experience of temporal structure. To this end the 

sequential foreperiod effect was examined at the behavioural and neural level in a task where 

the precise timing of a subtle, goal relevant sensory change was varied from one trial to the 

next in an unpredictable manner (see chapter two). Specifically, the study sought to examine 

whether the sequential foreperiod effect was related to changes in sensory evidence 

representation, rate of sensory evidence accumulation or decision bound. To these ends, 

distinct electrophysiological signatures of sensory evidence representation (steady-state visual 

evoked potentials; SSVEPs), domain-general decision formation (CPP) and effector-selective 

decision formation (mu/beta) were examined. Furthermore, this study also aimed to examine 

the modulation of the CNV by sequential foreperiods in the novel context of a task requiring 

discrimination of a subtle change in the physical characteristics of a sensory stimulus (as 

opposed to a relatively easy task requiring detection of a sudden onset, salient stimulus).  
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3.2  Methodology 

For the purpose of addressing the aims of chapter three, outlined above, the data from 

chapter two: experiment one (two-alternative, forced choice, contrast discrimination task) 

were re-analysed. No new data were gathered for the purpose of this chapter. In the interest of 

brevity, the reader is directed to the appropriate section of the previous chapter for details 

relating to the methodology used and for details relating to data preprocessing but not for 

details relating to the analytical approach.  

 

3.2.1  Participants 

 For a thorough and complete description of the participants that took part in this study, 

including the conditions under which they took part and the criteria used for excluding data, 

see section 2.2.1.1 of this thesis.  

 

3.2.2  Design & Procedure  

The details of the two-alternative, forced choice, contrast discrimination task are 

described in section 2.2.2.1 of this thesis.  

 

3.2.3  EEG acquisition and Preprocessing  

The procedures for acquiring and preprocessing EEG data in the present study were 

identical to those already described in chapter two (see section 2.2.4).  

 

3.2.4  Behavioural Analysis   

 In order to examine the sequential effect of foreperiod at the behavioural level, the 

single trial data were classified according to the duration of the foreperiod on the previous trial 

(foreperiodn-1) and the duration of the foreperiod on the current trial (foreperiodn). Accuracy 

and response times were examined using two-way repeated measures ANOVAs including 

foreperiodn-1 and foreperiodn as separate independent factors. Missed response rate and 

premature response rate were examined using one-way repeated measures ANOVAs including 

only foreperiodn-1 as an independent factor. The exclusion of foreperiodn as a factor in these 

analyses was necessary because missed responses were made almost exclusively on short 
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foreperiodn trials while premature responses were made almost exclusively on long 

foreperiodn-1 trials.  

 

3.2.5  Signal Analysis: Measurement Approach 

The details in this section describe how each signal of interest was isolated from the 

EEG data. For precise details relating to the extraction of the SSVEPs, CPP and Mu/Beta, the 

reader is directed to the relevant sections of chapter two (2.2.6.1-2.2.6.3).  

 

3.2.5.1  Contingent Negative Variation (CNV): Temporal Orienting 

 Temporal orienting was examined by measuring the CNV, which has repeatedly been 

implicated in aspects of temporal processing, most notably explicit and implicit temporal 

orienting or preparation (Kononowicz & Penney, 2016; Mento, 2013; Praamstra, 2010; van 

Rijn et al., 2011; Walter et al., 1964). In order to identify the appropriate electrode sites from 

which to measure the CNV, a grand average topography was generated for the slope of the 

ERP measured in the window 600-1,000ms. Based on this topography a cluster of 

frontrocentral electrodes was identified and the CNV was calculated by averaging across the 4 

sites within this cluster exhibiting the steepest negativity. Single trial CNV data were rejected 

from subsequent analyses if the amplitude prior to response exceeded +/- 3 standard deviations 

from the within subject mean. 

 

3.2.6  Signal Analysis: Analytical Approach  

 The details in this section outline the measurements taken for each of the above-

described neural signals. The general approach used in all analyses presented here was to 

segment the data according to the duration of both foreperiodn-1 and foreperiodn. As 

foreperiodn was considered in detail in chapter two, its inclusion in the present study serves 

primarily to facilitate consideration of any relevant interaction effects and main effects of 

foreperiodn are not reported here. For the purpose of the present analyses, trials in which 

participants received the feedback “too late” or “clicked too soon” were excluded so as to 

avoid any potentially confounding effects of explicit speed oriented feedback. To ensure that 

error related feedback was not a confounding factor, the analyses presented here were repeated 

using only data from trials where participants received the feedback “correct” on trialn-1. This 
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analysis yielded results that were qualitatively consistent with all those presented in the 

present chapter.  

 

 

3.2.6.1  Examining Temporal Orienting as a Function of Foreperiodn-1 Duration  

 Inspection of the grand average CNV waveform indicated that there was substantial 

build-up prior to the onset of the sensory evidence. To investigate this further and to determine 

whether there was any effect of foreperiodn-1 on the dynamics of the CNV, the amplitude of 

the CNV was measured at each of the three critical moments (potential times points at which 

the stimulus may appear). To this end the average amplitude of the CNV was calculated a 

100ms window centred on each of the corresponding critical time points 

(800ms/1,200ms/1,600ms) and analysed using a three-way repeated measures ANOVA 

including time-point, foreperiodn-1 and foreperiodn-1.  

 

3.2.6.2  Examining Sensory Evidence Encoding as a Function of Foreperiodn-1 Duration  

 To examine the effect of foreperiodn-1 on the representation of the sensory evidence, 

the amplitude of the d-SSVEP was measured at the following time points: i) 500ms post 

evidence onset and ii) 200ms prior to response. In order to ensure that response-aligned d-

SSVEP measurements did not include time windows prior to the contrast change and that post 

evidence measurements overlapped minimally with time points post response, trials were 

excluded if the response time was faster than 500ms. Each of these measures were analysed as 

a function of the duration of foreperiodn and foreperiodn-1 using two-way repeated measures 

ANOVAs.  

 

3.2.6.3  Examining Decision Formation Prior to Sensory Evidence Onset as a Function of 

Foreperiodn-1 Duration  

As reported in chapter two of this thesis, there was substantial decision-related activity 

prior to the onset of sensory evidence as reflected in the significant build-up of the CPP and 

lateralisation of mu/beta. In light of this, analyses were conducted that sought to determine 

whether the timing and magnitude of this early decision related-activity was affected by 

foreperiodn-1. To this end the pre-evidence amplitude and pre-evidence slope of each signal 
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were examined as a function of foreperiodn-1. As in chapter two, pre-evidence CPP build-up 

was measured by calculating its average amplitude in a 100ms window centred on the time of 

the sensory change. Pre-evidence mu/beta lateralisation was measured by taking the average 

of the mu/beta lateralisation indices across the two windows closest in time to the sensory 

change. The pre-evidence build-up rate of the CPP was measured as the slope of a line fit to 

the waveform in the window of -250 to 50ms relative to the sensory change. The pre-evidence 

build-up rate of mu/beta lateralisation was measured as the slope of a line fit to the 

lateralisation indices within the same time window. Each of the above measures were analysed 

as a function of foreperiodn and foreperiodn-1 using two-way repeated measures ANOVAs.  

 

3.2.6.4  Examining Decision Formation Prior to Response as a Function of Foreperiodn-1 

Duration  

 The dynamics of decision formation were further investigated by examining the rate of 

build-up of decision related activity response-aligned and the level of the decisions signals 

prior to response (i.e. the decision bound). The build-up rate of the CPP was measured by 

calculating the slope of a line fit to the waveform in the window -500 to -200ms relative to 

response. The build-up rate of mu/beta lateralisation was examined by measuring the slope of 

a line fit to the lateralisation indices contained within the window -450 to -150ms relative to 

response. The decision bound was examined by measuring the amplitude of the CPP and 

contralateral mu/beta prior to response. CPP amplitude prior to response was measured by 

calculating the average amplitude in a 100ms window centred on -100ms relative to response. 

Contralateral mu/beta amplitude was measured by calculating the average of the FFT values 

within the window -150 to -50ms relative to response. Ipsilateral mu/beta was also examined 

in order to provide a read out of preparation of the non-response hand. Each of the above 

measures were analysed as a function of foreperiodn and foreperiodn-1 using two-way repeated 

measures ANOVAs.  

  

3.2.7  Statistical Analysis  

In all of the analyses conducted here, prior investigation was carried out to determine 

whether the data were suitable for parametric analysis. Firstly, the data were screened for any 

major violations of normality. In the case of repeated measures ANOVAs, Mauchley's test of 
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sphericity was also carried to assess the assumption of equal variances of the differences 

across all combined levels of a single factor. In all instances where the assumption of 

sphericity was violated, Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied to the reported degrees 

of freedom and p-values.  
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3.3  Results  

 

3.3.1  Behavioural Findings   

A significant main effect of foreperiodn-1 on choice accuracy was observed (F(2, 

40)=5.89, p<.01) as well as a significant interaction between foreperiodn-1 and foreperiodn 

(F(4, 80)=27.58, p<.001). The trends shown in Figure 3.1a indicate that foreperiod repetition 

led to a gain in accuracy whereas foreperiod alternation was associated with accuracy costs. 

This effect is apparent on short and long foreperiodn trials where participants had higher 

accuracy when foreperiodn was the same as foreperiodn-1. Similarly, there was also a 

significant main effect of foreperiodn-1 on response time (F(2, 40)=175.21, p<.001) and an 

interaction between foreperiodn-1 and foreperiodn (F(4, 80)=12.86, p<.001; Figure 3.1b). The 

trends shown in Figure 3.1b indicate that response times scaled with the duration of 

foreperiodn-1 such that participants responded slower if foreperiodn-1 was longer. This effect 

was more pronounced on long foreperiodn trials suggesting that the effect of foreperiodn-1 was 

partly overcome by the early onset of sensory evidence on short foreperiodn trials. Following 

naturally from this finding, the rate of missed responses on short foreperiodn trials was 

increased when foreperiodn-1 was long (F(2, 40)=36.55, p<.001; Figure 3.1c) while the rate of 

premature responses on long foreperiodn trials was greater when foreperiodn-1 was short (main 

effect foreperiodn-1: F(2, 40)=8.83, p<.001; Figure 3.1d).  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Behavioural performance as a function of foreperiodn-1 and foreperiodn. 

A) On longer foreperiodn trials, accuracy was higher if foreperiodn-1 was also long whereas on short 

foreperiodn trials, accuracy was higher if foreperiodn-1 was short. B) Participants responded faster when 
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foreperiodn-1 was shorter. C) The rate of missed responses was higher when foreperiodn-1 was long. D) 

The rate of premature responses was higher when foreperiodn-1 was short. 

 

3.3.2  CNV Amplitude Scales with The Duration of Foreperiodn-1 

 In line with previous characterisations of the CNV as a slow, frontocentral (Figure 

3.2b), negative-going potential, the CNV amplitude was significantly larger (more negative) at 

later time points (main effect of time window: F(1.13, 20.25)=17.79, p<.001). Consistent with 

previous findings, there was also a significant main effect of foreperiodn-1 (F(2, 36)=7.47, 

p<.001) reflecting the fact that the CNV was more pronounced when foreperiodn-1 was shorter 

(Figure 3.2a). This was true irrespective of foreperiodn (foreperiodn x foreperiodn-1 interaction: 

F(4, 72)=.70, p=.59). A significant interaction between foreperiodn-1 and time point (F(4, 

72)=3.79, p<.01) indicated that the foreperiodn-1 effect was greater at later points in time.  

 
 

Figure 3.2: The sequential foreperiod effect and the CNV.  

A) Stimulus-aligned CNV waveforms, plotted separately for each level of foreperiodn and foreperiodn-

1, show that, irrespective of foreperiodn, the amplitude of the CNV was modulated by foreperiodn-1. 

Shaded grey bars correspond to the three measurement windows centred on each of the three critical 
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time points (800ms/1,200ms/1,600ms). Solid black vertical lines mark the time of evidence onset. B) 

Topography of the slope of the ERP waveform in the window (600-1,000ms).  

 

3.3.3  Sensory Evidence Encoding Was Not Modulated by Foreperiodn-1 

 Sensory evidence encoding, reflected in the d-SSVEP measured over occipital cortex 

(Figure 3.3c), did not exhibit a sequential foreperiod effect. There was no significant effect of 

foreperiodn-1 on the d-SSVEP in either the post-evidence onset window (Figure 3.3a; F(2, 

36)=1.08, p=.35) or pre-response window (Figure 3.3b; F(2, 36)=2.46, p=.10).  

   

 

Figure 3.3: The sequential foreperiod effect and the d-SSVEP. 

A) Stimulus-aligned and B) response aligned d-SSVEP waveforms plotted separately for each level of 

foreperiodn and foreperiodn-1, show that foreperiodn-1 did not modulate sensory representation. Shaded 

grey bars correspond to the post-evidence onset (A) and pre-response (B) measurement windows. Solid 

black vertical lines mark the time of evidence onset (A) and response (B). C) Topography of the d-

SSVEP amplitude measured prior to response.  
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3.3.4  Foreperiodn-1 Affects the Onset of Sensory Evidence Accumulation 

  As reported in chapter two of this thesis, there was significant pre-evidence build-up 

of the CPP with greater pre-evidence accumulation on longer foreperiodn trials. The results of 

the present analysis additionally show that the pre-evidence accumulation was modulated by 

foreperiodn-1. The amplitude of the CPP at the time of evidence onset was larger when 

foreperiodn-1 was shorter (Figure 3.4a; F(2, 36)=4.38, p<.05). However, there was no 

significant effect of foreperiodn-1 on pre-evidence CPP slope (F(2, 36)=.54, p= .59) suggesting 

that the pre-evidence amplitude differences arose from differences in the onset, rather than the 

rate, of premature evidence accumulation. The effects of foreperiodn-1 on evidence 

accumulation did not extend beyond the onset timing. The build-up rate of the CPP measured 

in the response-aligned waveform (F(2, 36)=.13, p=.88) and the amplitude of the CPP prior to 

response (F(2, 36)=.59, p=.56) were unaffected by foreperiodn-1 (Figure 3.4b).  

 

 

Figure 3.4: The sequential foreperiod effect and the CPP.  

A) Stimulus-aligned and B) Response-aligned CPP waveforms, plotted separately for each level of 

foreperiodn and foreperiodn-1, show that foreperiodn-1 modulated the onset of sensory evidence 
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accumulation but did not affect the rate of evidence accumulation or the decision bound. Shaded grey 

bars correspond to the pre-evidence (A) and pre-response (B) measurement windows. Solid black 

vertical lines mark the time of evidence onset (A) and response (B). C) Topography of the ERP 

measured prior to response showing a clear positivity over centroparietal scalp regions.  

 

3.3.5  Foreperiodn-1 Did Not Affect Motor Preparation  

 As reported in chapter two of this thesis, there was significant desynchronisation and 

lateralisation of premotor mu/beta activity prior to evidence onset on longer foreperiodn trials. 

Here, foreperiodn-1 had no significant effect on any aspect of motor preparation. Specifically, 

foreperiodn-1 did not significantly modulate overall pre-evidence mu/beta desynchronisation 

(F(2, 36)=.09, p=.92; Figure 3.5a), irrespective of foreperiodn (foreperiodn-1 x foreperiodn 

interaction: F(4, 72)=1.10, p=.37) or the slope of pre-evidence mu/beta desynchronisation was 

also unaffected by foreperiodn-1 (F(2, 36)=1.67, p=.20), irrespective of foreperiodn 

(foreperiodn-1 x foreperiodn interaction: F(4, 72)=.35, p=.85). Likewise there was no effect of 

foreperiodn-1 on mu/beta lateralisation (F(2, 36)=.66, p=.52), irrespective of foreperiodn 

(foreperiodn-1 x foreperiodn interaction: F(4, 72)=.99, p=.42) or on the slope of mu/beta 

lateralisation (F(2, 36)=2.07, p=.14), irrespective of foreperiodn (foreperiodn-1 x foreperiodn 

interaction: F(4, 72)=1.11, p=.36).  

Prior to response foreperiodn-1 had no significant effect on overall mu/beta 

desynchronisation (Figure 3.5b; F(2, 36)=.63, p=.54), irrespective of foreperiodn (foreperiodn-1 

x foreperiodn interaction: F(4, 72)=1.53, p=.20) or on the slope of mu/beta desynchronisation 

(F(2, 36)=.08, p=.93), irrespective of foreperiodn (foreperiodn-1 x foreperiodn interaction: F(4, 

72)=.29, p=.89). Likewise there was no effect of foreperiodn-1 on mu/beta lateralisation prior 

to response (F(2, 36)=.93, p=.40), irrespective of foreperiodn (foreperiodn-1 x foreperiodn 

interaction: F(4, 72)=.76, p=.56) or on the slope of pre-response mu/beta lateralisation (F(2, 

36)=.14, p=.87), irrespective of foreperiodn (foreperiodn-1 x foreperiodn interaction: F(4, 

72)=1.06, p=.38).  
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Figure 3.5: The sequential foreperiod effect and Mu/Beta.  

A) Stimulus-aligned and B) response-aligned mu/beta waveforms plotted separately for each level of 

foreperiodn and foreperiodn-1. No significant modulation by foreperiodn-1 was observed for any of the 

measurement windows. Shaded grey bars correspond to the pre-evidence (A) and pre-response (B) 

measurement windows. Solid black vertical lines mark the time of evidence onset (A) and response 

(B). C) Topography of the mu/beta lateralisation prior to response.  
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3.4  Discussion 

The results of this study suggest that the timing of sensory evidence accumulation 

onset in perceptual decision-making is influenced by the temporal structure of recent trials 

with earlier accumulation onset following trials of shorter duration. This finding is reflected in 

the greater magnitude of pre-evidence CPP build-up following short foreperiodn-1 trials in the 

absence of any change in the signal’s slope. Other parameters of the decision process were 

unaffected by foreperiodn-1 including the fidelity with which sensory evidence was represented 

(indexed by the d-SSVEP), the rate of evidence accumulation following the onset of the 

sensory change (indexed by the response-aligned slope of the CPP) and the decision bound 

(indexed by the CPP amplitude at response). A secondary finding in this study was the 

modulation of the CNV by foreperiodn-1 such that it was more pronounced when foreperiodn-1 

was shorter. While this finding is consistent with previous studies (e.g. Capizzi et al., 2013; 

Los & Heslenfeld, 2005; Mento, 2013; 2017; Van der Lubbe et al., 2004), it also represents an 

extension of the well-known sequential foreperiod phenomenon to a novel context in which 

the target sensory event is ambiguous (as compared to the relatively less ambiguous, discrete-

onset stimuli used in previous studies).  

The modulation of evidence accumulation onset by foreperiodn-1 provides a clear and 

coherent account of the sequential foreperiod effect at the behavioural level. Firstly, the 

reduction in response times on trials where foreperiodn-1 was shorter, which is the hallmark of 

the sequential foreperiod effect (Los, 2010), can be explained by the earlier onset of sensory 

evidence accumulation on trials where foreperiodn-1 was short. On the other hand, when 

foreperiodn-1 was longer, evidence accumulation commenced later resulting in slower response 

times. Secondly, variability in the onset of evidence accumulation as a function of foreperiodn-

1 can also explain the data with regard to choice accuracy. As shown in chapter two of this 

thesis, short foreperiod trials were associated with a higher rate of missed responses while 

long foreperiod trials were associated with an increased proportion of premature responses and 

fast errors. However, here it was shown that these performance deficits were partially 

mitigated when the same foreperiod duration was repeated on consecutive trials, which is 

likely to have facilitated the closer alignment of evidence accumulation onset with the timing 

of valid accumulation. When foreperiodn and foreperiodn-1 trials were both short, evidence 

accumulation commenced earlier resulting in less information loss and correspondingly fewer 
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missed responses. By comparison, when foreperiodn and foreperiodn-1 were both long, 

evidence accumulation commenced later resulting in less pre-evidence noise accumulation and 

consequently fewer premature and fast error responses.  

The findings of the present study advance our understanding of the sequential 

foreperiod effect in a number of important and novel ways. Firstly, past studies of the 

sequential foreperiod effect have almost exclusively employed tasks that involve 

unambiguous, discrete onset sensory stimuli that were minimally demanding with regard to 

perceptual and cognitive processing and therefore not well suited to fine examination of 

decision processes. By comparison, in this study, the sequential foreperiod effect was 

observed for the first time in the context of a difficult perceptual discrimination task involving 

subtle stimulus changes that required slow, deliberative decisions. Secondly, whereas previous 

studies have only considered the effect of sequential foreperiods on the speed with which 

responses are made to target stimuli, this study, for the first time, was able to further 

characterise the sequential foreperiod effect with regard to choice accuracy. The use of a 

relatively difficult task that produced higher error rates was crucial in this regard. Thirdly, and 

most notably, this study is the first to provide direct neurophysiological insight into the precise 

computational mechanisms underlying the sequential foreperiod effect at the level of 

perceptual processing and decision formation. To this end, the present study used a previously 

developed approach to isolate mechanistically-grounded neural signatures of sensory evidence 

encoding and sensory evidence accumulation (O’Connell et al., 2012; Kelly & O’Connell, 

2013). Through analysing these signals aligned to stimulus onset and response it was possible 

to disentangle and test specific hypotheses about qualitatively distinct computational 

components of the decision process such as accumulation onset, accumulation rate and 

decision bound. Compared to that of traditional ERP studies (e.g. Capizzi et al., 2013) this 

approach offers richer insight into computational dynamics perceptual processing and its 

modulation by recent temporal structure.  

The present findings also contribute to a growing body of research into the role of 

serial dependency in perceptual decision-making. Whereas mathematical decision modelling 

studies tend to account for the full distribution of choice accuracy and reaction time data on a 

given task with a single set of best-fitting parameter values it is increasingly clear that 

participants engage in substantial trial-to-trial decision policy adjustments that take account of 
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recent choice history and trial timings. For instance, recent evidence from behavioural 

modelling (Talluri et al., 2018; Urai, et al, 2018) and neurophysiological investigation 

(Kloosterman et al., 2018) suggests that choice history biases are mediated by the biased 

weighting of sensory evidence accumulated at the decision level. Elsewhere, post-error 

slowing and post-error choice accuracy effects respectively have been attributed to increased 

decision bounds, reflecting augmented response caution, and drift-rate adjustments (Purcell & 

Kiani, 2016; Schiffler et al., 2017). The results presented here add to this growing body of 

research by showing that trial-by-trial variability in temporal structure affects perceptual 

decision-making by modulating on onset of evidence accumulation.  

 Separately, insofar as the sequential foreperiod effect has previously been attributed to 

automatic temporal orienting, the present findings may also have implications for 

understanding how temporal orienting affects perceptual processing. This has been a subject 

of debate in the behavioural modelling literature with some studies showing that the benefits 

of temporal orienting arise from the earlier onset of sensory evidence accumulation reflected 

in the reduction in non-decision time (Bausenhart et al., 2010; Jepma et al., 2012; Rolke, 2008; 

Rolke & Hofmann, 2007; Seibold et al., 2011). Other studies however have found that 

temporal orienting affects the rate of evidence accumulation indexed by the drift rate 

(Bausenhart et al., 2008; Rohenkohl et al., 2012; Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009; Vangkilde et al., 

2012). This study provides the first neurophysiological support for the accumulation onset 

hypothesis, showing that variability in prior temporal structure modulates the onset of sensory 

evidence accumulation indexed by the CPP. However, it should be noted that temporal 

orienting was not explicitly manipulated in this study, either through overt temporal cues or 

rhythmic temporal regularities. An interesting avenue for future research would be to examine 

the impact of explicit temporal orienting on the neural markers of evidence accumulation used 

here in order to provide direct insight into the on-going debate over the neural underpinnings 

of temporal orienting benefits.  

This study suffers from certain drawbacks, which must be considered. Firstly, the 

absence of an effect of foreperiodn-1 on mu/beta desynchronisation is surprising. Several 

studies have shown that mu/beta indexes effector selective decision formation, exhibiting the 

key dynamics of sensory evidence (for reviews see Kelly & O’Connell, 2015; Siegel et al., 

2011). As such, if foreperiodn-1 modulates the onset of sensory evidence accumulation, one 
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would expect to see this modulation in mu/beta, or mu/beta lateralisation as well as in the 

CPP. There are a number of reasons why mu/beta may be less capable of capturing subtle 

variations in evidence accumulation such as those reported here. Firstly, the temporal 

resolution of mu/beta was relatively poor, due to the use of a 400ms short-time fourier 

transform window in its measurement, meaning that the effect of foreperiodn-1 may have been 

masked by temporal smearing. Secondly, whereas the CPP is thought to reflect the 

accumulation of sensory information irrespective of its directionality, mu/beta represents 

evidence with respect to the chosen (contralateral) or unchosen (ipsilateral) response and 

consequently random fluctuations may be cancelled out, particularly in the mu/beta 

lateralisation signal. Thirdly, mu/beta signals carry a strong evidence-independent urgency 

component (Steinemann et al., 2018), which may also complicate efforts to measure the 

influence of subtle fluctuations in evidence accumulation onset.  

Secondly, a shortcoming of this study is that it did not directly address the functional 

significance of the CNV in the context of perceptual decision formation. Previously, 

researchers have interpreted the modulation of CNV by foreperiodn-1 to reflect the automatic 

deployment of temporal attention towards critical goal relevant moments in time (Capizzi et 

al., 2013; Los & Heslenfeld, 2005; Mento, 2013; 2017; Van der Lubbe et al., 2004), an 

interpretation that is in line with the dominant and generalised view of the CNV as signature 

of anticipatory temporal processing (Kononowicz & Penney, 2016; Kononowicz & van Rijn, 

2011; Mento, 2013; Praamstra, 2009; van Rijn et al., 2011). However, in previous sequential 

foreperiod studies participants typically responded very quickly to the discrete onset, easily 

detectable stimuli meaning that stimulus, decision and response related processes could not be 

easily disentangled. Here we show that the CNV continues to build-up after the onset of target, 

alongside the evolving decision. This raises questions as to whether the CNV can be fully 

understood without considering the intermediating decision process. Addressing this issue, 

Boehm, van Maanen, Forstmann and Van Rijn (2014) examined the CNV in the context of the 

sequential sampling framework using a task in which participants were required to make 

perceptual decisions based on noisy sensory evidence under speed pressure. Based on their 

findings Boehm et al. (2014) hypothesised that the CNV reflects processes underpinning 

response caution in perceptual decision-making. Chapter four of this thesis aims to further 
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examine this novel hypothesis and shed light on the functional significance of the CNV by 

considering the evolving decision process.  

In summary, this study has shed light, for the first time, on the neural decision process 

adjustments mediating the sequential foreperiod effect. Specifically, the modulation of 

response time by foreperiodn-1, which is a key characteristic of this effect, was explained by 

the modulation of sensory evidence accumulation onset timing. Furthermore, foreperiod 

repetition facilitated the timing of accumulation onset resulting in improved choice accuracy 

while foreperiod alternation impeded the timing of evidence accumulation relating to the onset 

of valid sensory evidence thereby reducing choice accuracy. Overall, this study extends our 

understanding of intertrial dependency in perceptual decision-making, underscoring in 

particular the effects of recent temporal structure on key components of the decision process.   
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Chapter Four 

The Contingent Negative Variation Indexes Dynamic 

Urgency in Perceptual Decision-Making 

 

4.1  Introduction  

The CNV was first described by Walter and colleagues as a sustained potential of 

negative polarity that develops slowly over frontocentral scalp regions during the interval 

between two conditionally related events (Walter, 1964; Walter et al., 1964; 1967). Since its 

discovery, the CNV has been the focus of extensive research and two hallmark characteristics 

have been identified. Firstly, the amplitude of the CNV is closely related to behaviour in that 

its amplitude predicts the speed with which individuals make motor responses in target 

detection and choice response tasks (Hillyard, 1969; Leuthold & Jentzsch, 2001; Trillenberg et 

al., 2000; van den Berg et al., 2014; Wascher et al., 1996). Secondly, across various contexts, 

the peak latency of the CNV is time-aligned to, and its slope modulated by, the timing of 

significant goal-relevant events. Such events include memorised standard time intervals used 

in temporal judgement tasks (Macar & Vidal, 2003; Pfeuty, Ragot & Pouthas, 2003; 2005; 

Tarantino et al., 2010), explicitly cued target onset times used in temporal orienting tasks 

(Capizzi et al., 2013; Correa et al., 2006; Griffin et al., 2002; Los & Heslenfeld, 2005; Mento, 

2017; Miniussi et al., 1999) and predictable target onset times situated in the context of 

repeating intertrial intervals (Mento et al., 2013; Praamstra et al., 2006). Together these 

findings point to a clear role for the CNV in various aspects of temporal processing including 

explicit and implicit time representation, anticipatory temporal orienting and preparation to 

respond to an upcoming goal relevant stimulus (for reviews see Capizzi et al., 2013; Konowicz 

& Penney, 2016; Macar & Vidal, 2009; Mento, 2013; Praamstra, 2010; van Rijn, et al., 2011). 

Despite this, a precise mechanistic account of the CNV has yet to be established.  

 A shortcoming of CNV research to date is that it has largely failed to consider the 

decision process. Specifically, the CNV has been examined almost exclusively using target 

detection and choice response time tasks in which the stimulus itself is unambiguous, 
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requiring very little effortful deliberation in order for observers to respond appropriately. 

Addressing this issue, Boehm, van Maanen, Forstmann and Van Rijn (2014) recently 

examined the function of the CNV using a speed-accuracy trade-off variant of the classic 

random dot motion task in which participants must spend time accumulating evidence in order 

to arrive at a decision and select an appropriate response. Their study yielded two important 

findings. Firstly, the authors found that the CNV was more pronounced at baseline when 

participants were cued to emphasise response speed, with larger CNVs leading to faster 

responses. This finding was in accordance with those of previous studies (Loveless & Sanford, 

1975; Verleger, Wauschkuhn, van der Lubbe, Jaskowski & Trillenberg, 2000). Secondly, and 

most importantly, they found that under speed emphasis, the amplitude of the CNV was 

inversely related to model-derived, single-trial estimates of response caution (i.e. the height of 

the decision bound). Specifically, lower decision bounds were associated with more 

pronounced CNV components at baseline under speed pressure leading the authors to suggest 

that the CNV reflects activity in the neural circuitry that adjusts the decision bound according 

to different levels of response caution invoked by environmental demands. Together with the 

observation that the CNV traces elapsed time in a meaningful, goal-oriented manner, there is 

compelling evidence to suggest that the CNV indeed indexes the activity of neural circuits that 

implement response caution.  

Although static bound adjustments are considered to be one of the core mechanisms 

underpinning response caution, it is not the only means by which the trade-off between speed 

and accuracy can be implemented. Recent evidence suggests that response caution can also be 

regulated dynamically by collapsing the decision bound over time thereby reducing the 

amount of evidence required in order to commit to a response (Drugowitsch et al., 2012; 

Frazier & Yu, 2008; Malhotra et al., 2017; Steinemann et al., 2018). This mechanism is 

mathematically equivalent to implementing a time-dependent, evidence-independent dynamic 

urgency signal. Although, traditional sequential sampling models have tended to favour 

models in which the decision bounds are static throughout the course of a trial (Forstmann et 

al., 2016; Hawkins et al., 2015a; Ratcliff, 2016), evidence from neurophysiology provides 

compelling support for dynamic adjustments. For instance, effector selective decision signals 

exhibit a time-dependent, evidence-independent increase in firing rate under speed pressure, 

consistent with the implementation of a collapsing decision bound through the means of 
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dynamic urgency. This is true of both monkeys (Churchland et al., 2008; Hanks et al., 2014; 

Thura & Cisek, 2016) and humans (Murphy et al., 2016; Steinemann et al., 2018). 

Furthermore, when making decisions under the pressure of a response deadline the CPP, 

which indexes cumulative sensory evidence, also decreases as a function of time in parallel 

with a decrease in response accuracy (Steinemann et al., 2018). The authors attributed this 

collapsing bound effect to dynamic urgency at the motor level constraining the amount of 

evidence that could be accumulated prior to the crossing of motor response threshold. This 

convergent evidence suggests that a true signature of response caution should exhibit not only 

static but also dynamic components of urgency.  

Although Boehm et al. (2014) have already provided compelling evidence that the 

CNV indexes response caution under speed pressure by showing that static adjustments are 

manifest in this component prior to the onset of the decision process, it remains to be seen 

whether the CNV also traces dynamic components of response caution that evolve in parallel 

to decision formation. Thus the aim of the present study was to investigate whether the CNV 

traces dynamic urgency by analysing data from a previously collected speed-accuracy trade-

off experiment. It was hypothesised that, in addition to exhibiting the characteristics of static 

urgency, the CNV would also exhibit a time-dependent, evidence-independent build-up 

alongside decision formation consistent with a dynamic urgency signal. By way of 

comparison, the CPP was also investigated as this signal has previously been shown to be 

modulated by response caution exhibiting both static and dynamic adjustments in its pre-

response amplitude reflecting changes in the decision bound.  
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4.2  Methodology  

 This chapter analyses a subset of data collected for a study investigating the effects of 

aging on the speed-accuracy trade-off and on the components underlying sensory 

representation, domain general decision formation and effector selective decision formation.  

 

4.2.1  Participants  

 Thirty participants (16 Male, 14 Female) aged 18-34 (M=23.10 years, SD=4.41 years) 

were recruited to take part in a two-alternative contrast discrimination task (data from older 

adults belonging to this dataset were not analysed for the present purposes). All subjects were 

right-handed, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of personal or familial 

neurological or psychiatric illness. Four participants were excluded due to performing at very 

low accuracy levels on trials of lower difficulty (<60%). For the purpose of 

electrophysiological analyses, one further subject was excluded due to excessive blink and/or 

EEG artefacts (>40% trial loss), but their data were retained for behavioural analyses. 

Participants received a reimbursement of €30 for taking part in the study. Written informed 

consent was obtained from all subjects prior to taking part in the study and all procedures were 

approved by the Trinity College Dublin ethics committee and conducted in accordance with 

the Declaration of Helsinki.  

 

4.2.2  Design & Procedure: Two-Alternative Contrast Discrimination Task  

Participants performed a two-alternative, forced-choice contrast discrimination task, 

consisting of discrete trials, in which they were required to discriminate the direction (left or 

right) of a target based on a relative change in contrast between two overlaid grating stimuli 

(described below). The experiment consisted of 6 experimental blocks (60 trials per block), 

which alternated between speed (S) and accuracy emphasis (A) regimes. The order of the 

blocks was counterbalanced across participants who were informed about which response 

regime to adopt through the presentation of on-screen instructions at the beginning of each 

block. The experiment was conducted in a dark, sound-attenuated room with participants 

seated in front of a 51cm cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor (refresh rate: 100 Hz, 1024 x 768 

resolution) at a distance of approximately 57cm. Stimuli used in the experiment were created 
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using Psychtoolbox and the experiment was presented using Matlab. The stimulus, which was 

physically identical to that used in chapter two and chapter three of this thesis, consisted of 

two overlaid grating patterns (spatial frequency = 1 cycle per degree) presented in a circular 

aperture (inner radius = 1˚, outer radius = 6˚) against a dark grey background (luminance: 65.2 

cd/m2). Each grating stimulus was tilted by 45˚ relative to the vertical midline (left tilt = -45˚, 

right tilt = +45˚). Each grating stimulus was frequency tagged in order to allow for 

independent measurement of sensory evidence in favour of both possible choices. On each 

trial the left and right tilted gratings were randomly assigned to flicker at either 20 Hz or 25 

Hz. The gratings were phase-reversed and these phase-reversals were pseudorandomly 

counterbalanced across trials.  

At the beginning of each trial central fixation point was presented followed 200ms 

later by the presentation of a cue instructing participants to either “Be Fast” or “Be Accurate”. 

This cue was presented for 500ms after which the fixation point was displayed again for a 

further 500ms. Following this the grating stimuli were presented, fading in over a period of 

400ms from 0 to 50% contrast. After the end of the fade in period the stimulus remained at 

50% contrast for a further 400ms before the target and non-target underwent antithetical 

changes in contrast. The target stepped up in contrast by either 10% or 16% while the non-

target stepped down in contrast by a corresponding amount. Thus, unlike in the previous 

experiments of this thesis, the time of sensory evidence onsets was fixed and predictable. The 

gratings remained at the new contrast level for 1,600ms and participants were required to 

indicate the direction of the target stimulus by clicking the corresponding left or right mouse 

button with their left or right thumb. Feedback was presented at the end of each trial. This 

served to reinforce the speed or accuracy emphasis (see Feedback & Points below).  

 

Feedback & Points.  At the end of each trial participants were presented with feedback 

informing them about the accuracy of their response and how many points they had earned or 

lost on that trial. Participants were instructed at the beginning of the experiment to try to 

maximise the number of points they earned on each trial. Under the accuracy emphasis 

condition, correct responses were awarded 60 points regardless of how quick participants 

responded while misses were awarded 0 points. Errors were punished by deducting 60 points 

irrespective of how fast participants responded. Under the speed emphasis condition, rewards 
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were correct responses and punishments for incorrect responses were scaled with response 

time. Correct responses were awarded up to 100 points with the number of points diminishing 

as a function of response time at a rate of 4.8 points every 64ms (75 points per second). 

Consequently, correct responses that were very slow (>1,350ms) incurred minor point 

deductions. Errors were punished by deducting upwards of 20 points at an increasing rate of 4 

points every 64ms. Consequently, on trials where participants failed to respond within the 

deadline (misses) 116 points were deducted.  

  

4.2.3  EEG acquisition and Preprocessing  

Continuous EEG data were acquired using an ActiveTwo system (BioSemi, The 

Netherlands) from 128 scalp electrodes and digitized at 512 Hz. Vertical eye movements were 

recorded using two vertical electrooculogram (EOG) electrodes placed above and below the 

left eye. Data were analysed using custom scripts in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and 

EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme & Makeig, 2004).  The continuous EEG data were low-pass 

filtered below 35 Hz, high-pass filtered above .05 Hz and detrended.  EEG data were then re-

referenced offline to the average reference.  

EEG data were segmented into stimulus- and response-aligned epochs. Stimulus-

aligned epochs were extracted from -100ms relative to stimulus onset to stimulus off 

(+2,000ms). Response-aligned epochs were measured from –800ms pre-response to 200ms 

post response. All epochs were baseline-corrected relative to the interval of 0-100ms post 

stimulus onset. This baseline window was chosen, with the aid of visual inspection of the 

grand-average ERP waveform, to fall before the onset of the CPP but after the conclusion of 

evoked potentials elicited by the appearance of the stimulus during fade-in.  

Trials were rejected if the bipolar vertical EOG signal (upper minus lower) exceeded 

an absolute value of 200μV or if any scalp channel exceeded 100μV at any time during the 

stimulus aligned epoch. To avoid excessive trial loss, channels were interpolated if their 

individual artefact count exceeded 10% of the total number of trials. To avoid excessive 

channel interpolation, a maximum of 10% of the total number of channels were permitted to 

be interpolated for any given participants data. Participants were excluded from 

electrophysiological analyses entirely if, following channel inspection and interpolation where 

appropriate, more than 40% of trials were lost due to blinks and/or EEG artefacts. On this 
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basis one participant was excluded from electrophysiological analyses, though their data were 

retained for behavioural analyses.  

In order to mitigate the effects of volume conduction across the scalp, single trial 

epochs underwent current source density (CSD) transformation (Kayser & Tenke, 2006), a 

procedure that has been used in order to minimise spatial overlap between functionally distinct 

EEG components (Kelly & O'Connell, 2013).  

 

4.2.4  Behavioural Analysis  

 The effects of the speed-accuracy trade-off were first examined at the behavioural level 

by measure response times and response accuracy. As the effects of evidence strength on 

performance in perceptual decision-making have been well-established and were not central to 

the aims of the current study, the analyses presented in this chapter ignored evidence strength 

(i.e. high vs. low contrast change). Importantly, collapsing across evidence strength served an 

important purpose in boosting trial count thereby facilitating fine-grained analyses of the data 

broken down by response time separately within each response regime. To this end the data 

within each response regime condition were separated into 4 equally spaced bins based on 

response time. The effects of speed emphasis on response time were assessed using 1-way 

repeated measures ANOVA. The effects of speed emphasis and response time on accuracy 

were examined using 2-way repeated measures ANOVAs. The trends in accuracy as a 

function of time, depicted using conditional accuracy functions (CAFs), were further qualified 

by examining within subjects contrasts separately for each response regime.  

 

4.2.5  Signal Analysis: Measurement Approach 

 The analyses presented in this chapter are focused on the CNV and the CPP. To avoid 

repetition, the reader is directed to the relevant sections of chapters 2 and 3 for details of how 

the CNV (section 3.2.5.1) and CPP (2.2.6.2) signals were extracted from the EEG data.  
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4.2.6  Signal Analysis: Analytical Approach 

The details in this section outline the measurements taken for each of the above-

described neural signals and the analytical approach used to examine those signals with 

respect to the characteristics of an urgency signal.  

 

4.2.6.1  Tracing Static Urgency Adjustments  

 The present study first examined the predictions relating to static urgency in the CNV 

and CPP waveforms. Specifically, as the CPP is known to reflect cumulative sensory evidence 

(Chapter two; Steinemann et al., 2018), static urgency induced by speed emphasis should 

reduce the amplitude of the pre-response CPP. If the CNV encodes urgency (response 

caution), speed emphasis should result in a static increase in CNV amplitude prior to the onset 

and completion of the decision. To this end the effects of speed emphasis on the CNV and 

CPP amplitudes were first examined prior to the onset of decision formation in a 100ms 

window centred on the time of the contrast change. Secondly, the effects of speed emphasis 

were examined in each of these signals prior to response. As in previous chapters the decision 

bound was examined by measuring the CPP in a 100ms window centred on -100ms relative to 

response. In light of a strong motor potential immediately prior to response around the same 

scalp location as the CNV, its pre-response amplitude was measured slightly further back in a 

100ms window centred on -250ms. This window was chosen with the aid of visual inspection 

of the grand average waveform. Each of these measures were analysed as a function of the 

response regime (speed versus accuracy) using one-way repeated measures ANOVAs.  

 

4.2.6.2  Examining Dynamic Urgency In the Late Decision Process  

 Next, the analysis turned to examining the predictions of dynamic urgency. As 

demonstrated in Steinemann et al. (2018), dynamic urgency manifests as a declining CPP 

amplitude prior to response as a function of time (collapsing decision bound). If the CNV 

directly encodes dynamic urgency its amplitude should increase and its rate of build-up should 

accelerate over time reflecting the increasing impetus to response as the response deadline 

draws closer. In order to examine whether the CNV and CPP indexed dynamic urgency, the 

amplitude and slope of these signals were measured immediately prior to response execution 

and as a function of response time, separately for each response regime. To this end the data 
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were separated according to response time into 4 equally spaced bins. The pre-response 

amplitudes of the CPP and CNV were measured in 100ms windows centred on -100ms and -

250ms relative to response respectively (as described in Tracing Static Urgency Adjustments, 

section 4.2.6.1). The pre-response slope of the CNV was measured in a 300ms window 

centred on -300ms relative to response. The pre-response CPP slope was measured in a 300ms 

window centred on -250ms relative to response. Each of these measures were analysed as a 

function of response regime (speed versus accuracy) and response time using two-way 

repeated measures ANOVAs. Trends across response time were further investigated by 

analysing within-subjects contrasts.  

 

4.2.6.3  Examining evidence-independence in the CNV  

 In addition to showing a time-dependent build-up rate, a further prediction of dynamic 

urgency is that it is evidence-independent. In order to investigate this the slope of the CNV 

prior to response was examined as a function of evidence strength (easy/high contrast change 

versus hard/low contrast change). To this end the slope of the pre-response CNV (see above) 

was compared between high and low contrast conditions using a paired samples t-test. For 

comparison purposes the pre-response slope of the CPP was also examined as a function of 

evidence strength using a paired samples t-test. As many studies have shown before, the CPP 

builds at a faster rate when sensory evidence is stronger reflecting better quality evidence 

accumulation (Kelly & O’Connell, 2013; Loughnane et al., 2016; 2018; McGovern et al., 

2018; Murphy, Robertson, Harty, Kelly & O’Connell, 2015; O’Connell & Kelly, 2012; 

Twomey, Kelly & O’Connell, 2016).  

 

4.2.7  Statistical Analysis  

In all of the analyses conducted here, prior investigation was carried out to determine 

whether the data were suitable for parametric analysis. Firstly, the data were screened for any 

major violations of normality. In the case of repeated measures ANOVAs, Mauchley's test of 

sphericity was also carried to assess the assumption of equal variances of the differences 

across all combined levels of a single factor. In all instances where the assumption of 

sphericity was violated, Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied to the reported degrees 

of freedom and p-values.  
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4.3  Results  

 

4.3.1  Behavioural Results  

As expected, response times were significantly faster under speed emphasis (F(1, 

25)=33.57, p<.001, Figure 4.1a insert). Also in line with expectation, participants responded 

less accurately under speed emphasis (F(1, 25)=14.22, p<.001; Figure 4.1b insert). The further 

analysis of accuracy as a function of response time (“conditional accuracy function”, see 

Figure 4.1b) revealed significant quadratic effects in both the accuracy (F(1, 25)=27.35, 

p<.001) and speed (F(1, 25)=69.34, p<.001) emphasis regimes. Two noteworthy and dynamic 

features of behaviour were thus observed. Firstly, the fastest responses in both the speed and 

accuracy regimes were characterised by lower accuracy, with speed emphasis giving rise to 

more fast errors overall. Secondly, accuracy was at its peak for responses made between 600-

700ms and decreased monotonically as a function of response time thereafter. Notably, this 

pattern of decreasing accuracy over response time is consistent with dynamic urgency 

whereby observers reduce their response caution as time elapses in order to ensure that they 

respond within the given deadline. However, this is not diagnostic of dynamic urgency as this 

pattern can be captured by a model in which there is drift rate variability but no within-trial 

variability in response caution (e.g. Hawkins et al., 2015a).  
 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Behavioural performance as a function of speed emphasis. 

A) Response time distributions and grand average response times (insert) for speed versus accuracy 

response regimes. B) Conditional accuracy functions depicting accuracy as a function of response time 

and grand average accuracy (inset) for speed versus accuracy regimes.  
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4.3.2  Static Urgency is Reflected in the Early CNV and Pre-Response CPP  

 In line with previous characterisations of the CNV, a clear negative-going signal was 

recorded over frontocentral electrodes following the onset of the sensory stimulus. Here the 

CNV began to build prior to the onset of the contrast change, consistent with its role in tracing 

elapsed time, and continued building until the completion of the decision process (Figure 4.2a; 

c). By comparison, following the resolution of an initial visual evoked potential in response to 

the onset of the stimulus, there was no build-up in the CPP until after the onset of the sensory 

change (Figure 4.2b).  

As in Boehm et al. (2014), the CNV reached a larger (more negative) amplitude prior 

to the onset of the sensory evidence in the speed emphasis condition (F(1,24)=5.60 p<.05; 

Figure 4.2a). However, there was no corresponding difference in the CPP prior to the onset of 

the sensory evidence (F(1, 24)=.23, p=.64; Figure 4.2b). In the pre-response window, the 

reverse pattern of results was observed. The CPP reached a lower amplitude prior to response 

under speed emphasis (F(1, 24)=4.25, p=.05; Figure 4.2d), consistent with a lowering of the 

decision bound, while the effect of speed emphasis on the CNV amplitude was no longer 

evident prior to response (F(1, 24)=.08, p=.79; Figure 4.2c). However, the latter effect, which 

is somewhat surprising, may be due to differences in the response time distributions under 

speed versus accuracy emphasis. Breaking the CNV amplitude measurements for each 

condition into separate response time bins (Figure 4.2e) revealed that for a given response 

time the CNV appeared more pronounced under speed emphasis. To test this, the effect of 

speed emphasis was examined on a narrow subset of trials where response times were between 

500-700ms (this window was chosen based on inspection of the response time distributions in 

order to capture a large body of trials in roughly equal quantities for both the speed and 

accuracy conditions). The analysis confirmed that when the distribution of response times was 

matched between conditions, the CNV was more pronounced prior to response under speed 

emphasis (F(1, 24)=6.08, p<.05) confirming therefore that the static urgency effect was still 

apparent in the CNV at the end of the decision process. Notably the effect of speed emphasis 

on the pre response CNV went in the opposite direction to that of the CPP.  
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Figure 4.2: CNV and CPP plotted as a function of speed emphasis.  

Stimulus-aligned CNV (A) and CPP (B) waveforms separated according to response regime (speed 

versus accuracy). Vertical line markers denote the time of responses and the shaded grey region 

denotes the pre-evidence measurement window. Response aligned CNV (C) and CPP (D) waveforms 

separated according to response regime (speed versus accuracy). Stimulus-aligned CPP separated 

according to foreperiod duration, plotted relative to the onset of the stimulus. Vertical line marker at 

time point 0 denotes the time of response and the shaded grey region denotes the pre-response 

measurement window. E) CNV amplitude prior to response as a function of response time. F) CNV 

slope prior to response as a function of response time. F) CPP amplitude prior to response as a function 

of response time. G) CPP slope prior to response as a function of response time.  
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4.3.3  Dynamic Urgency is Reflected in the Time Course of the CNV  

 In order to test for signatures of dynamic urgency the amplitudes and slopes of the 

CNV and CPP were examined as a function of response time. These results support the 

functional dissociation between these two signals. Firstly, consistent with a dynamic urgency 

signal, the amplitude of the CNV prior to response increased (became more negative) as a 

function of response time (F(1.92, 45.99)= 5.47, p<.01; Figure 4.2e). This effect was linear 

irrespective of speed (F(1, 24)=5.93, p<.05) versus accuracy (F(1, 24)=5.78, p<.05; 4.3e) 

emphasis. By comparison, the amplitude of the CPP prior to response did not vary as a 

function of response time (F(3, 72)=2.20, p=.10; Figure 4.2g).  

Secondly, the pre-response slope of the CNV, although not modulated by speed 

emphasis (F(1, 24)=.13, p=.73), was modulated by response time (F(3, 72)=4.72, p<.001; 

Figure 4.2f). Whereas this effect was linear under accuracy emphasis (F(1, 24)=7.57, p<.01), 

reflecting a time-dependent increase in the rate of build-up of this signal, under speed 

emphasis there was a significant quadratic effect (F(1, 24)=5.47, p<.05) reflecting a steeper 

slope on fast response time trials relative to intermediate response time trials followed by a 

progressive steepening of the slope between intermediate long response time trials. This 

pattern is consistent with particularly high levels of urgency on fast response time trials. Like 

the CNV, the pre-response slope of the CPP also varied significantly as a function of response 

time (F(3, 72)=5.45, p<.01; Figure 4.2h). In the accuracy condition the slope declined linearly 

across response time (F(1, 24)=7.73, p<.01), the inverse of the pattern observed in the CNV. 

This is consistent with less efficient evidence accumulation on slower response time trials. 

Similar to the CNV, the effect of response time on the slope of the CPP under speed emphasis 

also followed a quadratic function (F(1, 24)=4.61, p<.05), reflecting a plateau in the build-up 

rate between fast and intermediate trials. Thus the quality of evidence accumulation cannot 

fully account for the fastest response times in this condition. However, this trend, when 

considered alongside the near significant reduction in pre-response CPP amplitude (Figure 

4.2g) and steeper CNV slope (Figure 4.2f) on very fast response time trials, is consistent with 

the effects of strong urgency on fast trials. 
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4.3.4  The Build-Up Rate of the CNV is Evidence-Independent  

 Finally the analysis sought to determine whether the CNV build-up was modulated by 

sensory evidence. An evidence-independent build-up rate is another key prediction of a 

dynamic urgency signal (Thura & Cisek, 2017). In support of this, there was no significant 

difference in the slope of the CNV between high and low contrast targets (Figure 4.3a; F(1, 

24)=2.18, p=.15), irrespective of whether speed or accuracy was emphasised (contrast x 

response caution interaction: F(1, 24)=1.89, p=.18). By comparison, as expected of an 

evidence accumulating signal, the CPP amplitude built at a faster rate on higher contrast trials 

(Figure 4.3b; F(1, 24)=4.51, p<.05), irrespective of whether speed or accuracy was 

emphasised (contrast x response caution interaction: F(1, 24)=.01, p=.91).  

 

 

Figure 4.3 CNV and CPP plotted as a function of stimulus contrast change. 

A) Response-aligned CNV separated according to the strength of the change in stimulus contrast. B) 

Response-aligned CPP separated according to the strength of the change in stimulus contrast.   
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4.4  Discussion 

 The aim of the present study was to examine the functional mechanisms underpinning 

the CNV. Building on the findings of Boehm et al. (2014), this study specifically examined the 

hypothesis that the CNV indexes time-dependent, evidence-independent dynamic urgency in 

the context of perceptual decision-making using a speed-accuracy trade-off paradigm. The 

findings support this hypothesis showing, for the first time, that the CNV exhibits the time-

dependent, evidence-independent build-up rate characteristic of a dynamic urgency signal. 

Firstly, as in Boehm et al. (2014), a static urgency adjustment in response to increased speed 

pressure was reflected in the larger amplitude of the CNV prior to decision onset and, in 

extension of this previous finding, this effect was also evident in the pre-response amplitude of 

the CNV. Secondly, the increasing amplitude and accelerating build-up rate of the CNV as a 

function of response time in parallel with an overall reduction in response accuracy is 

consistent with dynamic urgency. Important to note is that while the decline in accuracy as a 

function of response time is a key feature of dynamic urgency it is not diagnostic one as this 

pattern can be accounted for in sequential sampling models with the addition of between-trial 

drift rate variability. Thirdly, the build-up rate of the CNV was evidence-independent as it did 

not vary according to the strength of sensory evidence. Together these novel findings support 

a more refined interpretation of the CNV as a dynamic urgency signal.  

A secondary finding of this study is that it shows the functional dissociation between 

the CNV and the CPP in perceptual decision-making. Firstly, while the build-rate of the CNV 

was evidence-independent the build-up rate of the CPP was evidence-dependent. In line with 

numerous previous findings (Kelly & O’Connell, 2013; Loughnane et al., 2016; 2018; 

McGovern et al., 2018; Murphy et al., 2015; O’Connell & Kelly, 2012; Twomey et al., 2016) 

the CPP built at a faster rate when sensory evidence was stronger. Secondly, whereas the CNV 

amplitude prior to response was more pronounced under speed pressure, the CPP amplitude 

prior to response was reduced. Thirdly, while the slope of the CNV was steeper on trials where 

observers took longer to respond, the CPP was shallower on those trials. Together these 

findings provide support the functional dissociation between the CNV, a time-dependent, 

evidence-independent dynamic urgency signal, and the CPP, an evidence-accumulating signal.  

Although the CNV exhibited key characteristics of dynamic urgency and the decline in 

accuracy over response time is consistent with a dynamic urgency component, the validity of 
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this functional interpretation must be considered in light of other signatures of dynamic 

urgency. Here the CPP was examined not only to establish functional dissociation between it 

and the CNV but also to determine whether there was evidence more generally of dynamic 

urgency at the neural level. In Steinemann et al. (2018) dynamic urgency was reflected in the 

declining pre-response CPP amplitude as a function of response time. Although the presence 

of a general static urgency effect is supported in these data by the significant reduction in CPP 

amplitude at response under speed emphasis, reflecting a reduction in the amount of evidence 

accumulated, evidence of a dynamic urgency effect is less clear cut. Contrary to the findings 

of Steinemann et al. (2018), the CPP amplitude at response did not diminish as a function of 

response time. However, other than the possibility that dynamic urgency was not at play, there 

are a number of reasons why this trend may not have been observed in this data. Firstly, by 

comparison with the data from Steinemann et al. (2018), the response times sampled in the 

current analyses spanned a narrower range with fewer trials in the slower portion of the 

response time distribution. Thus it is possible that due to a small amount of data the decline in 

CPP amplitude at longer response times was not captured. Secondly, it is important to note 

that the precise neural populations that give rise to the CPP are not yet fully understood and 

thus it is not a foregone conclusion that urgency should manifest as a collapsing bound effect 

in the CPP. For instance, if the process underlying the CPP reflects a random walk in which 

the net difference in evidence between two alternatives is computed, then urgency should 

effectively reduce the amplitude of the CPP as a function of response time. However, if the 

CPP accumulates the total amount of sensory evidence available for any alternative then 

longer responses may have amplitudes at least as big or even bigger than do shorter response 

times due to sampling a larger amount of overall evidence. Disentangling these possibilities is 

an important and outstanding issue for which future research will be required to address them.  

In light of these difficulties in interpretation, mathematical modelling may be an 

important next step in investigating the functional role of the CNV in perceptual decision-

making and its absence in this study is a key limitation. Specifically, sequential sampling 

models with and without dynamic urgency could have been used to model behavioural data 

and establish its potential role in the context of this task. Following a similar approach to 

Boehm et al. (2014), the use of modelling in the future could additionally facilitate a closer 

examination of the relationship between the CNV and dynamic urgency. It is however 
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important to note that dynamic urgency is not a straightforward process to model and there is 

debate regarding how many free parameters are required to account for its time course (e.g. 

Hawkins et al., 2015b). One exciting possibility is that neural signal measurements, like the 

CNV, could be used to directly constrain model parameters, as demonstrated in recent monkey 

neurophysiology studies (e.g. Hanks et al., 2014). Fitting this kind of neurally-informed model 

to behavioural data would provide a powerful means of testing the link between CNV and 

urgency while also allowing models to represent urgency without being penalised for their 

additional complexity. 

Although the goal of the present chapter was to characterise the functional dynamics of 

the CNV with respect to static and dynamic urgency in a perceptual decision-making context, 

it is important to further consider interpretations that are in line with the more traditional 

functional interpretation of the CNV across a broader range of experimental paradigms. The 

dominant account of the CNV is that it reflects generalised anticipatory and preparatory 

processes directed towards the timing of upcoming goal-relevant events (Konowicz & Penney, 

2016; Macar & Vidal, 2009; Mento, 2013; Praamstra, 2010; van Rijn et al., 2011). As outlined 

in the introduction a hallmark characteristic of the CNV component that has informed this 

explanatory account is that, while its peak amplitude is fixed, the peak latency and slope of the 

CNV are modulated by the timing of critical, goal-relevant events (e.g. Capizzi et al., 2013; 

Correa, et al., 2006; Griffin et al., 2002; Los & Heslenfeld, 2005; Macar & Vidal, 2003; 

Mento et al., 2013; Mento, 2017; Pfeuty et al., 2003; 2005; Praamstra et al., 2006; Tarantino et 

al., 2010). Here, the internal representation of the response deadline might be considered an 

example of a goal relevant event and thus the CNV should peak at a fixed amplitude at the 

time of the internally represented deadline. However, here the nature of the paradigm used 

precluded analysis of the CNV at the precise time of the elapsed internally represented 

deadline for two reasons. Firstly, nearly all decisions were completed before the deadline 

elapsed meaning the CNV was likely interrupted prior to reaching its peak, instead returning 

to baseline after the decision report. Due to an insufficient number of missed response trials it 

was not possible to measure the CNV at the deadline. Secondly, it is likely that observers 

varied their representation of the timing of the deadline across trials relative to the actual 

deadline reflecting varying degrees of response caution. Further research will be needed in 

order to examine the CNV under conditions where the deadline has elapsed, uninterrupted by 
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the completion of the decision process, so as to directly test the hypothesis that the CNV 

builds towards a fixed amplitude at deadline.  

A critical and outstanding question pertains to the extent to which the CNV is causally 

involved in modulating the decision bounds. Boehm et al. (2014) speculated that the CNV 

may in fact reflect activity projected to the cortex from reward oriented striatal circuits 

involved in controlling response caution (see Forstmann et al., 2008 for further details). Future 

research could test the causal relationship between the CNV and response caution by targeting 

its underlying neural generators with TMS in a speed-accuracy trade-off context. To the best 

of our knowledge there has been no such study carried out to date. If the disruption of the 

CNV caused observers to become unable to implement a speed-accuracy trade-off this would 

provide very strong evidence in support of the CNV as a unique signature of dynamic urgency.   

In conclusion, this study examined the hypothesis that the CNV may be used as a 

neural index of urgency in human perceptual decision-making. In support of this, the CNV 

exhibited a time-dependent, evidence-independent build-up rate in addition to static 

adjustments under speed pressure both at baseline and prior to response. Traditional 

interpretations of the CNV as reflecting anticipatory processes are entirely consistent with the 

interpretation of the CNV as a dynamic urgency signal. This underlines the success of the 

present study, which has drawn a conceptual link between two literatures that to date have 

developed independently of one another. By drawing the CNV neatly into the framework of 

sequential sampling, this study has highlighted its potential value as a tool in the broader study 

of perceptual decision-making.  
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Chapter Five 

The Impact of Training on Perceptual Decision-Making  

 

5.1  Introduction  

 An important component of adaptive human behaviour is the ability to refine and 

enhance our perceptual capabilities through learning. It is well established that our ability to 

make perceptual decisions improves with practice, a phenomenon better known as perceptual 

learning (for reviews, see Dosher & Lu, 2017; Fahle, 2005; Fine & Jacobs, 2002; Lu et al., 

2011; Sagi, 2011; Sasaki, Nanez & Watanabe, 2010; Watanabe & Sasaki, 2015). However, 

there is considerable debate as to the precise neural adaptations underpinning these 

improvements in perceptual decision-making. One particular source of disagreement and 

debate pertains to whether these improvements reflect changes in early sensory representation 

or changes in later stages of the decision process involved in the read-out of sensory evidence 

from representational units. In the primate neurophysiological literature, under the guidance of 

the sequential sampling framework, significant advances have been made in addressing this 

issue (e.g. Law & Gold, 2008). However, in human neurophysiology the neural mechanisms 

of perceptual learning have yet to be thoroughly investigated within the context of sequential 

sampling. Thus, the aim of this study was to examine the impact of training across the 

hierarchy of information processing in the human brain by isolating distinct, mechanistically-

grounded signatures of sensory evidence representation and sensory evidence accumulation at 

the domain-general and effector-selective levels.  

One of the dominant explanatory frameworks in perceptual learning for many years 

was the early sensory representational account (Gilbert et al., 2001), a central tenet of which is 

the idea that perceptual learning is mediated by the fine-tuning of neuronal response properties 

in early regions of the brain where neurons encode highly-specific, low-level sensory features. 

This framework was heavily informed by behavioural studies in which high levels of 

specificity are often seen in perceptual learning. (Ball & Sekuler, 1982; 1987; Fahle & 

Edelman, 1993; Fahle et al., 1995; Fiorentini & Berardi, 1980; 1981; Gilbert, 1994; Karni & 

Sagi, 1991; Poggio, Edelman & Fahle, 1992; Schoups et al., 1995; Shiu & Pashler, 1992). 

Across these studies specificity is characterised by the failure for improvements to generalise 
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beyond the specific stimuli used during training However, many more recent studies have 

shown that learning does generalise to untrained stimuli and tasks depending on the conditions 

of training and the context in which the transfer of learning is assessed (Ahissar & Hochstein, 

1997; Hung & Seitz, 2014; Jeter et al., 2010; Jeter et al., 2009; Liu, 1999; McGovern et al., 

2016; McGovern et al., 2012; Xiao, et al., 2008; Yashar & Denison, 2017; Zhang et al., 2010). 

This has led to many authors challenging the underlying premise of the account based on 

sensory representational enhancement. Instead, many researchers now favour an alternative 

account in which the primary mechanism of learning is sensory reweighting. According to 

reweighting models improvements brought about through training arise from an increasingly 

selective read-out of sensory evidence at higher levels of processing where decisions are 

formed based on the input taken from sensory representational units (Dosher & Lu, 1999; 

2009). Across a series of computational modelling studies, these authors have shown that 

learning can be explained by a process of incrementally and optimally reweighting the 

strength of connections between sensory representational and decision units according to the 

value of the information those channels transmit (Liu, Dosher & Lu, 2014; Liu, Lu & Dosher, 

2010; 2012; Lu & Dosher, 2009; Lu, Liu & Dosher, 2010; Petrov, Dosher & Lu, 2005; 2006). 

Furthermore, re-weighting models can also account for complex patterns of specificity and 

transfer in learning (Dosher et al., 2013).  

Another small body of research has used sequential sampling models to account for 

behavioural improvements. This approach is particularly well suited to examining the effects 

of training on both response accuracy and response times, taking account of performance 

across the full range of possible response times. Using sequential sampling modelling studies 

have consistently implicated drift rate parameter adjustments, indicating that training enhances 

the quality of sensory evidence accumulated by the decision variable (Dutilh et al., 2009; 

Dutilh et al., 2011; Eckhoff, Holmes, Law, Connolly & Gold, 2008; Petrov et al., 2011; Zhang 

& Rowe, 2014). Although sequential sampling models are considered to be an important and 

valuable tool capable of decomposing the decision process into latent variables based on 

behavioural data (Ratcliff, 2016), it is unclear whether this modulation of drift rate reflects 

changes in either the quality of the sensory input to the decision process or changes in the way 

that sensory evidence is read-out or weighted during decision-making. Moreover, it is not 
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clear to what extent these parsimonious mathematical accounts capture the full range of 

adjustments that take place in the brain.  

 Although model based investigations have contributed significantly to our 

understanding of the mechanisms underlying learning in perceptual decision-making, 

neurophysiological evidence has proven to be a critical tool for establishing model validity. 

For instance, single-unit recording studies have provided little or no support for the hypothesis 

that training modifies the response properties of feedforward neurons in primary sensory 

regions (Crist et al., 2001; Ghose et al., 2002; Li, Piech & Gilbert, 2004; 2008; Schoups, 

Vogels, Qian & Orban, 2001). In human electrophysiological recording studies, although 

effects of training have been observed as early as 50-80ms post stimulus onset in the C1 

component, the direction of these effects has been inconsistent across studies (Ahmadi, 

McDevitt, Silver & Mednick, 2018; Bao, Yang, Ries, He & Engel, 2010; Pourtois et al., 

2008). Furthermore, significant debate exists around the idea that the C1 represents purely 

feedforward sensory processing in primary visual regions (Kelly, Gomez-Ramires & Foxe, 

2008; Kelly & Mohr, 2018; Zhang et al., 2015).  

In a landmark study of its kind, Law and Gold (2008; see also 2009) trained monkeys 

to perform a random dot motion discrimination task while they recorded from sensory neurons 

in the medial temporal (MT) region and response selective neurons in the lateral intraparietal 

(LIP) region. Although training did not affect the sensitivity of MT neurons to the trained 

motion directions, those neurons that were already maximally sensitive to the trained stimuli 

became increasingly choice predictive as training progressed, a finding that was later 

replicated by Uka, Sasaki and Humano (2012). Correspondingly, the rate of evidence 

accumulation, reflected in the slope of LIP neurons, also increased. These findings provide 

compelling evidence in support of the core mechanisms outlined in selective-reweighting 

models (Dosher & Lu, 1999; 2009; Petrov et al., 2005). More recently, Diaz, Queirazza and 

Philiastides (2017) employed multivariate discriminant analysis in order to isolate distinct 

early and late neural signatures of sensory evidence representation (early; 170ms post stimulus 

onset) and decision-related evidence accumulation (late; 300ms post-stimulus onset) in the 

human brain. Lending further support to the selective re-weighting account, they found that 

training enhanced the amplitude of the late decision component while the early 

representational component was unchanged. However, in contrast to Law and Gold (2008), 
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Diaz et al. (2017) did not directly trace the dynamics of bounded sensory evidence 

accumulation and it is unclear to what extent their early component truly reflects the sensory 

representation that provides input to the decision process. As discussed already in this thesis, 

recent developments in human electrophysiology have enabled researchers to trace these 

dynamics directly at the level of domain-general and effector selective decision formation 

(Kelly & O’Connell, 2015).  

The aim of this study was to examine the precise neural adjustments underlying 

learning in perceptual decision-making across key levels of the information processing 

hierarchy (sensory evidence encoding, abstract evidence accumulation and effector-selective 

motor preparation). In this study participants were trained over a period of five days using a 

two-alternative contrast discrimination task. The stimuli, consisting of two overlaid gratings 

presented within a circular aperture, were frequency tagged in order to generate distinct steady 

state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) thereby allowing for independent measurement of 

sensory evidence in favour of both possible choices. SSVEP signals oscillate at the same 

frequencies as stimuli flickering externally and their amplitudes are modulated by contrast 

levels (Di Russo et al., 2007; Di Russo, Spinelli and Morrone, 2001; Di Russo, Teder-

Sälejärvi and Hillyard, 2003; Kim, Grabowecky, Paller, Muthu and Suzuki, 2007; Norcia, 

Appelbaum, Ales, Cottereau and Rossion, 2015; O’Connell, Dockree & Kelly, 2012; Vialatte, 

Maurice, Dauwels & Cichocki, 2010) thereby making them suitable for tracing sensory 

evidence representation in a task that relies on changes in contrast as the basis for making a 

perceptual discrimination. Additionally, when representing sensory stimuli in perceptual 

decision-making SSVEP amplitudes also predict response accuracy (Steinemann et al., 2018) 

and response times (Loughnane et al., 2018), each of which are important characteristics of a 

true sensory evidence signal. Domain-general decision formation was examined by measuring 

the centroparietal positivity (CPP; Kelly & O’Connell, 2013; O’Connell et al., 2012). Effector-

selective decision formation was examined by measuring activity in the mu/beta frequency 

band (O’Connell et al., 2012; Siegel et al., 2011). A key hypothesis for the present study is 

that if learning is mediated by mechanisms of selective re-weighting then the representation of 

sensory evidence, reflected in the signal to noise ratio of the SSVEPs should be unaffected 

while the rate of sensory evidence accumulation at the decision level should be enhanced.  
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5.2  Methodology  

In order to address the aims of this chapter, the data from chapter two, experiment one 

(two-alternative, forced choice, contrast discrimination task, see Figure 5.1a) were re-

analysed. A brief summary of the methodology is presented here with emphasis on details that 

are particularly pertinent to the current aims and readers are directed to the appropriate section 

of chapter two for precise details of the experimental design, procedure and data 

preprocessing. The analytical approach used in this study is described below. Briefly, 

participants in this study were recruited to take part in an investigation in to the neural basis of 

perceptual learning, which involved completing six separate testing sessions (see Figure 5.1b). 

Demographic details, conditions of participation and exclusion criteria were described in 

chapter two, section 2.2.1.1. In the first session participants were introduced to the task, a two-

alternative forced-choice contrast discrimination task (for full details see chapter two, section 

2.2.2.1), and underwent a manual staircase procedure to titrate accuracy to within the range of 

65-70% allowing for maximum scope for participants to improve their performance over (for 

full details see Staircase Procedure in chapter two, section 2.2.2.1). No behavioural or EEG 

data were gathered during the introductory session but the appropriate level of contrast change 

identified through the staircase procedure was recorded. Over the course of sessions 2-6, 

behavioural and EEG data were gathered as participants were trained on this task. Each 

session comprised 10 blocks of 50 trials with feedback provided on a trial-by-trial and block-

by-block. A number of steps were taken to encourage participants to try to improve their 

performance. Firstly, participants were informed that in addition to the reimbursement they 

would receive for taking part (€10 euro per day), they would also receive a performance bonus 

of up to €20 euro at the end of the study, with greater rewards for better performance (in fact 

all subjects received an additional €20 bonus irrespective of their performance). Performance 

was defined based on the cumulative number of points participants earned over the course of 

the study. Participants were informed that they would earn 40 points for each correct response 

with a speed bonus that decreased linearly from 40 points for response at 150ms to 0 points at 

the response deadline. Errors, misses and premature responses were awarded 0 points. Points 

were summed at the end of each block and participants were presented with bar charts at the 

end of each block allowing them to track their performance over the course of the training 

sessions. The experimenter encouraged participants to continuously try to maximise their 
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points. To minimise the effects of fatigue, participants were also encouraged to take breaks 

between blocks as frequently as they wished. Mandatory breaks of at least 5 minutes were 

enforced in any case where participants completed 4 consecutive blocks without taking a 

prolonged break.  

 

 

Figure 5.1: Schematic of contrast discrimination task and training protocol.  

A) Two Alternative Forced Choice Contrast Discrimination Task: At the beginning of each trial 

overlaid left and right tilted gratings were presented at 50% contrast. After an initial foreperiod, that 

varied unpredictably from trial to trial (800ms/1,200ms/1,600ms), one grating stepped up in contrast 

(target) while the other stepped down (non-target) by a corresponding amount. Participants reported the 

direction of the target by clicking either the left or right button on a computer mouse using their left or 

right thumb. A 2 second response deadline from the time of the contrast change was implemented. At 

the end of each trial feedback was presented (“Well Done”, “Incorrect”, “Clicked Too Soon” or “Too 

Late”). B) Timeline of training protocol. Each training session was separated by a period of 24 hours.  
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5.2.1  Participants 2 

 For a thorough and complete description of participant recruitment, including 

demographic information, details of the conditions under which participants took part and the 

criteria used for excluding data, see section 2.2.1.1 of this thesis. For the purpose of the 

present analyses one additional step was taken with regard to missing data. In the case of one 

participant, data from the final training session, which was excluded in previous analyses due 

to an error in setting the monitor refresh rate, was replaced using the last observation carried 

forward approach in order to avoid the loss of a further participant for the purpose of statistical 

analyses.  

 

5.2.2  Design & Procedure  

The details of the two-alternative, forced choice, contrast discrimination task are 

described in section 2.2.2.1 of this thesis.  

 

5.2.3  EEG acquisition and Preprocessing  

The procedures for acquiring and preprocessing EEG data in the present study were 

identical to those already described in chapter two (see section 2.2.4).  

 

5.2.4  Behavioural Analysis   

The effect of training on points earned per trial, accuracy and response time relative to 

trial onset was analysed as a function of training session and foreperiod duration using a 5x3 

repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The inclusion of foreperiod duration the 

statistical analyses presented here allowed for any possible interaction effects between training 

session and foreperiod duration to be examined. Main effects of foreperiod duration are not 

reported here as these have already been discussed in chapter two. The effect of training on the 

proportion of missed responses and the proportion of premature responses (response time < 

150ms) was examined as a function of training session using a one way ANOVA. As misses 

were almost exclusively a feature on short foreperiod trials and premature responses were 

almost exclusively a feature on long foreperiod trials foreperiod duration was not included as a 

factor in these analyses.  
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5.2.5  Signal Analysis: Measurement Approach 

 In order to investigate the effects of training on perceptual decision-making, distinct 

neural signatures of sensory evidence encoding (d-SSVEP: target SSVEP – non-target 

SSVEP), domain-general decision formation (CPP) and effector-selective decision formation 

(Beta) were examined as a function of training session. For details of how these signals were 

extracted from the EEG data the reader is directed to chapter two, sections 2.2.6.1 – 2.2.6.3.  

 

5.2.6  Signal Analysis: Analytical Approach  

 The details in this section outline the measurements taken for each of the above-

described neural signals. Again, as foreperiod duration was considered in great detail in 

chapter two, its inclusion in the present study serves primarily to facilitate consideration of 

any relevant interaction effects with training session. Main effects of foreperiod are not 

reported here.  

 

5.2.6.1  Examining Sensory Evidence Encoding as a Function of Training  

 To examine the effect of training on the representation of the sensory evidence, the 

amplitude of the target SSVEP, non-target SSVEP and d-SSVEP was measured at the 

following time points: i) -200ms pre-evidence onset, ii) 500ms post evidence onset and iii) 

200ms prior to response. In the case of the pre-evidence window the d-SSVEP was not 

examined as a function of training as the contrast change had not yet taken place. It was 

important to examine the d-SSVEP using a pre-response window to account for the possibility 

that a training effect would be masked in the stimulus-aligned measurement by the effect of 

participants disengaging from the task after response. Such disengagements may 

disproportionately affect later training sessions if training leads to a shortening in response 

times. Each of these measures were analysed as a function of training session and foreperiod 

duration using two-way repeated measures ANOVAs.  
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5.2.6.2  Examining Decision Formation Prior to Sensory Evidence Onset as a Function of 

Training  

As reported in chapter two of this thesis, there was substantial decision-related activity 

prior to the onset of sensory evidence as reflected in the significant build-up of the CPP and 

lateralisation of mu/beta. In light of this, analyses were conducted, which sought to determine 

whether decision related-activity during the foreperiod was affected by training, either in 

terms of the onset or rate of accumulation. To this end the pre-evidence amplitude and pre-

evidence slope of each signal was examined. As in chapter two, pre-evidence CPP build-up 

was measured by calculating its average amplitude in a 100ms window centred on the time of 

the sensory change. Pre-evidence mu/beta lateralisation was measured by taking the average 

of the mu/beta lateralisation indices across the two windows closest in time to the sensory 

change. The pre-evidence build-up rate of the CPP was measured as the slope of a line fit to 

the waveform in the window of -250 to 50ms relative to the sensory change. The pre-evidence 

build-up rate of mu/beta lateralisation was measured as the slope of a line fit to the 

lateralisation indices within the same time window. Each of the above measures were analysed 

as a function of training and foreperiod duration using two-way repeated measures ANOVAs.  

 

5.2.6.3  Examining Decision Formation Prior to Response as a Function of Training 

 The effects of training on the rate of sensory evidence accumulation and the decision 

bound were measured by examining decision-related activity in the response locked CPP and 

mu/beta waveforms. The build-up rate of the CPP was measured by calculating the slope of a 

line fit to the waveform in the window -500 to -200ms relative to response. The build-up rate 

of mu/beta lateralisation was examined by measuring the slope of a line fit to the lateralisation 

indices contained within the window -450 to -150ms relative to response. The decision bound 

was examined by measuring the amplitude of the CPP and contralateral mu/beta prior to 

response. CPP amplitude prior to response was measured by calculating the average amplitude 

in a 100ms window centred on -100ms relative to response. Contralateral mu/beta amplitude 

was measured by calculating the average of the FFT values within the window -150 to -50ms 

relative to response. Ipsilateral mu/beta was also examined in order to provide a read out of 

preparation of the non-response hand. Each of the above measures were analysed as a function 

of training and foreperiod duration using two-way repeated measures ANOVAs.  
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5.2.7  Statistical Analysis  

In all of the analyses conducted here, prior investigation was carried out to determine 

whether the data were suitable for parametric analysis. Firstly, the data were screened for any 

major violations of normality. In the case of repeated measures ANOVAs, Mauchley's test of 

sphericity was also carried to assess the assumption of equal variances of the differences 

across all combined levels of a single factor. In all instances where the assumption of 

sphericity was violated, Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied to the reported degrees 

of freedom and p-values.  
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5.3  Results  

 

5.3.1  Behavioural findings  

Task performance improved significantly over the course of training with a linear 

increase in the number of points that participants earned per trial (F(2.24, 47.13)=38.07, 

p<.001; Figure 5.2a). This improvement in overall performance reflected a combination of 

increased accuracy (F(2.39, 47.83)=31.30, p<.001; Figure 5.2b), faster response times (F(2.72, 

57.21)=4.69, p<.01; Figure 5.2c) and a reduction in the proportion of missed responses 

(F(2.45, 49.00)=11.86, p<.001; Figure 5.2d). No improvements were observed in the 

proportion of premature responses made (F(2.49, 49.82)=1.43, p=.23; Figure 5.2e). A 

significant interaction between training session and foreperiod duration was observed for 

points earned per trial (F(5.04, 105.93)= 2.69, p<.05) and accuracy (F(4.99, 99.81)=3.66, 

p<.001) reflecting a steeper improvement from the first to the second training session on short 

foreperiod trials. This appeared to reflect primarily a reduction in missed responses (Figure 

5.2d). As such neither accuracy nor points earned per trial are broken down according to 

foreperiod duration. No interaction between training session and foreperiod duration was 

observed for response time (F(8, 168)=.84, p>.05).  

 

  
 

Figure 5.2: Behavioural performance as a function of training session.  

Training resulted in a significant improvement in A) accuracy, B) points earned per trial, C) reaction 

times and D) missed response rate. There was no effect however on the rate of premature responses 

(E).  
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5.3.2  Training Enhanced the Representation of Sensory Evidence and Rate of 

Sensory Evidence Accumulation  

Training did not affect the overall SNR of the SSVEPs (plots not shown), irrespective 

of whether they represented the target or non-target stimulus, in any of the measurement 

windows that included time windows pre-contrast change (F(2.14, 38.54)=.76, p=.56), post 

contrast change (F(2.15, 38.66)=.92, p=.46) or pre-response (F(2.22, 39.90)=.47, p=.76). 

However, training did enhance the neural representation of the difference in contrast between 

the target and non-target stimuli. This was reflected in the increased amplitude of the d-

SSVEP as a function of training in the windows post contrast change (F(4, 72)=2.92, p<.05; 

Figure 5.3b) and pre-response (F(4, 72)=2.82, p<.05; Figure 5.3c). In line with this 

improvement in the representation of the sensory evidence, there was also a corresponding 

improvement in the quality of the cumulative sensory evidence reflected in the increased 

build-up rate of the response-aligned CPP with training (F(4, 72)=3.09, p<.05; Figure 5.3f). 

However, these enhancements in cumulative sensory evidence did not translate into 

corresponding improvements at the effector selective level of decision formation as there was 

no corresponding increase in either the magnitude (F(4, 72)=.14, p=.97) or slope (F(2.39, 

43.09)=.74, p=.57) of pre-response mu/beta lateralisation (Figure 5.3i insert).  

 

5.3.3  Training Did Not Affect the Onset of Evidence Accumulation  

As reported in chapter two of this thesis, performance on this task overall was affected 

by premature sensory evidence accumulation, as reflected in the early build up of the CPP. 

However, the present analyses indicate that training did not affect pre-evidence decision-

related activity. Neither the amplitude (F(4, 72)=1.21, p=.31) nor the slope (F(4, 72)=.99, 

p=.42;) of the CPP prior to sensory evidence onset varied significantly with training (Figure 

5.3e). Similarly, mu/beta lateralisation measured at evidence onset was also unaffected by 

training in terms of its amplitude (F(4, 72)=.82, p=52; Figure 5.3h insert) and its slope (F(2.32, 

41.67)=1.14, p=.34; Figure 5.3h insert). 
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5.3.4  Training Increased the Height of the Decision Bound  

 An analysis of changes in the decision bound as a function of training revealed that the 

amplitude of the CPP at response was larger for later training sessions (F(2.83, 51.02)=3.46, 

p<.05; Figure 5.3f), thus suggesting that observers based their decisions on a greater quantity 

of cumulative sensory evidence later in training. However, at the motor preparation level there 

was no corresponding change in the level of mu/beta desynchronisation prior to response over 

the contralateral hemisphere (F(2.14, 38.54)=.20, p=.94; Figure 5.3i).  
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Figure 5.3: The effect of training across the hierarchy of information processing underlying perceptual 

decision formation.  

A) Topography of the d-SSVEP measured at response showing a positive going component over 

occipital regions of the brain. B) Stimulus-aligned and C) response-aligned CPP separated according to 

training session. D) Topography of the CPP measured at response showing a positive going component 

over centroparietal regions of the brain. E) Stimulus-aligned and F) response-aligned CPP separated 

according to training session. G) Topography of mu/beta lateralisation at response. H) Stimulus-

aligned and I) response-aligned mu/beta (insert: mu/beta lateralisation).  
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5.4  Discussion 

 The results of this study have shed light on the multifaceted nature of the mechanisms 

underlying learning in perceptual decision-making. Two key mechanisms of learning were 

identified. Firstly, training boosted the representation of the sensory evidence relevant to the 

decision that observers were trained to make. This is reflected in the increase in the signal to 

noise ratio of the d-SSVEP, which encoded the relative difference in contrast between the 

target and non-target stimuli. As a result of this increase in the quality of the sensory evidence 

representation, the rate of sensory evidence accumulation correspondingly increased, as 

reflected in the increasing slope of the CPP with training. Furthermore, participants became 

faster, at least initially, in their responses, missing fewer responses and consequently 

increasing their overall performance accuracy. Secondly, and equally important in explaining 

the observed improvement in overall performance reflected in the scores obtained per trial, 

training also modulated the height of the decision bound, indexed by the amplitude of the CPP 

prior to response, with the largest increases in bound emerging after session three. In line with 

previous studies of bound modulation (e.g. Palmer et al., 2005; Ratcliff & Rouder, 2001), the 

effect of increasing the decision bound was to increase accuracy by requiring that observers 

accumulate more sensory evidence. However, this comes at the expense of response speed. 

This can explain the observation that, despite increasing the quality of sensory evidence 

accumulation gradually throughout training, response times plateaued after session three rather 

than becoming progressively faster. Together these results suggest that learning is mediated 

both by improvements in the efficiency of perceptual processing and by strategic adjustments 

in decision policy.  

 A critical question in the perceptual learning literature, as outlined in the introduction, 

pertains to the precise mechanisms underlying improvements that occur with training. In 

particular, debate has centred on whether the effects of learning are mediated by changes in 

low level response properties of early visual neurons (Gilbert et al., 2001) or changes in the 

selectivity of the read-out of sensory information at higher levels of processing that are 

involved in making decisions based on sensory evidence (Dosher & Lu, 1999). Here, the 

results revealed an increase in the d-SSVEP with training. Since the amplitude of the SSVEP 

is known to be proportional to stimulus contrast (Di Russo et al., 2001; 2003; 2007; Kim et al., 

2007; Norcia et al., 2015; O’Connell et al., 2012; Vialette et al., 2010) yet the magnitude of 
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the actual contrast change was constant over the course of training, this implies that 

participants’ contrast response functions were boosted by training. As such the same change in 

physical contrast gave rise to a larger neural response. The question at hand, however, is 

whether a change in d-SSVEP amplitude indicates that training was accomplished by a change 

in the feedforward mechanisms of sensory representation. While the present results suggest 

that learning was mediated by boosting the sensory evidence representation, it remains 

possible that this change was mediated by top-down mechanisms and therefore may not be 

considered a truly feedforward mechanism of learning. Such feedforward accounts assert that 

learning is achieved by retuning the properties of feedforward sensory processing (Gilbert et 

al., 2001). While the SSVEP is generally thought to be a feedforward signal, originating in 

primary visual cortices and propagating to later sensory areas (Vialatte et al., 2010), its 

amplitude has also been routinely found to modulate with top-down attention in accordance 

with task demands (Di Russo et al. 2001; 2003; 2007; Itthipuripat, Garcia, 

Rungratsameetaweemana, Sprague and Serences, 2014; Keitel, Andersen, Quigley and Müller, 

2012; Kim et al. 2007; Morgan, Hansen and Hillyard, 1996; Muller and Hillyard, 2000; Norcia 

et al. 2015). This raises the possibility that training could have been mediated by the ever more 

effective deployment of attentional resources to boost the activity of low-level representational 

neurons.  

The inability to conclusively arbitrate between feedforward and top-down mechanisms 

of learning is an inherent limitation of this and many other human neuroimaging studies in 

which the precise contribution of high level factors, such as attention, to low level activity is 

difficult to assess. For instance, in the fMRI literature, learning does modulate activity in 

primary sensory regions (e.g. Furmanski et al., 2004; Jehee et al., 2012; Schiltz et al., 1999; 

Schwartz et al., 2002; Yotsumoto et al., 2009). However, due to the poor temporal resolution 

of fMRI it is unclear precisely which stage of perceptual processing this modulation reflects. 

In the human electrophysiological literature studies have shown that learning modulates 

processing as early as 50-80ms following the onset of a target sensory stimulus, as reflected in 

amplitude modulations of the C1 component (Ahmadi, et al., 2018; Bao, et al., 2010; Pourtois 

et al., 2008). However, some evidence suggests that the C1 may be subject to modulation by 

attentional factors in some circumstances (Kelly et al., 2008; Kelly & Mohr, 2018; Slotnick, 

2018; Zhang et al., 2015) and therefore its modulation by training may not conclusively 
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support low-level feedforward mechanisms of learning. Even in single-unit recording studies, 

changes in V1 tuning curves with learning have been linked to top-down factors (Li et al., 

2004; 2008), further highlighting the difficulty in attributing changes in early visual 

representation to feedforward mechanisms. Future investigations would benefit from probing 

the relative specificity of learning effects under conditions where the goal relevant sensory 

attributes of the stimulus are changed without changing the physical stimulus itself, as in 

Zhang et al. (2015). In the context of the present study it would be interesting to observe 

whether the boost in d-SSVEP amplitude in response to the change in stimulus contrast is 

dependent on the goal-relevance of this contrast change.  

The other critical finding of this study was the strategic adjustment of the decision 

bound with training, an effect that has not previously been documented in the literature to the 

best of this author’s knowledge. Such strategic adjustments are usually associated with the 

well-known phenomenon of speed-accuracy trade-off, whereby improved accuracy is achieved 

by raising the decision bound at the cost of making slower responses (Palmer et al., 2005; 

Ratcliff & Rouder, 2001). Here, training was associated initially with improved quality of 

evidence accumulation, which yielded faster response times, as expected of such a change, and 

served to improve performance accuracy by reducing the frequency of missed responses. 

However, contrary to expectation, this effect was interrupted when response times reached a 

plateau despite accumulation rate continuing to rise. This can be explained by the marked 

increase in the decision bound that coincided with the timing of the plateau in response times. 

This indicates that participants spontaneously engaged in a speed-accuracy trade-off, 

alongside the improvement in perceptual processing, by strategically adjusting their decision 

bound to favour more accurate responding. The improvement in the quality of sensory 

evidence accumulation played a key role in enabling observers to implement this strategy 

without negatively affecting response speed. This strategy may have been prompted by the 

scoring system administered in the task, which strongly penalised incorrect responses (zero 

points awarded). Curiously, the increase in decision bound did not accelerate the linear 

increase in accuracy as one might expect when additively combining increased accumulation 

efficiency and increased decision bound. One explanation for this is that the benefits of initial 

increases in quality of evidence accumulation, particularly the reduction in missed responses, 
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may have reached a ceiling level, at which point a decision bound increase was required to 

maintain on-going accuracy improvements. 

A key strength of the present study was the measurement of separate neural signals that 

traced sensory evidence representation (d-SSVEP) and its accumulation (CPP and mu/beta). 

Prior learning literature has commonly used computational modelling, specifically sequential 

sampling models, to highlight that learning is underpinned by an increase in the drift rate 

indicative of enhanced quality of evidence accumulation (Dutilh et al., 2009; Dutilh et al., 

2011; Eckhoff et al., 2008; Petrov et al., 2011). However, the mechanistic interpretation of this 

finding has remained elusive as such an improvement can equivalently be achieved by 

improved sensory evidence representation and by more efficient evidence accumulation. Here 

for the first time, we were able to arbitrate between these alternatives by showing that the 

steepening slope of the CPP, reflecting more efficient evidence accumulation, was 

accompanied by increased amplitude in the d-SSVEP, reflecting improved sensory 

representation. Therefore learning was, at least in part, attributed to improved sensory 

representation. As a caveat, other studies that have similarly isolated distinct signatures of 

sensory evidence representation and accumulation have found that early sensory 

representation did not underpin learning, contrary to the findings here (e.g. Diaz et al., 2018; 

Law and Gold, 2008). However, this discrepancy may be explained by differing task demands. 

Diaz et al. (2018) used a task that required participants to discriminate cars from faces in a 

noisy sensory environment and it is possible that modulation of low level sensory neurons is 

not a straightforward strategy in the context of this task. Law and Gold (2008) carried out a 

random dot motion paradigm and also found no change in the sensitivity of motion-selective 

neurons in area MT. One might speculate that selective reweighting is a more appropriate 

strategy in the context of their task given that task difficulty is anchored in the stochasticity of 

the aggregate stimulus and therefore task performance is grounded more in the ability to pool 

motion signals than in the ability to represent motion direction of individual displaced dots.  

Finally, it is important to note that the trends observed in the CPP were not mimicked 

by mu/beta lateralisation as expected based on previous observations that this signal also 

represents the accumulation of sensory evidence (e.g. O’Connell et al., 2012; Siegel & 

Donner, 2011). Specifically, there was no change in the slope of mu/beta lateralisation as 

expected in light of the boost in sensory evidence representation and corresponding increase in 
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CPP slope. An increase in the height of the decision bound, reflecting greater response 

caution, may even further predict an increase in mu/beta lateralisation with training due to a 

reduction in urgency components that are known to affect this signal. As shown in Murphy et 

al. (2018), increased response caution is associated with increased mu/beta lateralisation at 

response due to a reduction in static urgency components. One possible explanation for the 

unexpected results presented here is that dynamic urgency components, which are time-

dependent and evidence-independent, may have changed over the course of training. A direct 

examination of this hypothesis would involve analysing ipsilateral mu/beta as a function of 

time and training session. Due to the constraints of trial count it was not possible to carry out 

this analysis with sufficient power.  

In conclusion, the present study sought to address the mechanisms underpinning 

perceptual learning by isolating distinct neural signatures of sensory evidence encoding and 

sensory evidence accumulation using human EEG. The results indicated that learning was 

underpinned by a combination of improvements in the representation of sensory evidence 

relevant to the task at hand and also by strategic adjustments in decision policy.  
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Chapter Six 

General Discussion  

 

6.1  Thesis Overview  

 Psychological research over the past century has been concerned with understanding 

the neurocognitive mechanisms that support adaptive, goal-oriented human behaviour. A 

central challenge in this regard has been to establish how it is that we are able make sense of 

and respond appropriately to the continuous influx of complex, noisy sensory information that 

bombards our sensory systems. Here, mathematical decision models have played a key role by 

identifying a set of fundamental computational principles through which sensation can be 

translated into appropriate action . According to sequential sampling models, perceptual 

decision-making involves the accumulation of samples of noisy sensory evidence over time 

towards a decision bound (Ratcliff, 2016). In addition to exposing the core algorithms for 

perceptual decision-making, an important feature of the models is that they also generate 

precise and testable hypotheses regarding the associated neural dynamics. Under the guidance 

of sequential sampling models groups of researchers have now succeeded in identifying both 

effector-selective and domain-general neural correlates of the decision process in the non-

human primate brain (e.g. Gold & Shadlen, 2007; Shadlen & Kiani, 2013) and more recently 

the human brain (e.g. Kelly & O’Connell, 2015; Siegel et al., 2011). These signal discoveries 

are very significant because they provide a way of complimenting model-based, behavioural 

investigations through direct observation and measurement of the neural dynamics and 

adjustments that give rise to decisions. The aim of this thesis was to exploit these theoretical 

and methodological developments in order to address some key questions relating to the role 

of temporal factors in modulating the neurocognitive mechanisms underpinning perceptual 

decision formation. In particular, chapter two examined the dynamics of perceptual decision-

making under conditions of uncertainty about the precise timing of the onset of a goal-relevant 

sensory change. This scenario poses a particular challenge for observers in timing the onset of 

evidence accumulation that has rarely been studied in the field. Building on this, chapter three 

examined how the temporal dynamics of decision formation are adjusted to take account of 
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recent experiences of temporal structure in the environment. Chapter four sought to isolate and 

characterise a novel neural signature of urgency in the human brain, reflecting the increasing 

impetus to terminate decision-making as time elapses. Finally chapter five aimed to uncover 

the neural mechanisms that support improvements in perceptual decision-making that occur 

with time as a result of training.  

 This chapter addresses the main findings and contributions of the work presented in 

this thesis. To this end three primary sub-themes were identified and findings will be 

discussed with regard to each of these separately in subsequent sections. The first theme 

concerns factors that affect the onset of the decision process, including uncertainty about when 

goal-relevant sensory evidence will be available for sampling (chapter two) and previous 

experiences of temporal structure in the sensory environment (chapter three). The second 

theme concerned the measurement of urgency in the human brain and its role in expediting the 

decision process to ensure the timely completion of the decision process (chapter four). The 

third theme addressed the means by which training hones our skills in perceptual decision-

making over time (chapter five). 

 

6.2  Factors Affecting the Onset of the Decision Process 

 The study of perceptual decision-making, to date, has been limited to tasks in which 

the timing of goal-relevant sensory evidence onset can be predicted with certainty either due to 

the presence of explicit cues (including the onset of the stimulus itself) or temporal 

regularities. Consequently, the appropriate time to begin accumulating evidence is often 

unambiguous. However, in the natural sensory world, although we may be generally aware of 

upcoming goal-relevant events, it is not always possible to predict precisely when a goal-

relevant sensory stimulus or change will take place in the environment. This challenge is 

further compounded when the sensory event in question is relatively subtle and therefore its 

onset alone is not sufficient to orient observers towards the sensory evidence. Thus, the brain 

faces a challenge in choosing when to begin accumulating sensory evidence towards a 

decision in contexts where external cues are insufficient to direct the initiation of decision 

formation. Start too early and the observer risks making many false alarms, start too late and 

the goal-relevant information may be missed entirely. To probe this important question, 

chapters two and three examined the dynamics of perceptual decision-making under 
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conditions where observers do not have foreknowledge about the precise timing of an 

upcoming, non-salient, goal-relevant sensory change. To this end observers completed a two-

alternative forced-choice contrast discrimination task in which the time duration between the 

onset of a stimulus and a target change (foreperiod) varied unpredictably from trial-to-trial. 

While chapter two focused on the impact of temporal uncertainty on performance, chapter 

three expanded on this by specifically examining how accumulation onset timing may be 

affected by temporal context, in particular prior experiences of temporal structure in the 

environment. Together these chapters yielded a number of critical insights into the effects of 

temporal uncertainty on the decision process, strategies for dealing with such uncertainty and 

factors governing the onset of the accumulation process.  

 

6.2.1  Temporal Uncertainty Disrupts the Timing of Sensory Evidence 

Accumulation 

The first key insight pertained to the negative consequences of temporal uncertainty for 

performance in perceptual decision-making. At the behavioural level, the results highlighted 

the negative consequences of temporal uncertainty in perceptual decision-making, specifically 

in accuracy. Observers were unable to time the onset of sensory evidence accumulation to 

coincide accurately with the timing of the sensory change. As a result, participants often began 

accumulating prematurely, particularly on trials where the foreperiod was relatively long, and 

therefore accumulated goal-irrelevant sensory noise resulting in a high rate of premature 

responses (false alarms) and fast errors. The mistiming of accumulation onset also affected 

performance on trials where the sensory change occurred earlier in time. On these trials there 

was a higher rate of missed responses indicating that observers may have missed goal-relevant 

sensory evidence at earlier points in time due to a failure to commence accumulation 

promptly.  

In parallel to the perceptual decision-making literature, a separate and longstanding 

line of investigation has been concerned with understanding the mechanisms of temporal 

orienting. Decades of research have shown that observers readily exploit explicit and implicit 

temporal cues and regularities in order to optimise behavioural performance on perceptual 

tasks (Nobre & van Ede, 2018). The findings of chapter two complement this vast literature by 

demonstrating the negative consequences of withholding knowledge of the precise timing of 
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upcoming goal relevant sensory events. Although many studies in that literature have pointed 

to modulations in perceptual processing and decision formation as the underlying mechanisms 

mediating the effects of temporal predictability on perceptual performance (e.g. Correa, 2010; 

Correa et al., 2006; Correa & Nobre, 2008), until now, none had succeeded in pinpointing 

precisely the manner in which perceptual processing is adjusted in accordance with 

expectancy about the timing of upcoming sensory events. Some behavioural modelling studies 

have alluded to the role that accumulation onset timing may play in mediating the effects of 

temporal expectancy (Jepma et al., 2012). However, this is the first direct demonstration that 

evidence accumulation onset timing is affected by foreknowledge (or lack thereof) about the 

timing of an upcoming target.  

 

6.2.2  Evidence Accumulation Onset Timing is Calibrated Strategically 

A second key insight relates to the role of stimulus independent, internal factors in 

governing the onset of evidence accumulation under conditions of uncertainty about the 

precise timing of sensory evidence onset. Although it was not clear precisely when evidence 

accumulation commenced on any given trial in Chapter two, the behavioural outcomes of the 

study, namely the elevated reward rate on intermediate foreperiod trials, suggest that observers 

may have implemented a strategic regression to the mean with respect to decision onset 

timing, similar to that observed previously in other contexts such as interval timing (Jazayeri 

& Shadlen, 2010). Whether by design or by coincidence, under these circumstances this 

approach helped to establish an optimal trade-off between and minimise, overall, the 

detrimental performance consequences of commencing accumulation too early (hence 

accumulating noise prior to the onset of the sensory change) or too late (hence missing some 

evidence and failing to respond within the deadline). This finding not only highlights the 

potentially strategic nature of the decision formation process but also contributes to our 

understanding of the mechanisms that control the flow of sensory evidence to accumulator 

neurons. Current models, such as the gated accumulator model, suggest that sensory evidence 

is accumulated only after a threshold level of sensory input has been exceeded, at which point 

a “gate”, which usually suppresses the flow of information to the accumulator, opens (Purcell 

et al., 2010; 2012; Schall et al., 2011). However, as shown in Loughnane et al. (2016), target 

selection signals, which are thought to reflect the process that triggers accumulation onset, 
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diminish as sensory evidence grows weaker and thus it may not always be possible to rely on a 

sensory driven approach. Teichert et al. (2016) discussed the idea that the mechanisms that 

open the so-called gates to evidence accumulation are likely controlled in part by mechanisms 

of top-down control. The data presented here support this and suggest that when feedforward 

sensory evidence is too weak to rely on such target selection signals, individuals may deploy 

mechanisms of top-down control in order to reduce their uncertainty about when to begin 

accumulating evidence and optimise the timing of evidence accumulation onset. Moving 

forward, models of perceptual decision-making should accommodate the likely possibility that 

the mechanisms governing the onset of decision formation, be it a gate or otherwise, should 

not be entirely determined by feedforward aspects of the sensory input but also by higher level 

factors, such as knowledge of the temporal and reward structures of a given environment.  

 

6.2.3  The Onset of Sensory Evidence Accumulation is Affected by Recent 

Temporal Structure  

A third and crucial insight into the factors governing the onset of sensory evidence 

accumulation came from the analyses presented in chapter three. Specifically, chapter three 

demonstrated that the timing of evidence accumulation onset was in part determined by the 

temporal structure of recent trials such that accumulation commenced earlier following trials 

in which the foreperiod was shorter, and vice versa. Although the sequential effect of 

foreperiod on behaviour has been documented in many previous studies (Los 2010; Capizzi et 

al., 2013), this is the first mechanistic account of the underlying processes that give rise to 

such effects. It suggests that information about the temporal dynamics of the sensory 

environment are carried over from one trial to the next by influencing the onset timing of the 

decision process.  

It is notable that the sequential effect occurred despite the fact that the temporal 

dynamics on recent trials carried no valid predictive information with regard to the temporal 

structure of current or future trials. In fact, the ensuing temporal biases lead to performance 

decrements when, by chance, the temporal structure was not matched across consecutive trials. 

This seemingly irrational tendency may in fact reflect an adaptive strategy if performance 

across a range of real world scenarios is considered. The natural environment frequently 

contains statistical regularities and sequential patterns that render it favourable for observers to 
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extract information on an on-going basis and use this information in order to optimise current 

and future behaviour. For instance, observers readily exploit temporal regularities in tasks that 

feature rhythmic regularities (Barnes & Jones, 2000; Correa & Nobre, 2008; Cravo et al., 

2013; Doherty et al., 2005; Rohenkohl et al., 2012) and repeating sequences (O’Reilly et al., 

2008; Shin & Ivry, 2002). Indeed, the complexity of potential correspondences between 

environmental statistics and adaptive behaviour may be so extensive that automatic 

incorporation of all available statistics is favoured over the exclusive use of only those 

statistical correspondences about which we are cognizant. Thus, in situations where explicit 

regularities are not present, we may be susceptible to detecting illusory patterns and 

correlations, as part of our overall effort to reduce the perceived complexity and uncertainty of 

the sensory world. Accordingly, it may therefore be advantageous to assume that recent 

characteristics of the sensory world are somehow informative about current and future events.  

 

6.2.4  How Does the Brain Control Accumulation Onset?  

One important issue not addressed in chapters two and three is that the mechanisms 

that mediate the transition of the accumulator between an off and on state remain unclear. As 

outlined in Teichert et al. (2016), there are a number of plausible mechanisms that may 

underpin this. Most notably, evidence accumulation may be controlled by a gating mechanism 

that uses some criteria to trigger the “gate opening” thereby allowing sensory evidence to flow 

to the accumulator (Purcell et al., 2010; 2012; Schall et al., 2011). Alternatively, the flow of 

information between sensory evidence representational units and the accumulator may be 

continuous, thereby eliminating the need for a threshold governed gating mechanism, with the 

accumulator instead being inhibited from integrating the incoming evidence until such a time 

that these suppressing inputs are released (Teichert et al., 2016). Another distinction lies in 

whether evidence accumulation is governed by bottom-up input or top-down input. According 

to the bottom up approach, evidence is only accumulated once it has reached a certain level of 

informativeness. However, as discussed already, a reliance on strong bottom up signals would 

hinder this process under conditions of relatively weak sensory evidence. A top-down 

approach implies that the commencement of evidence accumulation is not necessarily tied to 

any sensory event or input but rather can be controlled strategically in accordance with 

knowledge or demands. It is more likely that the brain in fact relies on both the bottom-up and 
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top-down approach to varying extents depending on contextual factors, perhaps relying on 

top-down mechanisms in challenging sensory environments where bottom up sensory signals 

are ambiguous or unreliable. Overall, the relative validity of these different mechanisms for 

controlling decision onset timing remains to be fully understood and must be a focus of 

research going forward in order to achieve a full and complete understanding of the neural 

circuitry that implements perceptual decision-making.  

 

6.2.5  Methodological Considerations and Shortcomings  

The findings from chapters two and three also highlight some more general 

implications and limitations that must be addressed. As already stated, the influence of trial-to-

trial variations in the timing of evidence accumulation onset on choice behaviour has largely 

been overlooked in the perceptual decision-making literature. One reason for this may be that 

this aspect of decision-making is not explicitly parameterised in the computational models 

used to study it. As highlighted in a number of previous papers (e.g. Jepma et al., 2012; 

Teichert et al., 2016), changes in the onset time of evidence accumulation may be reflected in 

changes in the non-decision time parameter estimated using sequential sampling models. 

However, relying on this parameter as a basis for making inferences about decision onset 

timing is problematic as non-decision time is also affected by other processes such as the time 

taken for sensory evidence to be encoded prior to reaching the accumulator and the time taken 

to execute a motor response once a decision has been made (Ratcliff, 2016; Teichert et al., 

2016). This critical shortcoming may be overcome by modifying the parameters of sequential 

sampling models, as in gated accumulator models (Purcell et al., 2010; 2012; Schall et al., 

2011). Alternatively, as demonstrated here, the timing of accumulation onset may be inferred 

directly from neurophysiological signatures such as the CPP, which provides a pure and 

unadulterated measure of the time course of sensory evidence accumulation (Chapter Two, 

Steinemann et al., 2018). In order to use this approach however, careful consideration must be 

given to the design of perceptual tasks so as to ensure that the CPP signal can be isolated and 

clearly distinguished from other overlapping signals, particularly sensory evoked potentials 

that share topographical similarities with the CPP and which may impede the ability to 

measure the onset time of accumulation if the decision process overlaps temporally with early 

sensory processing. In the present study, visual evoked potentials were resolved prior to the 
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end of the shortest foreperiod duration (800ms), thereby facilitating the assessment of 

accumulation onset effects.  

The findings of chapter two also have additional implications for the general study of 

perceptual decision-making in the human brain. Many studies support the assertion that the 

CPP reflects the process of sensory evidence accumulation (Kelly & O’Connell, 2013; 

Loughnane et al., 2016; 2018; McGovern, Hayes, Kelly & O’Connell, 2018; O’Connell et al., 

2012; Steinemann et al., 2018; Twomey et al., 2015; 2016). In chapter two of this thesis, the 

analyses went a step further by showing that the CPP scales with random fluctuations in 

physical sensory evidence. This was achieved by using a random dot motion task in which it 

was possible to objectively measure stochastic fluctuations in motion energy during the 

foreperiod prior to the target sensory change and relate these fluctuations directly to pre-

evidence CPP build-up. The assertion that this pre-evidence CPP build-up truly reflects 

sensory evidence accumulation is supported by the finding that when, by chance, these 

stochastic fluctuations continually favoured one particular response, the CPP in turn built at a 

proportionally faster rate.  

The benefit of using the random dot motion paradigm alluded to above highlights an 

overarching issue in the study of perceptual decision-making, namely the choice of paradigm, 

which often times involves a trade-off in terms of the insights that can be garnered and 

questions that can be addressed. Whereas the random dot motion paradigm facilitated the 

objective measurement of random sensory fluctuations in the analyses of chapter two, the 

contrast-discrimination task did not feature any random fluctuations in the external stimulus. 

By comparison, the contrast-discrimination task had its own advantage in providing a direct 

neural measure of sensory representation in the form of SSVEPs elicited by flickering each 

stimulus at a distinct frequency. However, due to the poor temporal resolution of SSVEPs they 

could not be used for such fine-grained analyses as those conducted using motion energy 

filtering. A parallel consideration already alluded to previously pertains to the design of 

perceptual tasks that allow the CPP signal to be isolated and clearly distinguished from other 

overlapping signals and processes. While paradigms that involve slower, more deliberate 

decisions, on the scale of seconds rather than milliseconds, are suited to many types of 

questions in the perceptual literature, including those concerned with the onset timing of the 

decision process, they may not be universally suited to addressing all types of questions, such 
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as those concerned with rapid detection rather than slow discriminations. Progress in this field 

will surely involve an evolving and complementary understanding both of the signals that 

represent the underlying mechanisms of decision-making, and of the appropriate stimulus 

paradigms required to assess them.  

 

6.3  A Neural Signature of Urgency in The Human Brain  

 Whereas the previous section of this discussion addressed findings primarily relating to 

the onset of the decision process, chapter four was concerned with the mechanisms that relate 

to the expedition and completion of the decision process under speed pressure. This work built 

on findings presented previously by Boehm et al. (2014) in which the CNV, a well-known 

electrophysiological component first discovered by Walter and colleagues (Walter et al., 

1964), was linked to measures of response caution in perceptual decision-making. Although 

Boehm et al. put forth a compelling case for the CNV as an index of neural activity governing 

response caution, their study stopped short of examining how this signal evolved over time in 

parallel to the decision process. Addressing this issue, chapter four identified, for the first 

time, the CNV as a neural signature of time-dependent, evidence-independent dynamic 

urgency in the human brain. By characterising the CNV within the framework of sequential 

sampling, chapter four not only offered a new and mechanistically grounded functional 

account of the CNV, but also highlighted the potential for this signal to be used more 

generally in the study of perceptual decision-making.  

Oftentimes, both in the real-world and in the context of experimental paradigms, 

perceptual decisions are made under considerable time pressure. For instance, in the well-

known speed-accuracy trade-off paradigm observers are often instructed and even incentivised 

to make speedy responses to goal-relevant stimuli. More generally, even in the absence of 

specific incentives to respond fast, observers are usually constrained in terms of the amount of 

time available within which to make a decision due to the imposition of response deadlines. 

Although traditional sequential sampling models do not allow for variability in the decision 

bound within a given trial (Hawkins et al., 2015a; Ratcliff, 2016), several studies suggest that 

when responses are made under the pressure of a response deadline, the optimal strategy is in 

fact to collapse the decision bound as time elapses in order to avoid incurring undesirable 

penalties (Drugowitsch et al., 2012; Frazier & Yu, 2008; Malhotra et al., 2017).  
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The theoretical concept of collapsing bounds has received increasing support from 

neurophysiological studies, which have shown that the physical implementation of a 

collapsing bound in the brain takes the form of dynamic urgency, characterised by the time-

dependent, evidence-independent build-up of neural activity in effector-selective neurons that 

compute decision outcomes (Hanks et al., 2014; Murphy et al., 2016; Steinemann et al., 2018). 

In a recent study of the speed-accuracy trade-off, Steinemann et al. (2018) found that the 

decision process was expedited by dynamic urgency at the premotor level, thereby effectively 

limiting the amount of cumulative sensory evidence upon which decisions were based as time 

elapsed and the response deadline drew closer. Together these recent findings indicate that 

neuronal signatures of decision formation in the human and non-human primate brain exhibit 

dynamics that are consistent with the concept of collapsing bounds. Moreover, Thura and 

Cisek (2017) recently found that neurons in the basal ganglia exhibit modulations that are 

consistent with static and dynamic urgency, independent of decision related processing. 

However, to date, although the effects of urgency have been observed in the dynamics of 

effector selective and motor independent decision signals in the human brain (Murphy et al., 

2016; Steinemann et al., 2018), researchers have yet to identify a discrete brain signal that 

uniquely traces time-dependent, evidence-independent urgency. The findings of chapter four 

present the first characterisation of such a signal based on human EEG.  

 There were several pre-existing lines of evidence to suggest that the CNV, a well-

known component of the human event-related potential, might index urgency. This component 

has repeatedly been linked to the speed with which observers make responses in perceptual 

tasks (Hillyard, 1969; Leuthold & Jentzsch, 2001; van den Berg et al., 2014; Wascher et al., 

1996), and is known to index the passage of time in a goal-relevant manner. For instance, in 

temporal judgement tasks, the CNV represents the duration of a standard stimulus (Macar & 

Vidal, 2003; Pfeuty et al., 2003; 2005; Tarantino et al., 2010), while in explicit temporal 

cueing tasks (Capizzi et al., 2013; Correa et al., 2006; Griffin et al., 2002; Los & Heslenfeld, 

2005; Mento, 2017; Miniussi et al., 1999) and tasks in which the timing of goal relevant 

sensory events is highly regular (Mento, et al., 2013; Praamstra et al., 2006), the evolution of 

the CNV reflects anticipation of those goal-relevant moments in time at which stimuli are 

expected to occur. Formally, Boehm et al. (2014) were the first to directly link the amplitude 

of the CNV to model-derived estimates of response caution (decision bound). They suggested 
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that it may reflect excitatory activity generated by reward-oriented striatal networks of the 

brain that have previously been implicated in the modulation of response caution (see 

Forstmann et al., 2008 for further details). However, further research was still needed in order 

to establish a clear link between the CNV and dynamic urgency. The analyses presented in 

Boehm et al. (2014) focused exclusively on the CNV prior to decision onset but failed to trace 

its evolution alongside the decision process despite the fact that a clear prediction arising from 

previous work is that urgency should evolve over time in parallel to the decision process (e.g. 

Drugowitsch et al., 2012; Hanks et al., 2014; Malhotra et al., 2017; Murphy et al., 2016; 

Steinemann et al., 2018; Thura & Cisek, 2016).  

Chapter four presented a more comprehensive test of the CNV as a signature of neural 

processes involved in the modulation of response caution. Specifically, that study tested the 

hypothesis that the CNV exhibits the characteristics of a time-dependent, evidence-

independent dynamic urgency signal using a speed-accuracy trade-off paradigm. In support of 

this hypothesis, the CNV exhibited characteristics of both static and dynamic urgency 

components. Firstly, the CNV was more pronounced at baseline and prior to response under 

speed emphasis, reflecting a static adjustment. Secondly, the CNV built over time in parallel 

to decision formation, exhibiting an evidence-independent, time-dependent acceleration of 

growth. This offers a novel and unique perspective on the functional role of the CNV, placing 

it firmly within the context of sequential sampling and perceptual decision-making while also 

dissociating it from other neural signatures underpinning decision formation, such as the CPP, 

which exhibits largely opposite trends to those observed in the CNV, including an evidence-

dependent build-up rate and shallower rate of build-up on slower trials. However, the results 

of chapter four are by no means conclusive and should be considered in light of certain 

limitations and outstanding questions for future research. Specifically, the fact that the CPP 

did not exhibit the decline in amplitude expected of a sensory evidence accumulation signal 

under dynamic urgency (as in Steinemann et al., 2018) may suggest that dynamic urgency was 

not at play in these data. Although the absence of this effect may be attributable to factors such 

as the range of RTs sampled in the present study, this outcome is clearly problematic with 

regard to the overall characterisation of the CNV as a dynamic urgency signal. Mathematical 

modelling may be a fruitful avenue for further exploring the relationship between the CNV 

and dynamic urgency in this and future studies. Another possibility is that although the CNV 
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may exhibit characteristics that are in line dynamic urgency, its true functional significance 

may lie in processes of anticipation that do not interact directly with the decision process. 

Under this explanatory account, the CNV would not be causally implicated in the collapse of 

the decision bound under different demands relating to response caution. A crucial step 

towards validating the interpretation of the CNV as a signature of dynamic urgency would be 

to disrupt the activity of its underlying neural generators using non-invasive brain stimulus 

(e.g. transcranial magnetic stimulation). In spite of these outstanding questions, the findings of 

chapter four nevertheless have important implications for our understanding of the functional 

significance of the CNV and have laid the groundwork for future investigations. The 

characterisation of the CNV as a signature of dynamic urgency draws this electrophysiological 

component directly into the sequential sampling framework highlighting its potential value as 

an additional tool for studying perceptual decision-making. Furthermore, the findings of 

chapter four highlight a clear conceptual correspondence between two literatures that have to 

date largely developed separately from one another. 

  

6.4  The Impact of Training on the Mechanisms of Perceptual 

Decision-Making 

 The discussion so far has concentrated on local temporal aspects of the decision-

making process. In particular, theme one related to the temporal factors that impact on the 

time at which evidence accumulation should begin on any given trial, and theme two focused 

on urgency, a particular factor that impacts on the time at which individuals conclude evidence 

accumulation when speed pressure is imposed. The final theme that I will address in this 

discussion takes a more global view on the role of temporal factors in decision-making by 

addressing how the brain derives benefit from practice or training. As outlined in chapter five 

of this thesis, there are many examples of how we improve our perceptual decisions with 

training. Yet, there is on-going debate regarding the key underlying mechanisms. One specific 

debate relates to whether the locus of learning is feedforward or top-down in nature (Gilbert et 

al., 2001; Dosher & Lu, 1999). Specifically, the question remains open as to whether the brain 

achieves training by retuning sensory neurons that contribute to the perceptual decision or by 

adjusting its selection of output from these neurons by changing connection weights between 
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low and high level neurons. Part of the difficulty in addressing this question is that both 

hypotheses yield similar predictions in terms of behavioural improvements together with the 

fact that, in humans, distinct non-invasive measures of both sensory representation and 

sensory evidence accumulation were lacking until recently. Newly characterised decision 

signals such as the CPP and mu/beta, which directly reflect the accumulation of sensory 

evidence (Kelly & O’Connell, 2015), can be harnessed alongside techniques such as frequency 

tagging in order to separately examine hypotheses about the representation of sensory 

evidence and its accumulation as they are affected by training. Chapter five of this thesis did 

precisely this by training observers over a period of five days on a two-alternative contrast 

discrimination task. The alternative stimuli were flickered at distinct frequencies in order to 

elicit separate SSVEPs, representing the feature of the stimulus upon which observers made 

the desired discrimination, which the accumulation of this evidence was examined at the 

decision level by examining the CPP and mu/beta. The results of this study yielded insights 

that speak both to the nature of improvements in perceptual decision-making that take place 

with training, but also in the evolution of strategies of perceptual decision-making in terms of 

the choice of when to begin accumulating and how much evidence to require before a 

response is chosen. 

 

6.4.1  Training Boosts the Representation of Sensory Evidence 

 One key insight of this study was that the representation of sensory evidence, indexed 

by the SSVEP response to the differential contrast of the stimulus, was enhanced with training. 

This effect represents an improvement in the quality of sensory evidence available for 

accumulation since the amplitude of the SSVEP is a direct reflection of the contrast of the 

stimulus. A further indication that this effect embodied a boost of sensory evidence was the 

fact that the rate of accumulation of evidence, indexed by the slope of the CPP, also improved 

with training. The slope of the CPP is directly affected by the quality of sensory evidence (e.g. 

Kelly & O’Connell, 2013). This demonstrates that the brain accomplished perceptual learning 

by finding a way to boost sensory representation and thereby improve the efficiency of 

evidence accumulation, with corresponding improvements in decision accuracy and speed.  

The boosting of sensory evidence with training has been a matter of contentious debate 

throughout the perceptual learning literature. Although early studies emphasised the role of 
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early representational re-tuning in mediating perceptual learning due to the high levels of 

specificity in improvements (e.g. Gilbert et al., 2001), more recent avenues of investigation 

have tended to favour a higher level locus of learning (Diaz et al., 2018; Dosher et al., 2009; 

2013; Law & Gold, 2008; Petrov et al., 2005). For instance, a prominent study by Law and 

Gold (2008) in which monkeys were trained on the classic random dot motion task, found that 

MT neurons, which directly represent the encoding of specific motion directions, were 

unaffected in terms of their tuning properties by the extensive training regime. However, MT 

neurons that were sensitive to the trained motion directions became more predictive of 

behaviour overall, indicative of improved choice probability, while evidence accumulation 

neurons represented the bounded accumulation of sensory evidence more efficiently. Together 

with the failure of other single unit recording studies to find sufficient evidence of low-level 

neuronal re-tuning as a result of training (e.g. Schoups et al., 2001), the study by Law and 

Gold (2008) has contributed to the disconfirmation of the sensory representational hypothesis 

of learning outlined in Gilbert et al. (2001). Furthermore, normative theories emphasise that 

from an evolutionary perspective it would be disadvantageous for the building blocks of the 

neural architecture of sensory representation to be so malleable as to undergo changes in their 

fundamental response properties over the course of a number of days (Wandell & Smirnakis, 

2009). Such a system would be unstable and could lead to interference, and more generally 

instability, in perceptual functioning.  

Despite the theoretical and empirical issues raised against the representational re-

tuning account of perceptual learning, it is possible that the changes reported in chapter five 

may represent precisely such effects. Alternatively, the observed boosting of sensory 

representation may instead reflect the contribution of top-down influences that transiently 

modulate sensory representations relevant to a given perceptual task without the need for 

permanent changes in neural architecture. The plausibility of such an account is readily 

supported by studies that have repeatedly shown that SSVEP amplitudes are modulated by 

goal-oriented attentional manipulations (Di Russo et al. 2001; 2003; Itthipuripat et al., 2014; 

Keitel et al., 2012; Kim et al. 2007; Morgan et al., 1996; Muller and Hillyard, 2000; Norcia et 

al. 2015). Therefore, although SSVEP signals are thought to originate in early visual regions 

of the brain, their modulation as a function of training cannot be taken as clear evidence in 

favour of the representational modification hypothesis. In fact, learning to boost sensory 
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representations through means of top-down attentional processes would allow the brain to 

achieve the useful implications of sensory re-tuning without the detrimental side effects that 

may be incurred by permanent changes to the fundamental building blocks of sensory 

representation. Thus, learning to deploy attentional resources in a more task-efficient manner 

that boosts goal-relevant information could be considered to be the more parsimonious 

account in this instance. However, it should be noted that this account is not consistent with 

other previous data such as that of Diaz et al. (2018) or Law and Gold (2008) for which 

selective-re-weighting models seem to provide a better fit. This discrepancy speaks to the 

possibility that the brain flexibly uses different learning strategies depending on different task 

demands. The precise factors that determine which strategy should be used in any given case 

is a fruitful and necessary line of investigation for future research.  

  

6.4.2  Learning is Mediated by Strategic Adjustments in Decision Policy  

 A second key mechanism that underpinned learning in this task was the increase with 

training in the threshold amount of sensory evidence that was required for response 

commitment. This effect was indexed by the increase in response-aligned amplitude of the 

CPP and was most prominent in the later sessions of training. Such increases in decision 

threshold or bound are generally taken to represent increases in response caution, as in the 

speed-accuracy trade-off paradigm, and are associated with improvements in response 

accuracy (e.g. Palmer et al., 2005). The emergence of the decision bound effect later in 

training relative to improvements in the efficiency of evidence accumulation may speak to the 

strategic ordering of learning tactics over time. Were observers to have increased their bound 

earlier in training, this may have incurred speed related performance decrements and may have 

inflated the rate at which targets were missed, a feature of behaviour that was already 

particularly high during early stages of training. Instead, participants favoured an approach 

whereby they first increased the efficiency of evidence accumulation by boosting their 

representation of sensory evidence before later increasing the decision bound so as to benefit 

from further improvements in accuracy, arising from the requirement to accumulate more 

evidence, without detrimentally impacting response times. The increased efficiency of sensory 

evidence accumulation, driven by the boost in sensory representation, was crucial in allowing 
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observers to deploy the strategic bound increase thereby benefiting in terms of accuracy but 

without compromising response speed.  

 

6.4.3  Training Did Not Eliminate the Impact of Uninformative Temporal 

Factors on Perceptual Decision-Making 

 An additional important contribution arising from chapter five was the finding that 

premature accumulation was unaffected by training. Premature evidence accumulation, as 

demonstrated in chapter two, was a major cause of performance deficits in this task and 

therefore one might have expected to see improvements in this aspect of the decision process 

with training. The fact that this was not the case speaks to a number of issues. To borrow a 

concept from psychologist Lev Vygotzky (1896-1934), the ability to accurately time the onset 

of sensory evidence accumulation may have been situated beyond the zone of proximal 

development. Specifically, given the subtlety of the sensory change these participant were 

required to detect, in conjunction with their knowledge of an impending response deadline, it 

may not have been possible for the trained individuals to hone their skills of target selection 

within the timeframe of training. To do so would have required, as a prerequisite, that 

participants first improve their sensitivity to the contrast change of the stimulus to such an 

extent that they can detect its onset reliably, and correspondingly be confident of its absence, 

thereby laying the foundations for their ability to suppress evidence accumulation during pre-

evidence time periods, only triggering it once the sensory change has taken place. It is possible 

that with further training such a level of learning may have been achieved but further work 

will be required to address this possibility. This fruitful line of future investigation might 

benefit from exploiting target selection signals, such as the N2pc described in Loughnane et al. 

(2016), which may be a crucial signal to determine the stage at which improvements in 

accumulation onset timing become feasible. 

 Another possible interpretation of the persistence of premature evidence accumulation 

may be that temporal expectations derived from previous experiences of temporal structure in 

the environment may become quickly and deeply ingrained. Previous empirical work has 

shown that when participants establish choice biases, these persist even in the face of overt 

information that contradicts the validity of those biases (Abrahamyan et al., 2016). The 

findings of chapter five may be taken as further evidence that bias-inducing experiences, such 
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as the prior experience of temporal structure in a task, give rise to patterns of processing that 

are resilient to change. In this task, despite its detrimental consequences, early evidence 

accumulation may have been reinforced by repeated exposure to shorter foreperiod trials, 

which likely brings with it an expectation of an early response deadline and therefore the need 

to begin accumulating early so as to avoid the negative outcome associated with failure to 

respond. The tendency to persist with such a strategy rather than to challenge it may be 

explained by the overarching tendency for our brains to extract and exploit statistical 

regularities in a world that is filled with instances of complex repeating patterns and 

regularities. It may be that in everyday life it is more often than not advantageous to use 

information from prior experience to inform current and future strategies of information 

processing. Thus, hard-wired strategies may explain why participants did not learn to ignore 

temporal structure from one trial to the next in the context of this task. Further research would 

be required to establish the extent to which this is true. For instance, it would be interesting to 

see whether premature evidence accumulation persists even if the statistical properties of the 

task were adjusted such that shorter foreperiod trials were encountered less frequently.  

 

6.5  Concluding Remarks  

 This thesis commenced by highlighting the remarkable progress that has been made in 

recent decades towards understanding the neurocognitive mechanisms that underpin 

perceptual decision-making. Guided by the foundational principles outlined in the sequential 

sampling framework, neurophysiological investigation has succeeded in isolating evolving 

signatures of the decision process in the primate, and more recently in the human brain. This 

crucial groundwork has paved the way forward for further examination of the fine-grained 

issues that affect our understanding of perceptual decision-making. Exploiting these 

theoretical and methodological developments this thesis sought to address certain unanswered 

questions such as how the mechanisms of perceptual decision-making are affected by temporal 

uncertainty, how previous experiences of temporal structure guide current and future decision-

making processes and how the mechanisms of perceptual decision-making are adjusted over 

time with training. In addressing these questions, a number of important insights were 

garnered. Firstly, chapter two highlighted the importance of decision onset timing and 
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fallibility of the mechanisms that govern it. Secondly, chapter three uncovered the 

mechanisms by which overarching temporal structure within a task affects the decision 

process from one trial to the next, namely by modulating accumulation onset timing, thus 

adding to our ever-growing understanding of serial dependencies in perceptual decision 

making. Thirdly, chapter four put forth compelling evidence for a novel functional 

characterisation of the CNV as a dynamic urgency signal that is grounded in the sequential 

sampling framework. Fourthly, chapter five demonstrated the multifaceted nature of 

perceptual learning, showing that the improvements brought about through training are 

mediated by changes in both the efficiency of perceptual processing and strategic adjustments 

in decision policy. Finally, this thesis highlighted a number of critical issues that should be 

addressed in future research including, but not limited to, further investigation of the 

mechanisms governing the onset of evidence accumulation and further examination of the 

hypothesis that the CNV is causally implicated in the implementation of response caution.  
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